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1   Introduction

Since the rise of indigenous movements in the beginning of the 1990s, and the MAS 

party (Movimiento al Socialismo, towards socialism) and the recently resigned first in-

digenous president of Bolivia, Evo Morales Ayma, to legislative power in 2006, the 

Plurinational state of Bolivia has been a scene of rapid social change. One of the core 

symbols of the indigenous struggle to better their position has been the use of the leaves 

of the coca plant, Erythroxylum coca, and, as one of his first acts as a president, Mor-

ales, himself a former coca grower from Chapare, Cochabamba, declared that the tradi-

tional use and cultivation of the leaf would be legalised. This became solidified under 

the new constitution of 2009 against the demands and treaties of the United Nations 

(Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 490). The former coca policy of Bolivia was based on the UN 

Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 that criminalised the use and cultivation 

of the plant. Though the traditional use of the leaf could be decriminalised, the treaty 

demanded that the parties involved should abolish this practice within 25 years (Garcia-

Yi, 2014: 60; Lloréns, 2004: 104, UNODC, 2013: 63).  

The policy change of Bolivia towards coca became epitomised by Morales’s speech for 

the UN commission on narcotic drugs in Vienna, 11-12 March 2009, when, with coca 

leaves in his hand, he stated: “This is the coca leaf. This is not cocaine. This coca leaf is 

part of a culture.” and commenced to chew the leaves in front of an applauding audi-

ence (Drugreporter, 2009). The policy change of Bolivia towards coca was not, however 

accepted at first, and the country retreated from the international agreement in 2011, to 

be readmitted in January 2013 (Bolivia achieves UN coca victory, 2013). An added re-

servation upon signing the convention anew stated that Bolivia does not regard coca as 

a narcotic, and while continuing with eradication of illicit crops, the legal use, cultiva-

tion, possession and purchase of the leaf guaranteed under the new constitution shall not 

be criminalised in the country (ibid.). This marked a fundamental symbolic victory for 

the indigenous peoples of highland Bolivia, as it contested the racist view of coca chew-

ing as drug dependence. 
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Although the economic, ecologic and welfare achievements of the MAS party in Bolivia 

can be somewhat challenged (Grugel & Riggirozzi, 2012, Laing, 2015, Postero, 2012), 

the symbolic shift in identity politics has been paramount, as ethnic and class boundar-

ies have dissolved. The Bolivian middle class has grown from 35% in 2005 to 62% in 

2019 according to the national institute of statistics, INE (Gobierno afirma que, 2019). 

While this socioeconomic position was previously attached to mestizo identity that was 

derived from the race-based class structure imposed during the colonial era, with this 

recent boom that has increased its numbers almost twofold, Pellegrini (2017) and 

Shakow (2014) have argued that the “new middle class” of Bolivia, instead of conform-

ing to the identities according to the mestizo-indigenous axel, retain their identities and 

remould them when climbing up the social ladder. In order to study how these changes 

in ethnic and class relations have developed since the beginning of the 21st century, as 

the main subject of my master’s thesis, I have chosen to research how the different lay-

ers of the contemporary Bolivian society perceive coca, a summarising key symbol 

(Ortner, 1973: 1339) of the Central Andean indigenous peoples (see chapter 2.2), and its 

chewing, an act historically attached by the traditional upper and middle classes to racist 

stereotypes of the indigenous peoples being unable to develop their societies because, as  

being addicted to the chewing of the leaf, their intelligence has lowered, their bodies left 

malnourished and their “race” degenerated (Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 489; Spedding, 

1994: 224, 230; UN, 1950: 29, 93). 

While, as I will discuss in the sub-chapter 2.2 of this thesis, coca leaf, its chewing and 

growing, and how these acts link to group identities have been studied by multiple an-

thropologists, perhaps most notably by Catherine J. Allen (2002), these studies have al-

most exclusively focused on rural groups to whom coca chewing or growing is a tradi-

tion, a way of life and a key symbol. There, however, exists an enormous gap in anthro-

pological research that takes as its focus how coca is perceived by the people who live 

in the cities, or how it is used by persons who have moved to the cities from the coun-

tryside or belong to groups that historically have not chewed coca leaf, the upper and 

middle classes, but have taken up the practice as of late. The lack of research on the lat-

ter group, however, can easily be understood as the phenomenon that I look into in this 

thesis of popularisation of coca chewing among the upper and middle classes is fairly 
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new, and as I will argue in the ethnographic chapters, really took on after 2008 in 

Bolivia. 

In order to fill this research gap mentioned above, I chose the city of Tarija as my field 

site because when traveling through the department (also called Tarija) in July, 2017, I 

made a special note of the fact that coca chewing was practiced publicly in the central 

parks and plazas of the city by persons of multiple different ethnic backgrounds. By fo-

cusing on coca chewing, the aim of my thesis is to elucidate the realities of the social 

changes in Bolivia after the rise of the MAS party in the beginning of the 21st century, 

and how these changes have affected the identities of the urban Bolivians and racial ste-

reotypes and prejudices. To what extent has the shift been internalised by the traditional 

upper and middle classes? Has this affected their self-image in relation to the indigen-

ous peoples of the nation? Has the change strengthened the racial division or diluted its 

boundaries?

My principal research questions are: How the chewing of coca leaf is perceived and 

practiced (or abstained from) by the different layers, especially the traditional upper and 

middle classes, but also the campesino and Altiplano in-migrant groups of contempor-

ary society of Tarija, and how this contributes to the production of separate ethnic and 

class identities, but also national and departmental unity? To answer these questions, I 

will analyse coca chewing from multiple different perspectives: Who chew coca in Tar-

ija? Does youth partake in coca chewing? Do both genders chew coca and if so, when, 

where and how? Do different layers of the society understand their use of coca as dis-

tinct from the use as practiced by the other layers? What stereotypes remain attached to 

coca chewing? How these stereotypes are maintained or challenged and how they have 

transformed? Who chew coca publicly? When and why? After looking at coca chewing 

from all these perspectives, I will discuss how my findings reflect the social changes 

and development of ethnic and class relations that have taken place since the beginning 

of the 21st century, and the change of discourse from even overtly racist rhetoric to na-

tional unity and common indigenous roots of all Bolivians by the nations right-wing 

oppositional forces. 
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The structure of this thesis will be as follows: In the next chapter, I discuss the devel-

opment of the different political, philosophical and scientific discussions most relevant 

to my thesis, as well as define and open up key concepts that I use throughout my eth-

nographic analysis. I will give historical background on the racist stereotypes attached 

to coca leaf, the way through which class race and identity have been understood in Lat-

in-American and Bolivian context, the most influential research done on coca leaf by 

academics from multiple disciplines and what is the current understanding on the effects 

and the medical value of the leaf. In chapter 3, I will present the methods utilised and 

the material gathered for this thesis as well as particularities concerning Tarija as a field 

site. I will describe the main ethnic/class identities of the city and the department and 

give an account of the recent political history that has shaped the political map of 

Bolivia. 

In chapter 4, I start the analysis of my ethnographic material with a thorough description 

of coca chewing in contemporary Tarija. I describe who are the coca chewers in Tarija, 

in what ways coca is chewed, and how opinions on who the chewers are and whether 

gender and age impacted the act of coca chewing differed between my informants ac-

cording to their intersectional identities. In chapter 5, I will take a closer view on a di-

vide that I observed between the reasons my informants gave to me for chewing coca, 

and what sorts of ethnic and class stereotypes these explanations carried with them. I 

argue that by differentiating their coca use from the reasons of ”necessity” compared to 

its medicinal use, the traditional upper and middle class coca chewers are able to ”de-

Indianize” (de la Cadena, 2000: 6-7) their coca use, that is to separate it from the negat-

ive and racist stereotypes attached to being indigenous, while maintaining a link to the 

prestigious ancient culture and knowledge, “the indigenous roots of all Bolivians”. 

Through this analysis, I argue that the traditional upper and middle class coca chewers, 

instead of partaking in the key symbol that the leaf presents for the Central Andean in-

digenous peoples, its chewing is attached to a new “cosmo-Bolivian” urbanite identity, 

which highlights national unity over class and race for a new Bolivia that needs to get 

rid of the socialist regime of president Morales and the MAS party, who, from the point 

of view of this identity, are leading the nation to a dictatorship and ruin. 
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In chapter 6, I will explore what rumours and common knowledges surround the pro-

duction and trade of coca, and how coca chewing has been separated in the field of dis-

course from drug trade and cocaine production by framing the coca growing regions of 

Yungas and Chapare to producers of “good” and “bad” coca. Through this process, the 

traditional upper and middle class persons who chew, or at least respect the chewing of 

coca but are politically aligned against the MAS party and president Morales, are able to 

reframe the political discourse that previously placed all coca growers as narcotraffick-

ers and chewers as addicts to fit the contemporary setting were coca chewing is accep-

ted in all layers of society as an important part of culture to all Bolivians. I claim that 

instead of coca and the indigenous peoples, what now is demonised are the coca grow-

ers of Chapare and the president. 

In chapter 7, I start to discuss the observations made in previous chapters with my ana-

lysis of how coca is chewed publicly in Tarija during quotidian situations, demonstra-

tions and celebrations, followed by chapter 8, where I bring together all the different 

strings of my multisided and locally engaged analysis on how coca chewing is per-

ceived in contemporary Tarija, and present my central arguments based on the analysis 

made in the previous chapters. I conclude that while the recent popularisation of coca 

chewing among the traditional upper and middle classes of Bolivia reflects the positive 

changes in ethnic and class relations that have taken place during the past two decades, 

the differentiation between chewers as well as growers of coca leaf that I observed dur-

ing my fieldwork shows the limits of this process. While coca creates spaces for sharing 

and communicating between different layers of society, the conditions for this space to 

exist at all derive from true social and economic change. The de-Indianization of coca 

by the “cosmo-Bolivian” urbanites, the fear of mal visto (being frowned upon) by the 

public chewers of the leaf, the equivocal image that my informants had between them-

selves about who chews coca, where and why, all implied ambiguity towards coca leaf 

and its chewing, but also between the ethnic groups, social classes and the traditional 

and the new middle classes. In the midst of this ambiguity, there existed a tremendous 

amount of fear for the future and what would happen after the (then) upcoming presid-

ential elections of October 2019. 
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As I did my fieldwork in Tarija between December 2018 and March 2019, in this thesis 

I will refer to the Morales regime as the government, and the right-wing opposition 

movements as opposition, although the successful uprising led by the latter after the 

disputed presidential elections on the 20th of October has led to the exile of now ex-

president Morales and the return to power of the right-wing political forces. Further-

more, I abstain from commenting on the recent political developments throughout 

chapters 2 to 8, reserving a brief afterword on the post-electoral conflicts to the end of 

this thesis. 
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2   Theoretical Framework

As I have decided to look into the practice of coca chewing in Tarija from multiple dif-

ferent angles to analyse the changes in ethnic and class relations with a focus on preju-

dices and stereotypes attached to the leaf, but also the symbolic significance of its 

private and public use in both everyday- and special occasions, to analyse my diverse 

ethnographic material I have decided to utilise what Tsing calls “locally engaged the-

ory” that “can take various pieces of classic approaches and apply them in addressing 

particular challenges” (1993: 32). Accordingly, in this thesis the role of theory is an elu-

cidating one, and “situated locally as it engages with locally specific challenges” (ibid.). 

Hence, instead of an overarching theoretical framework, in the following sub-chapters I 

will present the development of the different political, philosophical and scientific dis-

cussions most relevant to my thesis, as well as define and open up key concepts that I 

use throughout my ethnographic analysis, and while some of the multiple theoretical 

lenses are also discussed, for purposes of transparency and clarity they are elaborated 

more thoroughly as I apply (and modify) them in my ethnographic analysis and the de-

piction of methods, data, and particularities concerning Tarija as a field-site.

I start with a brief overlook of the theoretical discussion within social-sciences on the 

subject of ethnicity and class -based identities in the Latin-American context. From 

here, I move to depict scientific studies on the symbolical importance of coca leaf in 

order to demonstrate how it in itself and its chewing serve as a key symbol of the Cent-

ral Andean indigenous peoples. I end this chapter with a brief overview of how the ra-

cist prejudices and stereotypes attached to the leaf have been historically formed 

through dynamic relationship between views held by clerical, political and scientific 

actors of the Global North, and upper classes of Bolivia and Peru, and a summary of the 

effects and the medicinal value of coca.
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2.1   Identity, Ethnicity and Class in Central Andes
   

The defining of what was meant with terms such as upper (alta), middle (media),  and 

working (trabajadora) classes by my informants, and how, for that matter, I myself use 

these terms in this thesis, is a complex task, for while the class categories were seem-

ingly utilised in a straightforward Marxist manner during my fieldwork, as argued by 

Tsing, Marxist class-orientated approaches ”do not adequately address colonialism and 

racism” (1993: 14) and: “Unlike class, the latter power relations cannot be understood 

within a homogenous, taken-for-granted cultural regime; they construct and bind sys-

tems of cultural difference” (ibid.). This inadequacy of Marxist approach is accentuated 

in the Latin-American context, where identity, ethnicity and socioeconomic class have a 

tightly linked connection, and the race-based class system remains one of the most pre-

valent prejudicial social barriers that were introduced under the colonial rule (Keen & 

Haynes, 2009: 110, 301; Larson, 2004: 207; Shakow, 2014: 26-27). 

During the colonial era in the area of Central Andes, which consists of Colombia, 

Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and northern parts of Chile and Argentina, the Vice Royalty of 

Peru identified four distinct socio-economic groups according to the colonial caste sys-

tem. Belonging to the highest stratum of society were the peninsulares, ruling elite that 

had been born in Spain, and criollos, persons of “purely” Spanish and “white” heritage, 

but who were born in the colonies. The middle, and to some extent artisan/working 

class mestizos of mixed criollo and indigenous roots came next in racial hierarchy, fol-

lowed by indios, the indigenous peoples, who were mostly secluded as separate “na-

tions” outside the colonial bureaucratic system and exploited as a source of forced la-

bour (Keen & Haynes, 2009: 110-112). On the lowest stratum of social order were the 

descendants of African slaves brought to the colonies, and the zambos and mulattos 

with mixed African and indigenous background (2009: 115). In Bolivia, the indigenous 

population was internally divided further between the “pacified” peoples of the Altipla-

no and the “wild tribes” of the lowlands, and while in the eyes of upper classes it made 

little to no difference whether the indigenous peoples belonged to an ayllu (an inde-

pendent communal landholding unit) or lived in a hacienda in bound labour, this status 

created different hierarchies when dealing with the state structure (Larson, 2004: 207).
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The race-based class categories in Latin-America have been fluid throughout history, 

with people moving between these categories constantly, usually upwards the racial 

ladder, when gaining financial success. During the last years of colonialism, the Bour-

bon rulers of Spain even permitted the wealthy mestizos of their colonies to buy legal 

status as “white”, though this was fiercely opposed by the criollo class (Keen & 

Haynes, 2009: 150-151). Regardless of this “whitening” of identity attached to econom-

ic rise, the racial class barriers in Latin-America remained deeply stratified. While in 

most of the post-independence South America the amount of communal lands held by 

the indigenous peasantry was decreased drastically by the liberal policies of new gov-

ernments, in Bolivia the population held on to their ancestral lands, even demanding the 

colonial systems of tribute paying to continue. As these demands went parallel with 

demands for citizens’ rights and education, the status sought after has come to be known 

as “tributary citizenship” by the social scientists, and as the bankrupt state relied over-

whelmingly on the indigenous peoples for its income (54% in 1846) the criollo elite’s 

liberalising frenzy was tempered at first, and many indigenous uprisings have been 

sparked as different governments have attempted to parcel out the communal holdings 

(Larson, 2004: 211-212). While tributary citizenship demands were clearly tied to eco-

nomic/territorial interests, as the paying of tribute had ensured the titles to the lands of 

the ayllus under the colonial law, it is noteworthy that indigenous groups in Bolivia 

have questioned the race-based class categories since the first years of independence, 

holding on to their indigenous status/identity, while seeking for ways to advance their 

economic and social position through education and political participation.

After the independence from Spain in the 19th century, the elite intellectuals of the Cent-

ral Andean nations engaged in the “hybridity” debate over whether the mixing of races 

led to “degeneration of race”, as suggested by the European eugenicists, or if it was a 

way to create a new national identity, separate from the colonial powers that had been 

portrayed as morally bankrupt and corrupt (de la Cadena, 2000: 14-15). At the heart of 

this debate was the mestizo class, the most ambiguously defined race/class category of 

Central Andes. For the advocates of racial degeneration, mestizos were the rotten fruit 

of the “immoral” indigenous women, who through their sin of intercourse with other 
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“races”, produced “impure” offspring incapable of belonging to either the modern world 

of the global north, or the traditional sphere of the indigenous peoples (de la Cadena, 

2000: 64-65). Those who favoured mestizaje, the ideal of creating national unity by uni-

fying all races/ethnic groups under the banner of mestizo, were also familiar with biolo-

gical arguments. The Mexican philosopher and a leading figure of mestizaje, José Vas-

concelos (1925), for example, attempted to demonstrate the genealogical advantages of 

a mixed race population by fashioning his arguments for mestizaje according to a Dar-

winist model. 

This “cosmic race” envisioned by Vasconcelos gained support all over the Americas, 

and in Central Andes, the ideal was adopted by many liberal and left-wing political or-

ganisations (de la Cadena, 2000: 141; Hertzler, 2005: 51). Both sides of the hybridity 

debate, however, held that in comparison to Incas, their contemporary indigenous 

peoples had fallen into a state of backwardness, genetic and/or cultural, and were unable 

to organise politically or develop socioeconomically. This was not helped by the fact 

that if an indigenous person learned to write or speak Spanish, he was deemed a mestizo 

in the eyes of the traditional upper and middle classes of post-conquest Central Andean 

society. This perception condemned the indigenous peoples to a depoliticised state, 

where their (multiple) uprisings against land grabbing and forced labour were explained 

away as a pre-political religious millennial fury exploited by mestizo individuals (de la 

Cadena, 2000: 117-118, 141).

As biological arguments to justify the racial hierarchy fell out of fashion after the 

Second World War, cultural arguments were quickly adopted by the intelligentsia to ex-

plain and justify the lower-class position of the indios in the Central Andean societies 

(de la Cadena, 2000: 140). While some elite factions of Bolivia have held up to recent 

days that the cultural grounds for degenerated race are inherited by blood (Gustafson, 

2006), barely bothering to de-racialize their discriminatory views, since the 1950s the 

theories of racial, or cultural, assimilation/integration became widely accepted and were 

endorsed also by some anthropologists still by the turn of the century (de la Cadena, 

2000: 6, 26-27). Resembling the evolutionist school of the 19th century, at the heart of 

these theories is the idea that through education, or by moving to the cities, the indigen-
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ous persons shed their rural traditions and integrate into the dominant Hispanic culture. 

While the resulting unified culture might be perceived to gain aspects from the indigen-

ous cultures, the cultural hierarchy with the Hispanic culture as modern and the indi-

genous rural culture as archaic and backward, is clearly visible (ibid.).

By mid-20th century, assimilation theories had been adopted to nationalists projects all 

around South America. In Bolivia, with the Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario, 

MNR-led national revolution of 1952, the state favoured the idea of national unity in the 

spirit of mestizaje, which led, for example, to the abandonment of the race-based class 

category and slur word, indio, in favour of campesino (farmer) on the national level, 

leading to the indigenous peoples, now campesinos, gaining full citizenship status with 

the right to vote for the first time (Hertzler, 2005: 51, Keen & Haynes, 2009: 407-409). 

With these changes the revolutionary government aimed to speed up the national integ-

ration by downplaying race and ethnicity in order to create a nation of city dwelling 

mestizos and rural campesinos. Campesino, however, never truly lost its racial implica-

tions, as suggested by Shakow’s observations in rural regions of Cochabamba, Bolivia, 

where the indigenous peasantry might self-identify themselves as belonging to the 

“campesino-race”(2014: 26-27). 

In the 1980s, assimilation theories became contested all around Latin-America, when 

against the many national projects that aspired to fade out race as a political category, 

there arose a new wave of ethnic identity-politics, as groups that had formerly identified 

as mestizos began to organise politically around reclaimed indigenous identities when 

defending their rights to land against extractive industries. In a Brazilian context, War-

ren (2001) has analysed that this radical change to prefer indigenous identities, previ-

ously considered a cause of shame to be hidden, was caused by multiple simultaneous 

developments, including a diminishing amount of direct discrimination and sponsored 

violence against indigenous groups by the state, surfacing  of environmentalist and de-

velopmental NGOs, and the change from race to ethnicity by social scientists, including 

anthropologists. The ethnicity-based identity-politics have been criticised on both sides 

of the traditional political spectrum for faking authenticity for selfish economic reasons, 

being a front for environmentalists or the opposing political faction, halting develop-
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ment because of backward religious and cultural beliefs, and preventing unified nation-

al, or class struggle in favour of small scale ethnic agendas (Bebbington & Bebbington, 

2011, de la Cadena, 2010; Laing, 2015; Postero, 2012).

Bolivia, likewise, has been the scene of contested ethnic identities and struggles over 

land rights between different ethnic groups and extractive industries backed up by the 

government, and the rise of the indigenous movement in the 1980s has led to the ratify-

ing of the ILO (International Labour Organization) agreement in 1991, the coming to 

power of Evo Morales and the MAS-party, and the new constitution of 2009 that re-

named the state the Plurinational state of Bolivia, and recognised 36 distinct indigenous 

nations instead of the 6 groups previously recognised that were based on shared indi-

genous languages (Goodale, 2019: 68-72, 74-75; Keen & Haynes, 2009: 545-546; 

Ranta, 2014: 97). The questions of authenticity have risen parallel with the claims on 

indigenous territories, as the agrarian elite of the lowland departments have driven their 

political agendas by highlighting the difference between the Altiplano-originated indi-

genous peoples compared to the lowland groups such as Guaranis. Through highly ra-

cist rhetoric, the right-wing political groups of these media luna departments (see sub-

chapter 3.3) have questioned the rights to land by the groups recently moved from the 

Altiplano departments and demanded greater autonomy and resource sovereignty. 

Meanwhile the in-migrant indigenous peoples from the Altiplano have created new 

strategies that claim “originality” through indigenous identity in these newly occupied 

places (Hertzler 2005; Fabricant & Postero, 2013).

While anthropologists and other social scientists have placed a lot of attention on the 

forming of regional identities by the lowland traditional elites, and how these identities 

have been contested by indigenous-, and campesino movements (Bebbington & 

Bebbington, 2010; Fabricant, 2009; Gustafson, 2006; Lizárraga & Vacaflores, 2007) 

discussed more in sub-chapters 3.2 and 3.3, the traditional mestizo- and new middle 

classes have received less attention. According to Shakow (2014) and Pellegrini (2017) 

the economic boom that has multiplied Bolivia’s GNP during the past 20 years has led 

to the opening of middle classes to indigenous peoples, who have recently occupied 
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economic and professional positions attached to the mestizo-class without changing 

their campesino or indigenous identities to mestizo identity.

This bears similarities to de la Cadena’s observations in Cuzco, where the mestizos have 

re-appropriated their claim to indigenous culture by separating it from the colonial phe-

nomenon of “Indianness” as an inferior social condition. De la Cadena proposes that the 

mestizo identity is formed relationally in interaction between the “Mestizoness” and In-

dianness instead of cultural evolution or assimilation (2000: 6-7). While Shakow and 

Pellegrini have utilised de la Cadena’s concept of “de-Indianization” when analysing 

how the new indigenous middle classes keep their indigenous and campesino identities 

while distancing themselves from the social movements that have formed around these 

identities, only a little has been written on how the opening of the middle class to indi-

genous peoples has effected the views and prejudices of the traditional upper and 

middle classes towards indigenous identities and their symbols such as coca. 

In this thesis, I aim to elucidate this research gap by focusing on how coca chewing has 

gained popularity in the city of Tarija. As I demonstrate in the next sub-chapter, coca 

can be understood as a key symbol of the Andean indigenous peoples. Throughout this 

thesis, I will argue that its incorporation to the social life of Tarija is accompanied with 

a recent change in the right-wing oppositions’ rhetoric to downplay race and ethnicity, a 

rediscovery of indigenous roots by the traditional middle class and, as I further return to 

demonstrate in chapter 5, a fair amount of de-Indianization as well. As suggested in this 

sub-chapter, the historical link between socioeconomic class and ethnic/racial identity is 

becoming more and more diluted. This does not mean that these implications have dis-

appeared completely, and during my fieldwork I came across a conundrum similar to 

what Pellegrini faced in the Yungas of La Paz when she conversed with a cocalero (coca 

grower) syndicalist who gave a classic definition of three social classes present in 

Bolivia. According to him, the highest class formed of bourgeoise owners of property 

and businesses, the middle class formed of the intelligentsia and professionals, and the 

working class were all those who worked with their hands or lived in the countryside 

(2017: 102). This seems clear-cut at first, but the syndicalist struggled to fit into these 

categories his neighbours who had as of recent acquired significant fortunes. They were 
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still campesinos though they hardly engaged in physical labour anymore, so did they 

belong to the middle or the working class (2017: 103)? 

As the class division based on race and ethnicity still exists parallel to the “universal” 

classes of Marx in the social reality of Bolivia, in this thesis I refer to both systems us-

ing the prefix “traditional” with upper- and middle class to signify the class division that 

derives from the colonial race-based system. With the prefix “new”, I accordingly refer 

to the recently formed “indigenous” middle class, whose members retain their indigen-

ous/campesino identities. I chose this approach instead of relying on the traditional race-

based class categories, such as criollo and mestizo, as the latter were rarely mentioned 

during my fieldwork as I will return to discuss in sub-chapter 3.2. At times, I still refer 

to these categories directly, as they are present in a lot of academic literature, and occa-

sionally I came across people who used indio in an offensive manner, as it is a com-

monly used derogative slur word for indigenous peoples in Bolivia.

2.2   Coca: Key Symbol of the Central Andean Indigenous Peo-
ples

While the spread of coca across the Central Andean region, where it is chewed to this 

day (except in Ecuador, where the practice vanished during the 18th century, see Davis, 

1997), has been theorised to coincide with the expansion of the Inca empire, Tawantin-

suyu (roughly translating to four corners), archaeological findings show that coca has 

been used in the region at least since 2500 BCE (Gade, 1979: 264). Numerous paintings 

and sculptures have been found with references to coca chewing and ritual use dating 

back to 500 CE giving an expression that coca had a central role in rites of passage 

within numerous indigenous groups. Written sources from the early colonial period fur-

ther testify that coca was used for reciprocal gifts between local chiefs and as endow-

ments the Inca rulers gave to their subservient peoples (Martin, 1970: 424, 426). While 

it is hard to determine how frequently and in what quantity the plant was consumed by 

different groups of the region, analysis of pre-Inca burial remains suggest that in the 

coastal zone of Peru and Chile, coca chewing was practiced regularly by at least half of 

the population regardless of social position (Lloréns, 2004: 101-102). As the area itself 
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is not suitable for cultivation of the plant, this implies the existence of an ancient and 

dense Andes-crossing exchange network of coca. 

Coca was already cultivated systematically for trade in the Yungas regions of present-

day Bolivia and Peru by ancient societies, such as Tiwanaku, and early Inca rulers 

launched many large-scale military campaigns to control this trade and the regions of 

coca production (Gade, 1979: 264). The successful control that Incas laid over coca has 

led to a common belief that under their rule, coca was restricted to nobility use only 

(Lloréns, 2004: 103). This, however, is highly unlikely, as during the reign of Atahu-

alpa’s father, Huayna Capac (1493–1524),  production of the leaf greatly expanded and 

coca was cultivated widely in the area that formed Tawantinsuyu, including regions 

where the practice has later disappeared (Gade, 1979: 264).  It is far more probable that 

coca was distributed among the army and rewarded to loyal subjects and allies, whilst 

being denied from insubordinate groups, as is the official stance of the Instituto Indi-

genista Interamicano (Garcia-Yi, 2014: 62). The debate is ongoing, “But the bulk of 

evidence goes to show that its [coca’s] use was fairly general before the Spanish 

reached Peru and indeed the habit was so universal and so firmly established so soon 

after Conquest that it is impossible reasonably to doubt that the common people had in-

dulged it before”, as my personal opinion on the issue has been summarised by Osborne 

(1952: 239) almost 70 years ago. Whatever the level of restriction might have been,  

after the invasion the leaf lost its place at the top of social hierarchy, as the Spaniards 

started mass producing coca to be distributed among the forced labour of plantations 

and mining enterprises, while the leaf was simultaneously demonised by the catholic 

authorities. I return to discuss the development of prejudices and racist views attached 

to coca leaf in the next sub-chapter, settling here to remark how the chewing became a 

source of embarrassment to be hid from the scornful looks, mal visto, of the elite.

While before colonisation coca was already a central component of most religious ce-

remonies, and a connector of peoples, as far-reaching trade networks had formed around 

its production, including seasonal patterns of labour migration from the Altiplano to the 

coca producing zones that resembles patterns that exist to this day (Allen, 2002: 242; 

Gade 1979: 275-277; Pellegrini, 2017: 2), the colonisers’ disgust on the chewing of the 
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leaf led it to become a defining symbol of indigenous identity for the peoples of the Al-

tiplano. According to Allen, this linkage between the plant and the identity works in two 

different ways: To be runakuna (Quechua word for people, referring to themselves) is to 

chew coca. To not chew coca is to be mistikuna (mestizo) or otherwise an outsider 

(2002: 20). While the runakuna informants of Allen see the chewing of coca as an im-

portant aspect of their identity, during her fieldwork in the 1970s, Allen observed in 

Cuzco that the mestizos and in-migrants from the countryside (soon to become mes-

tizos) abstained from this practice in order to create distance between themselves and 

the indigenous groups (Allen, 2002: 20). The strong link between coca chewing and ab-

staining from it with ethnic and race-based class identities is also noted by Spedding 

among the Aymara speaking cocaleros of Yungas, La Paz, where the practice of coca 

chewing is one of the important shared cultural traits. According to Spedding, for ex-

ample, the shared knowledge of coca chewing made happy matrimonial unions between 

campesinos and merchants possible, while unions between rich landowners that do not 

chew coca and campesinos who do, were presumed to be difficult for the lack of shared 

cultural understandings (1994: 239).

Though present in most of the central religious ceremonies and festivities, the cultural 

significance of coca chewing for the indigenous peoples of the Central Andes is not 

something readily describable because when asked why they chew the leaf, the indigen-

ous informants often list out physiological reasons instead of symbolic aspects the leaf 

holds for them. These include how the leaf helps them to work, alleviate hunger and 

thirst or combat tiredness (Bolton, 1976: 631; Spedding, 1994: 224). Spedding for in-

stance states that for the cocaleros of Yungas it is unfathomable to answer such a ques-

tion by stating that “I chew coca because I’m an Indian and when I chew it I honour the 

earth spirits” (1994: 224 [translated by the author]). Coca leaf has a role that in its 

mundanity does not fit to the Western dualism of sacred-profane, for the leaf is most of 

all chewed in order to work with the earth (Spedding, 1994: 225). Here, however, lies 

the leaf’s symbolic importance, as it acts as a way to communicate between different 

sides of Andean Dualism, the cosmovision shared by many Central Andean indigenous 

groups, according to which everything in this world is made up of two sides that make a 

pair (Spedding: 1994: 218-219). These sides can be the city and the countryside, man 
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and woman, rich and poor. Coca leaf, its chewing and burning in sacrificial despacho 

pyres, is an important mediator and a channel of communication between different 

sides, and its use becomes imperative when those who work the earth, such as miners 

and farmers, engage with the powerful entities that inhabit the landscape, ”earth beings” 

(de la Cadena, 2015: XXIII) tirakuna in Quechua (Allen, 2002: 32-33) and yatiri in 

Aymara (Spedding, 1994: 224-225). 

To understand the symbolic significance of coca and its links to Andean cosmovision, 

one needs to focus on the quotidian life of the chewers, as done by Allen in her ground-

breaking ethnography on the leaf’s cultural significance (2002: 17-18). In her work, Al-

len demonstrates how the leaf is entwined to all dimensions of runakuna existence, an 

observation similar to Spedding’s, who exemplifies how cultivation of coca is a ”total 

social fact”  as the life cycle of a coca field is tied to the life cycle of its growers, and 

the leaf is present in every sphere of life (Spedding, 1997; see also Mauss, 2016). As the 

practice of coca chewing and its cultivation has continuously been under attack by the 

international actors of the global north and the intelligentsia of the Central Andes, being 

linked to cocaine use and production, as demonstrated in the next sub-chapter, it has fur-

ther become a symbol of decolonial struggle, leading Grisaffi to theorise that it is a 

“perfect empty signifier” (2010: 433; see also. Laclau, 2005), as it helps to forge a unity 

among cocaleros of Chapare against anti-narcotic forces. According to Grisaffi, in Cha-

pare the cultivation of the leaf is framed as a cultural right that embodies the growers’ 

indigenousness regardless of their in-migrant origin to the region. Furthermore, under-

stood as “hoja sagrada” (sacred leaf), the attacks against their illegal coca fields by na-

tional and international actors are understood by them as attacks against these rights 

(2010: 427). 

As mentioned above, perhaps the most central cultural meaning attached to the leaf is 

how it facilitates communication between different actors, earth beings and runakuna, 

but also between people. The act of acullico (coca chewing) is most of all a social act 

that creates a spatiotemporal space for interaction, changing of news, talking about 

everyday things or profound philosophical questions, as its significance was explained 

to me by Wanderson Esquerdo, an archaeologist and historian who has investigated 
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coca cultivation in the Yungas region of La Paz since 2005 (see also. Allen, 1981). Dur-

ing our interview, Esquerdo continued to name the sharing and communication the most 

important values that are embedded in the chewing of the leaf. These two central values 

were also present in Tarija as I will elaborate later in my ethnographic chapters.

To summarise, coca leaf occupies a fundamental role in the life of indigenous peoples of 

the Central Andes. It is omnipresent in quotidian and ceremonial life, linked to decolo-

nial struggle, and central in keeping up relations between people and the earth beings.  

Coca bears multiple different meanings for different peoples that are not necessarily 

consistent with each other, but its central role in politics, religious ceremonies, and 

mundane life is unmistakable. Bolton has argued that coca could be understood as a 

“dominant if not the key symbol of traditional Andean cultures” (Burchard et al., 1992: 

16; also Bolton, 1976: 633). With its attachment to the decolonial struggle, cultural res-

istance, “Indianness” (Allen, 2002: 19), the rise of indigenous peoples to the core of the 

political life in Bolivia (see Introduction and sub-chapter 2.3), and symbolic omnipres-

ence in the indigenous cultures of the Central Andes demonstrated in this chapter, I 

would further define coca to present a summarising symbol (Ortner, 1973: 1339) for the 

region’s indigenous peoples. Here I follow Ortner’s influential categorising of key sym-

bols on a continuum between summarising and elaborating symbols, the first of which 

she defines as “those symbols which are seen as summing up, expressing, representing 

for the participants in an emotionally powerful and relatively undifferentiated way, what 

the system means to them” (ibid.). 

However, as I want to emphasise the key role that coca plays for those groups that have 

historically been discriminated against for its chewing, in this thesis, I will refer to coca 

leaf and its chewing as a key symbol of the Central Andean indigenous peoples, as I 

analyse how its incorporation to the society of Tarija in recent years reflects the changes 

in ethnic and class relations that have taken place since the beginning of the 21st century. 

As I will argue later in this thesis, the adaption of coca chewing by the residents of Tar-

ija goes hand in hand with the acceptance of in-migrant peoples of the Altiplano to the 

city, and the (perhaps strategic) change of the Bolivian right-wing opposition’s dis-

course from the earlier focus on race and ethnicity to national unity against the attempts 
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of Evo Morales to continue as the president of Bolivia for a fourth consecutive term. 

For many of my informants, coca and its chewing had become a national symbol of be-

ing Bolivian and reconnecting with one’s indigenous roots, resembling the way Gross 

(2014) has argued to be the case with mezcal in Mexico, where the drink previously at-

tached to the indigenous population has come to symbolise “Mexicanness”, the state 

attempting to re-brand mezcal as the national drink of Mexico. In chapter 5, I return to 

analyse how in Bolivia the state has had similar attempts with the “revalorisation” pro-

ject of coca leaf, and how, while coca has begun to symbolise Bolivianness to many of 

my informants, this national symbolism attached to the leaf is kept apart from its status 

as a key symbol of the Central Andean indigenous peoples through de-Indianization.

2.3   Coca and the Global North: Roots of Prejudices

In this sub-chapter, I will briefly describe the origins and development of prejudices and 

racist stereotypes attached to coca by the traditional upper- and middle-class Bolivians. 

These discriminatory views have been formed in a dynamic relationship with those held 

by the Global North, with upper classes of Bolivia and Peru giving testimonies based on 

their prejudices to international researchers, who have drawn conclusions based on 

these testimonies on coca’s harmfulness, which in turn have provided national elites 

with proof of their prejudices. The roots of this circular reasoning date back to the first 

encounters between Global North and the Andean societies, for in the eyes of the Span-

ish invaders, coca chewing, like most of the Andean indigenous customs, was disgust-

ing and barbaric. Chronicler and conquistador Cieza de León for instance depicted the 

habit in the following manner:

And when I inquired of certain Indians why they keep their mouths ever filled with that herb (the 

which they eat not nor do they more than carry it between their teeth), they say that they have 
little sense of hunger and feel great vigour and strength. For my part I believe that it must have 
some effect, though rather indeed it seems vicious custom and the sort to be expected of a people 

such as these Indians are. (Cieza de León, quoted in Osborne, 1952: 239)

From the perspective of Catholic authorities, the use of coca presented a form of pagan 

idolatry for the part it played in indigenous religious rituals, and though some ecclesi-
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astical authorities advocated that the plant had unprecedented medicinal value (see 

Chapter 5 for further discussion), initially the church advocated for total abolition of the 

leaf. This religious fervour was tempered by the tithes gained by the church from coca 

trade, and the needs of the colonial economy that depended on coca to keep the high-

altitude silver mines profitable (Allen, 2002: 189; Lloréns, 2004: 115-116). In an inter-

esting turn of events, since the last decades of the 20th century, local Catholic authorities 

have even defended coca chewing as an integral part of Andean culture against the 

spread of evangelist movements that ban its use (Theidon, 2013: 75). 

Coca trade itself was a highly lucrative business, a way for the new colonisers to make 

their fortunes, and a major portion of the colonial inner market formed around its pro-

duction and distribution hundreds of years before the “Cocaine Boom” of the 1980s 

(Lloréns, 2004: 112). The use of indigenous peoples as forced labour in coca plantations 

caused thousands to die from tropical deceases, while thousands more were dying of 

exhaustion in the mines, to where most of the leaves were transported. Dodging com-

pletely the effects of horrendous colonial exploitation, first advocates against coca 

claimed it to be created by the Devil and the main source of misery for the indigenous 

population. As this propaganda reached the Old World, European intellectuals pressured 

Viceroy Toledo to ban the use and cultivation of coca in 1572 (Osborne, 1952: 243). 

Meanwhile, supporters of coca trade, additionally to the trade’s economic importance, 

defended the leaf on the grounds that coca kept indigenous peoples from rebelling, and 

that they would refuse to work without it (Garcia-Yi, 2014: 63), claims most ironic 

when contrasted to the hundreds of small and large scale indigenous uprisings in coloni-

al Peru since 1536, 128 of them solely between 1730 and 1780 leading up to the Great 

Rebellion led by Túpac Amaru II and Túpac Katari (Keen & Haynes, 2009: 152, 154; 

Pellegrini, 2017: 120-121). The Viceroy’s ban was lifted in 1573. 

Both sides of this first debate on the legal status of coca have certainly influenced the 

common belief in academy that the leaf was originally spread to the indigenous com-

munities by the Spanish invaders in order to pacify the enslaved workforce taken to 

mines and plantations while making them work longer hours with less food (Bolton, 

1976: 630; Martin, 1970: 426). This belief also resonates with the long-lasting tendency 
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to associate coca with the narcotic substance cocaine, as they both include the stereo-

type of victimised “Indians”, poor, passive and addicted to the plant, whose dependence 

is exploited by the colonisers/drug traders who enslave them to work in mines or coca 

plantations (Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 489). The early interest that Global North had on 

coca diminished, as did its price and the amount cultivated, along with the decimation 

of the indigenous population. By the time of the South-American wars of independence, 

the leaf had largely been forgotten as a mysterious practice of the Andean “Indians”, 

with few depictions by Euro-American travellers who marvelled at the vigour it gave to 

their indigenous carriers, while for the elites of the new nations it remained a symbol of 

the race-based lower class indios and their backwardness (Lloréns, 2004: 128). 

New global interest on coca arose in the mid-19th century with the isolation of cocaine 

by Dr. Niemann in 1860 (Martin, 1970: 422), shortly followed by the introduction of 

coca wine, vin mariani, by French chemist Angelo Mariani, who also wrote multiple 

academic papers on the leaf. The wine became a popular tonic and the favourite drink of 

pope Leo XIII, who presented a gold medal for its inventor (Grinspoon & Bakalar, 

1981: 154). By far the best known product made with coca leaves, Coca-Cola, was first 

created in 1886, and became popular in 1892, and though Coca-Cola Company replaced 

cocaine with caffeine in the early 1900s (ibid.), to this day the beverage is manufactured 

using decocainized coca extract, or “natural aromas” as it is better known (May, 1988). 

The first book dedicated solely on coca, its history and medical applicability, was pub-

lished in 1901 by W. Golden Mortimer (Grinspoon & Bakalar, 1981: 153).

When cocaine was discovered, the medical community praised the substance as a pan-

acea-like wonder drug. In addition to its ongoing use as an anaesthetic in different kinds 

of operations, such as dental and nose surgeries, in the late 19th century, cocaine was the 

medicine of choice for almost anything from cough to mental disorders. As a com-

pletely new way of treating pains, compared to highly addictive opium-based sub-

stances such as morphine, cocaine enjoyed wide acceptance and was endorsed by such 

prominent figures as Sigmund Freud, who himself used the drug in a daily manner 

(Grinspoon & Bakalar, 1981: 152). However, because of the public misuse for recre-

ational purposes that led to overdoses, psychosis and acts of violence, by the end of the 
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nineteenth century the opinion (influenced also by the temperance-movement) turned 

drastically, and cocaine was associated with other narcotics, which it was originally 

supposed to replace (Martin, 1970: 422-434). 

Coca was instantly put into the same category with cocaine, and the plant became illegal 

in most of the western world. In the 1940s, there were a few UN funded studies made 

on the effects of the plant to the indigenous peoples, which concluded that coca chewing 

destroys a person’s ability to feel hunger and makes one inclined to prefer coca over 

food (Burchard et al., 1992: 1-2). For a large part, these findings were based on the pre-

judicial testimonies of officials from traditional upper and middle classes, and the ob-

servation that coca chewing and malnutrition coexist in the poor parts of the Andean 

region. The researchers did not look more deeply to whether an actual causal link 

between the two existed, and as later studies conducted on the subject have found, this 

relation does not exist (Allen, 2002: 191; Burchard et al., 1992, Bolton, 1976, Duke et 

al., 1975,  Weil, 1981). Nevertheless, with additional testimonies that coca was solely 

used by the Inca nobility before colonisation, the UN and the World Health Organiza-

tion, WHO, classified coca chewing as an addiction. In 1961, its use and cultivation, 

except for production of medicinal cocaine and flavouring agents (Coca-Cola) was 

criminalised globally (Lloréns, 2004: 104, UNODC, 2013: 47). 

For the elites of Bolivia and Peru, this declaration worked as a proof of their racial su-

periority over Andean indigenous peoples, for while eugenics had fallen out of fashion 

after the Second World War, culture had quickly replaced biology as the justification of 

racial hierarchy (de la Cadena, 2000: 140).  Coca chewing became a perfect example of 

cultural practices that had “led to the general degeneration of the Indian race” (UN, 

1950: 29). Though the UN report of 1950 on coca expressed suspicions over the validity 

of these race-based arguments (ibid.), the links it made between coca leaf, cocaine, ad-

diction, malnutrition and low intelligence (UN, 1950: 93) were referred to by the 

Bolivian upper class and media to rationalise persisting race-based power structures 

consistently well in to the 1990s (Spedding, 1994: 224, 230). The image of coca as a 

narcotic scourge of the Andean indigenous peoples also became common knowledge in 

the Global North and was widely taught in schools all over the US and Europe. For ex-
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ample, when I was discussing my fieldwork results during a dinner in Oulu, Finland, a 

Finnish psychiatrist told me that during her high school years (1973-1975) geography 

books depicted the Andean indigenous communities as being constantly under a drug 

induced haze that led to their poverty and “undeveloped” societies. 

Eradication policies of coca crops were first introduced in the Andean region in the 

1960s, followed by a massive military intervention in the 1980s, led by the US-imposed 

war on drugs. Between 1989 and 2001, the US government spent over 3 billion dollars 

to fund anti-drug actions in Bolivia, Peru and Colombia in the form of military forces 

and equipment (Rouses & Arce, 2006: 545). In both Bolivia and Peru, the state contin-

ued to allow a certain amount of coca cultivation for purposes of traditional use (Yungas 

region of La Paz in Bolivia) administered by state-owned companies, but most of the 

farmers were left at the mercy of the US-led anti-narcotics troops. Though the 1988 UN 

convention specifically added respect for human rights and traditional use of coca to its 

guidelines for eradication forces, the military enforced eradication programs caused an 

avalanche of human rights violations, and unconscionable punishments for cultivation 

led to numerous deaths and imprisonments of mostly indigenous farmers (Garcia-Yi, 

2014: 66-67; Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 489-490). With ever-increasing demand from 

North America and Europe amid economic depression, during the height of the Cocaine 

Boom income from illegal coca/cocaine trade equalled to a value of roughly 133% of all 

legal exports in Bolivia, with around 500.000 persons depending on this trade and pro-

duction for their livelihood (Keen & Haynes, 2009: 419, 544-545).  

The simultaneous austerity programs that closed most of Bolivia’s tin mines, led to a 

large scale in-migration of unemployed miners to the coca growing regions of Chapare, 

Cochabamba. Faced with violence by the US-led anti-narcotics troops, they formed 

cocalero unions that in alliance with indigenous movements managed to pressure the 

government to soften the national coca policy in the beginning of the 1990s (Farthing & 

Kohl, 2012: 489-490; Keen & Haynes, 2009: 545). During this “coca diplomacy”, pres-

ident Paz Zamora gifted coca leaves to important international figures, petitioned the 

UN to change the classification of coca leaf to a non-narcotic substance with health be-

nefits and cultural importance, and requested the WHO to conduct a thorough research 
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on coca and cocaine use to offer unquestionable evidence that “coca no es 

cocaína” (coca is not cocaine), a slogan that is often credited to him (Aliaga, 2013; Pel-

legrini, 2017: 3). The International Federation of Football Associations, FIFA, surpris-

ingly, became the first large international body to differentiate coca from cocaine in 

1993, when it lifted the play ban of a Bolivian footballer Miguel Rimba who had tested 

positive for cocaine after a historic match where Bolivia’s national team beat Brazil 2-0. 

The organisation deemed Rimba’s explanation that he had drank mate de coca (coca 

infusion) before the match as sufficient evidence that the player had not used any 

banned substances, and though FIFA has been less lenient towards coca tea drinkers in 

recent years, the event attracted international attention on Paz Zamora’s project to re-

valorise the coca leaf (La coca no es cocaína, 2019). 

In 1995, as envisioned by Paz Zamora, the WHO conducted a global study on cocaine 

use, which was fiercely criticised before its publication by the US representative of the 

48th World Health Assembly. In the assembly’s official summary records, it is men-

tioned that: 

The United States Government had been surprised to note that the package seemed to make a 
case for the positive uses of cocaine, claiming that use of the coca leaf did not lead to noticeable 
damage to mental or physical health, that the positive health effects of coca leaf chewing might 

be transferable from traditional settings to other countries and cultures, and that coca production 
provided financial benefits to peasants. (WHO, 1995: 229) 

The representative went on to question the scientific value and objectivity of the study, 

and informed the assembly that the US government was considering stopping funding 

the WHO, if the study would be published, and if the organisation would not dissociate 

itself from the conclusions of the study (ibid.). To this date, the study has not been offi-

cially published.

Bolivia’s soft national coca policy ended under the presidency of the former dictator 

Hugo Banzer (1997-2001), and during his “zero coca” policy anti-narcotics troops 

killed 37 Chapare farmers, whose retaliations led to 27 military and police deaths 

(Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 489). The following years saw immense grassroots political 
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activity with unprecedented organising of demonstrations, civil strikes and road blocks 

by the indigenous movements, which led to the resignations of two succeeding presid-

ents, and in 2005 Evo Morales, the leader of cocaleros and the MAS-party, was chosen 

as the first indigenous president of Bolivia. With his appointment, the country changed 

its strategy concerning the war on drugs by “kicking out” the US forces and starting a 

strategy of coca cultivation control through social control (Rouses & Arce, 2006: 

546-547; Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 491). In addition to coca leaf, in 2009, Bolivia legal-

ised a large variety of coca products and ensured a high price for the legal crops. The 

“industrialisation” or revalorisation project of coca is ongoing, as Morales’s government 

has returned to the coca diplomacy by urging the international community to see coca 

not as cocaine, but as a harmless stimulant with beneficiary aspects, so that the products 

legalised in Bolivia could reach the international markets (Farthing & Kohl, 2012: 491-

492). 

The Global North’s reaction to this project has so far been unenthusiastic, and while the 

traditional use of coca has grown more popular in regions of Argentina, Brasilia, and 

Paraguay that share a border with Bolivia, the rest of the world has shown little to no 

interest in the medicinal properties or legalisation of coca leaf, and it has remained a 

class A drug in most of the European Union. In the United States, Bolivia’s pro-coca 

policies have led to the framing of the Morales-regime as narcotraffickers, and while 

according to the latest White House reports on coca cultivation, of the three main pro-

ducers of coca Bolivia has managed to decrease the largest amount of illicit coca pro-

duction since 2015 (decrease of 4,000 hectares as compared to decrease of 3,200 hec-

tares in Peru and increase of 49,000 hectares in Colombia) the reports compliments the 

governments of Peru and Colombia, while stating that: “In Bolivia, we would like to see 

real efforts against cultivation and production” (ONDCP, 2018; ONDCP: 2019). During 

my fieldwork it was common that the right-wing parties that oppose the Morales-regime 

accused the leading party of collaborating with narcotraffickers, while the MAS-party 

accused the opposition of the exact same thing.

Nevertheless, the revalorisation project of the Morales-regime has effectively changed 

the popular opinion about coca on the national level, though simultaneously, there exist 
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a common belief that only the coca produced in Yungas is suitable for traditional use, 

while the coca produced in Morales’s core support area, Chapare, is only suitable for 

cocaine production. I will return to these subjects in chapters 5 and 6.

2.4 The Effects and Medicinal Value of Coca

My aim in this thesis is by no means to advocate for more medicinal research on coca 

leaf nor claim that the plant is some kind of a “wonder drug” or panacea-like cure for 

all, as its most famous alkaloid, cocaine, was heralded by the medical community upon 

its discovery. Nevertheless, the physiological effects and medicinal value of the plant 

came up time after time during my fieldwork, and in many interviews that I conducted, 

the plant’s perceived ability to combat diseases such as diabetes, panic disorder, sorocho 

(altitude sickness), and other health benefits were mentioned as prime reasons for its 

chewing. Additionally, as demonstrated in the previous sub-chapter, a fair amount of the 

racist stereotypes and prejudices attached to coca chewing rely on claims of its harmful-

ness and attachment to drug addiction, and these were also repeated by some of my in-

formants. For these reasons, and for the fact that coca leaf remains illegal in most of the 

world, I see it imperative to add a short discussion on the scientific research (or the lack 

of it) conducted by the medical community, ethnobotanists and pharmacologists on the 

possible medicinal value of the leaf, accompanied by a partly auto-ethnographic de-

scription of the effects experienced by the chewer, in order to provide context to the 

opinions and medical claims that are presented in this thesis. The words of Allen on this 

regard: “No discussion of coca can neglect the question of its physiological effects on 

its users.” (Allen, 1981: 158) are as topical now, as they were in the 1980s.

The most usual way to consume coca leaves (apart from hot water infusion) consists of 

making them into a ball (bolo) moisturised by alkaline enriched saliva in the chewer’s 

mouth and moving this between one’s teeth and the cheek. Though in English this man-

ner is often translated as chewing (my personal choice as well), in reality there is very 

little chewing involved, and the juice extract that flows to the mouth from the ball is en-

couraged with pressure made by the cheek. The first effect that the chewer usually ex-

periences is a numbing sensation in the mouth that can work as an anaesthetic for 
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toothache or sore throat (Weil, 1981: 369). Particularly in high altitudes, the next effect 

is a sensation of heightened stamina. The air in one’s lungs feels thicker and the head-

ache that high altitude can produce fades away. This is a likely attribute to reasons why 

coca is often recommended by tourist operators to combat the effects of altitude sick-

ness, though clinical evidence on the subject is lacking at best. Research findings 

deemed inconclusive, though suggestive that there might exist some benefits from coca 

chewing (Biondich et al., 2015). Other common effects that I have also personally ex-

perienced include disappearance of tiredness, coldness, hunger and thirst, a sense of 

calm and content, enhanced strength, concentration and memory, as well as soothing of 

muscular aches (see also, Bolton, 1976).

As for negative effects, literature lacks descriptions, though some researchers  referred 

in the UN report of 1950, who advocate for full elimination of the practice, claim these 

include lethargy, lowered intelligence, addiction, and loss of appetite with preference of 

coca over food that leads to malnutrition (see Naranjo, 1974; Ortiz de Zúñiga, 1967). 

The studies by these researchers have received harsh criticism for their presuppositions 

that coca and cocaine affect the chewer’s body in the same fashion, and that their claims 

rely highly on speculation, which does not reflect the actual reality observed by ethno-

botanists and anthropologists who have worked with indigenous communities of the 

Andes. On the contrary, overwhelming number of more recent studies assert that coca is 

non-addictive, works as a nutritional supplement and hardly ever replaces food (except 

when no food is available), as it is customarily chewed after meals (Burchard et al., 

1992; Bolton, 1976; Duke et al., 1975;  Weil, 1981). For negative effects, personally, I 

have sometimes experienced excessive levels of alertness to outside stimulus, and laxat-

ive effects, though I often welcomed the latter, especially after the heavy meals eaten at 

traditional tarijeño barbecues. 

The high nutritional content of coca leaves has been theorised to act as an important 

supplement to Andean diet, which consists chiefly of carbohydrate-rich foodstuffs like 

tubers and corn. In their analysis of the nutritional value of coca leaf, Duke et al. (1975) 

found that a quotidian amount chewed by coca-users would satisfy the daily recom-

mendations of vitamins A, B2 and E, iron, calcium and phosphor for an adult male. Ad-
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ditionally, the leaves have a high contain of protein, but, as mentioned by the research 

team, because the leaves are not consumed whole, it is impossible to assert the actual 

amount of nutrients metabolised by the body without further research on the subject. To 

my knowledge, such research has not been undertaken to this date.

Of the medicinal possibilities of coca, probably the largest account is given by Dr. Weil 

(1981) whose list of possible uses of the leaf include, for example, remedy for painful 

and spasmodic conditions of the entire gastrointestinal tract, antidepressant, cure for 

motion sickness, treatment for toothache, normaliser of carbohydrate metabolism and 

treatment for hypoglycaemia and diabetes mellitus (1981: 369-370). Weil bases these 

suggestions on his own medical records and experiences with 250 patients during his 

time working in Colombia and Peru, as well as observations made in other, at the time 

recent, works on coca and cocaine, including findings made on the physiological effects 

of the latter. Weil’s research does not make any direct medical claims, and rather, the 

article advocated for clinic research on the plant’s possible medicinal uses. Neverthe-

less, when I asked my tarijeño informants to name scientific research that backed up 

their views of coca’s medicinal value, particularly concerning treatment of diabetes, 

Weil’s name came up frequently, possibly owing to the researcher’s fame as a spokes-

person for natural remedies and alternative medicine. 

In their study of diabetes in Bolivia, Barceló et al. suggest that: “[T]he smaller propor-

tion of people among new diabetics who reported chewing coca leaves suggests a true 

hypoglycaemic effect of this practice – the number of people in this group was not 

enough to achieve statistical significance.” (Barceló et al., 2001: 322).  The balancing 

effect that coca chewing has on blood sugar levels has been observed in multiple clinic-

al studies (Biondich et al., 2015: 569), but as these studies have focused mainly on other 

health beliefs that are connected to the leaf, the possible evidence for treatment and pre-

vention for diabetes is speculative at best. Additionally, coca leaf contains a high 

amount of rutin, a flavonoid clinically proven to decrease glucose levels by increasing 

insulin secretion in hyperglycaemic rats (Hosseinzadeh & Nassiri-Asl, 2014: 784), 

though, as with other possible nutritional benefits of coca, there exists no research to my 

knowledge that determines the amount metabolised by the chewer. 
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To conclude, though the effects experienced by the chewer of coca can be readily de-

scribed and include multiple pleasant aspects accompanied with beliefs on health bene-

fits, and the leaf has been used as a folk remedy for multiple illnesses by the indigenous 

peoples of the Andes and the Amazon, the scientific research made specifically on the 

possible health benefits of the leaf is lacking or inconclusive. While a great number of 

these studies suggest a diverse medicinal applicability for the leaf, no hard evidence has 

been proven to this date, and there exists a perceivable gap in research on the possible 

medicinal benefits of the plant, particularly concerning diabetes. Though this gap exists 

only as far as I am aware of, it is telling that in a personal communication with Andrew 

Weil, the doctor informed me that though having been advocating for further research 

for decades, he as well was unaware of any studies conducted on the plant’s possible 

beneficial uses in the treatment of diabetes. When asked on why he thought that the ini-

tial enthusiasm during the 60s and 70s on the plant’s possible medical benefits had 

come to an abrupt ending, Weil speculated that this was probably due to prejudices 

brought on by the political atmosphere of the War on Drugs. Be as it may, scientific re-

search on coca is lacking, ambivalent and inconclusive, though there exists a consensus 

between most investigators that coca chewing has more benefits than downsides for the 

user. 
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3   Methods, Material Gathered and Tarija as a 
Field Site 

As the home of Bolivia’s vineyards, the city of Tarija and its surrounding countryside 

enjoy a mild climate with pleasant temperature throughout the year, in contrast to the 

higher-up departments of Oruro and Potosí, where the temperature climbs up to twenty 

degrees Celsius during the day and drops close to freezing point at night time. In addi-

tion to the wine, the food and the weather conditions, I found the departmental capital as 

a good place to conduct my fieldwork because, when traveling through the department 

(also called Tarija) in July, 2017, I made a special note of the fact that coca chewing was 

practiced publicly in the central parks and plazas of the city by persons of multiple dif-

ferent ethnic backgrounds. I also observed a very diverse clientele purchasing coca from 

small shops lined in a straight row along the Domingo Paz, a street in the central area of 

the city. This was a strong contrast to the nation’s capital, La Paz, where coca chewing 

in the centre of the city is rarely commenced in public by others than tourists and the 

chola vendors of Mercado de Brujas (witch market) situated near the Basilica de San 

Francisco. And though small bags of coca are sold in the souvenir shops, in order to ac-

quire good quality leaves for a reasonable price, one has to take a teleferico (cable cart) 

up to the wholesale market of Villa Fatima, or to the satellite Aymara city of El Alto.

With the rise of the hydrocarbon industry since the end of the 20th century, Tarija has 

rapidly become the most prosperous department in Bolivia with the highest income per 

capita, almost three times the national average (Tarija tiene el mayor, 2016). This has 

led to waves of in-migration from the Altiplano regions of the country, with the popula-

tion of the departmental capital almost doubling itself since 2001 (INE, n.d.), making 

the city an excellent location to study ethnic and class-based stereotypes and prejudices. 

Finally, Tarija was an excellent location to study perceptions towards coca chewing as 

the department receives the largest per capita proportion of legal coca leaf production 

(UNODC, 2019: 1). In the following sub-chapters, I start by presenting the data I have 

gathered and research methods I utilised for this thesis. From there I move on to present 

how identities and stereotypes were generally understood in Tarija by my informants. 

Lastly, I offer a short overview of political conflict between lowland departments and 
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the central government of Bolivia, as it is vital background for understanding how ste-

reotypes and prejudices have developed during the 21st century in Tarija and Bolivia.

3.1   Material, Methods and Ethical Concerns

This thesis is mostly based on the ethnographic fieldwork material that I gathered in 

Bolivia between 3 December 2018 and 23 February 2019 with supplementary material 

collected in different parts of Peru (February-March 2019). In Bolivia, I spent 2 months 

in the city of Tarija and its proximity, and the rest in the departments of Santa Cruz, Po-

tosí and La Paz. During my fieldwork, I conducted fourteen recorded interviews with 17 

persons, including two group interviews. thirteen of these interviews were conducted in 

Tarija and its surrounding countryside, and one specialist interview was conducted in La 

Paz (city) with the archaeologist and historian Wanderson Esquerdo who has investig-

ated the history of coca cultivation in the Yungas region of La Paz since 2005. Seven of 

these interviews were with women. The average length was 1.5 hours, with the shortest 

being 30 minutes and the longest 3 hours.  All but one interview with Darling, who pre-

ferred to speak English, were held in Spanish, and translated for this thesis by myself. In 

addition to these recorded interviews, I conducted 63 shorter unrecorded interviews 

with approximately 85 persons in bars, parks, streets, marketplaces, national parks and 

the countryside, with people going about their everyday lives. 35 of these interviews 

were conducted in Tarija and its surrounding countryside, 4 in Santa Cruz, 3 in Potosí, 

16 in La Paz (department), and 6 in different parts of Peru. 33 of these interviews were 

with women. I collected ethnographic data by participating in multiple public events, 

including día nacional de accullico (the national day of coca chewing), night outings 

with students and young people, excursions to the countryside with families I be-

friended and by chewing coca leaves in public places and chatting with people in quo-

tidian settings. Furthermore, I shall refer to conversations and observations that relate to 

my research question from my prior journey to Bolivia in June-July of 2017, and exper-

iences in Peru.

The main methods of data production that I utilised were those normally used during 

ethnographic fieldwork and participant-observation. I have conducted in-depth, non-
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structured, and semi-structured interviews depending on the situation. I have observed 

the everyday life in Tarija and its surrounding regions and partaken in local activities as 

I was invited to. As the relationships between me and my informants got deeper, some 

who had originally denied chewing coca later confessed to chew the leaf habitually, and 

I dare to claim the achievement of rapport to some extent, though my fieldwork was rel-

atively short in ethnographic standards. In addition to this, I conducted supplementary 

interviews and participant-observation in three other departments, visited the coca 

growing zone of Yungas, and one of the two legal wholesale markets of coca leaf in 

Villa Fatima, La Paz. Furthermore, I analysed UN and US reports on illegal and legal 

coca cultivation, as well as relevant Bolivian and international news and media articles. 

This multi-sited approach (Marcus, 1995), has helped me to pinpoint observations par-

ticular to Tarija from ones more general on the national level, and to triangulate my 

data, though the city of Tarija remained my primary field site.

My informants came from all economic levels of society, diverse professional back-

grounds, and their age distribution was evenly divided, with the youngest informant 

aged 18 and the oldest 77 years. Over the course of one day, I might find myself having 

conversations with market vendors and cocanis (vendors specialised in coca) in the 

morning, chewing coca leaves in the plazas and parks with pensioners after almuerzo 

(lunchtime), conversing with gardeners, construction workers and homeless in-migrants 

during the afternoon, eating cena (supper) with vineyard owners at their countryside 

residence and spending the late evening in bars and parties with students. In the next 

sub-chapter, I will give further information on how my informants perceived their own 

and other ethnic/regional identities.

Thanks to my life partner and friends in La Paz, when I arrived to Tarija, I had a handful 

of preliminary contacts who helped me to enter different social circles in the city, but for 

a major part of my ethnographic data, I found coca chewing itself an invaluable tool, as 

I met many of my informants by chewing the leaf in public parks and plazas. As a white 

European with a bolo in my mouth, I was a peculiar sight, and people came to me ask-

ing where I had learned to chew coca, and what I was doing in Tarija. Coca further 

worked as an icebreaker when I approached persons whom I saw chewing the leaf pub-
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licly, with a bag of coca in my hand, or during interviews, when I suggested its chewing 

to my informants. My focus on coca further facilitated the conduction of ethnographic 

research in a city setting, for it provided me with a locally meaningful way to define 

who and what I was researching. In the end, I managed to gather a large amount of spe-

cific material from diverse sources, as I found almost everyone in Tarija (and other parts 

of Bolivia that I visited) to have strong opinions on coca that they were eager to share 

with me.

As my thesis handles issues of ethnic stereotypes and prejudices, self-reflection became 

an integral part of my fieldwork. Though it was seldom that I encountered persons with 

overtly racist opinions, implied and hidden forms of everyday discrimination came up 

constantly in interviews and conversations with my informants. I want to emphasise that 

while many of the interview extracts presented in this thesis could be read as bigoted 

remarks, these comments, most of all, reflect the deep-rooted stereotypes present in Tar-

ija and Bolivia, and not my informants as persons. Still, how should an anthropologist 

react to these situations when she is faced with opinions she cannot possibly agree with, 

particularly when these opinions are at the heart of her research question? Goodale 

found a practical solution from disengaged and non-collaborative anthropology when 

conducting research in Bolivia that included interviews with MAS officials and Low-

land opposition leaders (2019: 13). Remaining non-partial, in his view, was a precondi-

tion for this sort of work to succeed, as were my initial thoughts also when I arrived in 

Tarija. My fieldwork would last only a few months, so I was hardly going to organise or 

attend any demonstrations anyway, and as I had previously observed that coca was not 

restricted by ethnicity in Tarija, I presumed that public chewing of the leaf would not 

count as a political act. In the end, however, I found that delicately contesting some of 

the opinions of my informants led to a deeper reflection on their part of the underlying 

reasons that formed their views. Engaging in open discussion also helped me to gain 

feedback from my informants on my research results, which Wilson suggests is a good 

way to measure credibility of qualitative and context sensitive studies (2008: 121). I 

have continued this discussion with some of my informants via social media, and I will 

send them this thesis for comments after it has been published.
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As for other ethical concerns of fieldwork, I have applied guidelines of the Finnish Ad-

visory Board on Research Integrity (TENK, 2009). I informed all my informants men-

tioned in this thesis of my position as a researcher, the aims and research questions of 

my research project, and gained permission to use our discussions and interviews from 

every one of them. Though many of my informants were eager to be mentioned by their 

own name, due to the recent political developments that have led to the resignation of 

Evo Morales (see afterword), and as a local newspaper in Tarija has expressed interest 

on the finished thesis, I have decided to use pseudonyms, except for Wanderson Es-

querdo in extracts where he spoke in his official position as a researcher. In certain parts 

I have also divided one informant to two different persons in order to make their identi-

fication harder. As the use of language by some of my interviewees utilised at times a 

lot of repetition as a rhetoric device, and at other times they might start with a thought, 

jump to a completely different subject and then return to their original thought, for read-

ability and space, as well as in order to secure the anonymity of my informants by omit-

ting information that might make them recognisable, I have done some minor editing 

with the interview extracts. Most of the time, however, instead of this, I have preferred 

to summarise their thoughts through writing. Although my informants might be fine 

with the kind of exposure this thesis can create, I can imagine how it could lead to men-

tal or financial harm for some of them particularly at these delicate times. As a male re-

searcher, I took special care to observe both male and female perspectives on coca 

chewing during my fieldwork with some success, as approximately a half of all my in-

terviews were with women. Though a thorough analysis of how gender relates to coca 

use would need a thesis of its own, I have dedicated the sub-chapter 4.3 for my findings 

on this subject.

3.2   Investigating Stereotypes and Identities in Tarija

I began my fieldwork with the special intention of investigating through coca chewing, 

how the recent economic and political rise of the Bolivian indigenous peoples has af-

fected ethnic stereotypes and prejudices held by the traditional upper and middle classes 

towards them. Knowing that historically speaking economic rise to middle class has 

meant a change of one’s race-based class identity along the indigenous – mestizo -axle, 
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I had speculated that, though ambivalent as a term, many traditional middle-class per-

sons would probably self-identify as mestizos. My original research question was: How 

mestizos perceive coca chewing in contemporary Tarija, and how their views reflect the 

social changes that have taken place in Bolivia since the end of the 20th century?  The 

question, however, needed to be revised early on, as it turned out that in Tarija the word 

mestizo is hardly ever used to define one’s personal or cultural identity. Though my in-

formants sometimes used the word when elaborating on their mixed backgrounds, the 

most common use of the word mestizo that I encountered was in relation to the nation 

as a whole, and for most of my informants, to be Bolivian meant having mixed origins 

regardless of ethnic labels, except perhaps with regard to the isolated indigenous groups 

of the Amazon. Most of the time my informants living in the city preferably depicted 

their own identities with location-specific words, such as tarijeño (person from Tarija), 

or cochabambino (person from Cochabamba), with an emphasis on the place of birth or 

long-time residency, and in many cases, they claimed multiple coinciding identities.

This resembles Pellegrini’s observations in the Yungas region of La Paz, where the Ay-

mara speaking and coca growing new middle class yungeños define their identity simil-

arly with location specific words that defy traditional race-based class labels. Being 

born in Yungas can be sufficient for one to be considered an originario, or neto (original 

or “authentic”) yungeño, regardless of one’s family background or economic position, 

provided that the person is involved in local public life, production of coca leaf, and 

circles of reciprocity (2017: 123, 152). At the same time yungeños create distance 

between themselves and the indigenous jaquis (Aymara word for people, here, seasonal 

farmhands from the Altiplano) and the culture of the blancos/criollos (white/Hispanic 

upper classes) that, according to the doctrine of mestizaje, they themselves should be 

emulating. By identifying with the land and coca growing, Pellegrini argues that yun-

geños exemplify the new plurality of identities in Bolivia that has arisen since the 

1990s, as the economically upwards moving peoples of indigenous background have 

combined ideals of middle class prosperity with their locality and occupation-related 

identities instead of identifying as mestizos (2017: 152-152). 
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In Tarija, this tying of identity to place of birth or long-term residence, however, is per-

haps more related to the regional identity-building project of the departmental elite that 

has aimed to unify the “original” ethnicity and class -based subaltern identities of the 

department under the common rubric of tarijeño identity, which circles around a “com-

mon struggle” against the peoples of the Altiplano, collas and the MAS-led central gov-

ernment (Lizárraga &Vacaflores, 2007: 26-27; see Sub-chapter 3.3 for further discus-

sion). The department’s regional identity had strong positive qualities attached to it by 

my informants, and a typical tarijeño was described as a trustworthy and laid-back per-

son of ample hospitality who is determined to help anyone in trouble. Interestingly, this 

favourable stereotype of tarijeño was often reproduced by my informants in other de-

partments. The tarijeño identity, however, was also linked to the city of Tarija and its 

historical white Hispanic elite who were employed in commerce or living off the pro-

duction of their haciendas, large landholdings (Langer & Hames, 1994; Lizárraga & Va-

caflores, 2007: 23-24), and some of my informants criticised the departmental elite’s 

attempts to “whiten” this identity while claiming to represent the department as a whole 

(see also. Lizárraga & Vacaflores, 2007: 137-144). According to my informants, coca 

chewing was a recent phenomenon among tarijeños, both departmentally and city-spe-

cifically, though it had always been present to some extent. Of all my interviewees, 22 

self-identified as tarijeños on the departmental scale, of whom 20 also used the word in 

reference to their identity as residents of the city of Tarija, which was further associated 

with belonging to the traditional upper or middle class. In this thesis, I use tarijeño to 

signify the city-based identity, except when specifically otherwise mentioned.

On the national level these tarijeño identities are often used synonymously with cha-

paco, though the latter stands for the farmers of mixed Spanish and indigenous origin 

who occupy the Valley of Tarija in the western part of the department. While chapaco 

can also refer to the city-based tarijeño identity, and the city’s historical white Hispanic 

elite (Langer & Hames, 1994: 287-288; Lizárraga & Vacaflores, 2007: 29), those of my 

informants who self-identified as both, clarified that with chapaco they referred to the 

rural identity. Accordingly, Lizárraga & Vacaflores note that there are historical ethnic 

and economic tensions between the rural mixed-origin chapaco smallholders and the 

city-based “white” hacienda owners (2007: 22-23). As with regional tarijeño, the cha-
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paco identity has gone through a process of whitening after its late incorporation to de-

pict regional culture by the departmental elite (2007: 25-26). The festivals and carnivals 

that depict chapaco traditions feature mostly fair-skinned young tarijeños performing 

traditional dances of Spanish origin, while there are no visible references to the indi-

genous roots or traditions. 

While my tarijeño informants held that coca chewing was new to chapaco culture, the 

four self-identified chapacos I interviewed saw that the leaf had long traditions in the 

countryside. Though I do not doubt that there is some validity to the depiction of cha-

paco farmers being somewhat unaffected by Andean indigenous cultures (Langer & 

Hames, 1994: 287), one of my informants of chapaco background, a social activist 

named María, contested this view noting that there are hundreds of Quechua words and 

place names used in chapaco dialect. She also challenged the whitening regional and 

national identities by pointing out how the faces of all Bolivians carry the mark of their 

indigenous roots. Disavowing the whitened chapaco identity she connected her roots to 

tomata people, who were one of the indigenous groups that chapacos have descended 

from.

While campesino (lit. farmer) identity in Bolivian context usually refers to the Quechua 

and Aymara speaking peasantry, all of my chapaco informants considered themselves a 

part of the group. Though my tarijeño informants differentiated between the two when 

talking of chapaco traditions, they commonly used gente del campo (people of the 

countryside) as a singular category that included all smallholders and farmhands (see 

sub-chapter 4.3 for further discussion). In general, campesino seemed to signify rural 

identities that did not share the essentialised cultural traditions of the chapacos but were 

also somewhat separate from the campesino identities of the Altiplano, as most of my 

informants attested that no Quechua or Aymara was spoken in the communities of the 

countryside, except in some northern parts of the department that have borders with 

Chuquisaca and Potosí. It was left unclear to me whether the campesinos were con-

sidered “original” to the countryside surrounding the city of Tarija, or if they were re-

garded as in-migrant collas. However, as my interviewees who self-identified as 

campesinos (4 when not counting the chapacos) also identified as tarijeños though they 
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had roots in the Altiplano, resembling Hertzler’s (2005) observations of how the 

campesino movements in Santa Cruz have utilised locality-based identities to counter 

the departmental elite’s attempts to frame them as invaders. The stereotypes attached to 

the campesino identity that I encountered centred around coca, as they were depicted to 

chew the leaf in large quantities to combat exhaustion caused by their physically chal-

lenging workload. Among these stereotypes were addiction to the leaf, and preference 

of coca over food and rest while working in the fields.

The word colla derives from Qullasuyu, a historical name for the southern part of the 

Inca empire that included most of the area of present-day Bolivia. Colla has been pop-

ularised by the elite-led lowland regionalist movements to depict the people of the Alti-

plano, the main antagonists of the alleged historical struggle of the tarijeños and cam-

bas of Santa Cruz to free themselves from exploitation of the central government based 

in La Paz and to protect the purity of their culture form the degenerating influences of 

the Andean peoples (Fabricant, 2009, Gustafson, 2006, Lizárraga & Vacaflores, 2007: 

28-29). Though this utilisation of colla is arguably not racist, as it refers to all peoples 

of the Altiplano, including historical elites who claim Hispanic descent, the regionalist 

movements’ depictions of collas with crooked noses, brown skin and dark hair is 

identical with the racist imagery attached to the Andean indigenous peoples (Fabricant 

& Postero, 2013: 195). The stereotypical colla, according to my informants, is a greedy, 

deceitful and lazy person who is always after personal gain, and the word was com-

monly used to categorise all in-migrants from the Altiplano. Nevertheless, my inform-

ants did not perceive colla as a derogative slur, though it could be used as one. Of my 

15 interviewees with Altiplano roots, only two self-identified as collas, the rest identify-

ing with indigenous groups of the Altiplano or locality specific words such as 

cochabambino, depending mostly on whether they originated from rural communities or 

cities. The in-migrant identity was typically attached to the working classes or to the 

unemployed, but a constantly growing proportion of them were educated professionals. 

Many of my in-migrant informants had moved to Tarija to continue their studies in the 

university, which in turn conflicted with one of the most common stereotypes, being 

poorly educated, attached to in-migrants. Coca chewing was considered intrinsically a 
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part of the Altiplano cultures, and many of my informants attached its recent popularity 

to the fast rise of in-migration since the late 20th century.

In this sub-chapter, I have given a short presentation of identities most central to my 

analysis and the stereotypes attached to them by my informants. As my focus is on the 

change of prejudices and stereotypes attached to coca and the groups discriminated his-

torically for its chewing, namely the Andean indigenous peoples and campesinos, by the 

traditional upper and middle classes, I have left out chaqueño identity of the El Chaco 

province, which is home to Bolivia’s gas fields, and lowland indigenous groups of 

Weenhayeck, Tapiete and Guaraní from my analysis. During my fieldwork, it was 

brought to my attention that coca chewing had become very popular among them, and a 

research that would take this phenomenon as its focus would be most intriguing (for an 

analysis of the role of these groups in the national and departmental politics during the 

first years of the Morales regime, see Ayala, 2013; Bebbington & Bebbington, 2010; 

Lizárraga & Vacaflores, 2007) 

After the conflicts leading up to the constitutional referendum of 2009, the atmosphere 

of Tarija has become much more accepting, and though racism was perceived to prevail 

in the society of Bolivia as a whole, most of my informants did not see it as an immedi-

ate problem in their everyday lives, although the overtly racist rhetoric of the newly 

elected president of Brasilia, Jair Bolsonaro and the revitalised support for the depart-

mental autonomy movement amid the then upcoming national elections of October 

2019 stirred up fear among my informants of possibly violent future conflicts between 

tarijeños, campesinos and in-migrant groups. These identities remained tightly tied to 

the past political conflicts with the MAS party, campesino and the indigenous move-

ments on the one side, and right-wing parties and the lowland regionalist movements on 

the other, discussed further in the next sub-chapter.
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3.3   Tarija as a Part of Media Luna, and the Violence of 2008

In my ethnographic analysis of coca leaf’s significance in the contemporary social life 

of Tarija, and how this position has changed after the last years of the 20th century, the 

dichotomous divide between the highland and the lowland, the MAS-supporters and the 

right-wing opposition plays a central role. For this reason, I now present a short sum-

mary of recent developments that have shaped Bolivia’s political map, positioning Tar-

ija among media luna departments united in their strong opposition against the policies 

of the MAS-led government, as well as what this position entails. 

Since the events of the 2003 “gas wars” that culminated with the violence of “Black Oc-

tober”  and led to the exile of president Sánches de Lozada, the historical elites of the 

lowland departments of Santa Cruz, Pando, Bení, Chuquisaca, and Tarija who have tra-

ditionally based their position on claimed racial superiority, large landholdings, invest-

ments and subsidies from extractive industries, as well as held a great influence over 

national policy and enjoyed remarkable economic privileges concerning oil revenues 

and the rising hydrocarbon industry, started to re-orientate their political position con-

cerning the central government. Aware of the soon to happen change in power relations 

on the national political stage hinted by the succeeding president Carlos Mesa’s decision 

to exclude the elites’ representatives from national negotiations with then a central lead-

er of the demonstrators, Evo Morales, the aforementioned elites commenced with re-

vitalisation of regionalism, a political stance demanding for departmental autonomy and 

self-governance over natural resources led by departmental comité cívicos (civic com-

mittees) that had surfaced in Bolivia the last time during the mid-20th century to oppose 

the re-distributive policies of the MNR-led revolution. These departments are com-

monly referred to as media luna (half-moon) for the shape they form on the map of 

Bolivia (though at times, Chuquisaca is excluded from the group), and they work as the 

main support base for the right-wing opposition against the Morales regime (Fabricant, 

2009: 769, 771; for a thorough overview of the initial effects of the gas war on Bolivian 

politics see also Webber, 2012).
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Though often represented by the international press as a unified block, the opposition 

movements of media luna have been surprisingly divided between each other, the main 

division being between the elites of Sucre (capital of Chuquisaca) and Santa Cruz, the 

former demanding re-situation of national capital from La Paz to Sucre instead of 

autonomous position, and the latter campaigning for a formation of an autonomous or 

even independent area from highland Bolivia according to ideals of “camba national-

ism”. In some of the separatists’ map posters, this area is depicted consisting of all the 

lowland departments, though including only the area of Chuquisaca that bridges Santa 

Cruz to Tarija (Fabricant, 2009: 769) while in others the camba heartland consists of 

Pando, Beni and Santa Cruz, leaving Tarija and Chuquisaca as separate, though “re-

lated” to the “camba nation” in their political struggle against the “upper Peruvian” col-

las of the highland departments (Goodale, 2019: 120; see chapter 7 for further discus-

sion). 

As Tarija produces 60% of all the natural gas in Bolivia, while being home only to 5% 

of the population, unsurprisingly, the departmental elite has not been so keen to submit 

themselves under the control of Santa Cruz, instead campaigning most of all for region-

al autonomy that emphasises self-governance over and rights for larger portion of the 

departments natural resources (Bebbington & Bebbington, 2010: 147). As with the 

highly race-focused “camba identity” of Santa Cruz (Gustafson, 2006), during the initial 

years of activation leading up to the constitutional referendum of 2009, the elite led 

autonomy project of Tarija also aimed to create a departmental unity with a regional 

identity-building project against the “invading and exploiting” collas (Lizárraga & Va-

caflores, 2007: 24-25), though, as I argue in chapter 7 of this thesis, this differentiation 

between in-migrant collas and tarijeños has been downplayed inside the department 

since the violent and racist attacks of 2008 committed by the media luna opposition 

movements against the local MAS-supporters. The year 2008 was central in the conver-

sations I had with my informants concerning their use of the coca leaf and the atmo-

spheric change towards its use, while the conflicts themselves were mentioned quite of-

ten as related major turning points. For this reason, I will next give a short summary of 

what happened in Sucre, Tarija (city) and Porvenir, Pando, during the violent year.
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Leading up to the constitutional referendum of 2009, the opposition movements of me-

dia luna succeeded in mobilising a tremendous resistance against the MAS-led govern-

ment in the form of demonstrations, civic strikes, roadblocks and autonomy referen-

dums. The elites of Santa Cruz alone succeeded in raising a “500,000-person movement 

to contest the larger indigenous-campesino mobilisations and inculcate their conservat-

ive ideology” (Fabricant, 2009: 768). 2007-2009 were the pinnacle years of anti-gov-

ernmental demonstrations in the departments of media luna with paramilitary activity 

resembling an open rebellion. While in Santa Cruz the demonstrations for regional 

autonomy and celebrations of camba identity had taken violently racist forms since the 

beginning of the century, in 2008 the opposition movements, frenzied by previous con-

flicts with the MAS-supporters that had led to many injuries and some deaths among 

their ranks, committed atrocities on such a scale that it attracted international attention 

(Fabricant, 2009: 781; Gustafson, 2006). First of these violent conflicts took place in 

Sucre on 24th of May, where the right-wing opposition mobilised to oppose celebrations 

organised by the MAS-party that were supposed to take place in the city’s main football 

stadium. The event was cancelled, but groups of campesinos from nearby communities 

had already started to pour into the city. These people, including women and children, 

were met by armed opposition activists and panic commenced. In the middle of chaotic 

dispersal of the MAS-supporters, approximately 40 dirigentes (community leaders) 

were taken hostage and paraded to the city’s central plaza where they were made to strip 

to their waist, and shout racist slogans against themselves and president Morales 

(Goodale, 2019: 114-117).

In Tarija, the comité cívico declared a general strike against the MAS-led government 

on Friday 5 September 2008. The strike, however, failed to start properly until the fol-

lowing Monday due to the “laidback approach toward social protest of political 

elites” (Bebbington & Bebbington, 2010: 152). On the first days of the strike, pro-

autonomy groups, armed with metal shields, batons and dynamite, occupied multiple 

administrative buildings, which already caused critique from some factions of the city’s 

population, as they were not accustomed to this level of violence (ibid.). On 10 Septem-

ber, violence broke out, as rumours of pro-governmental troops intending to march to 

the central plaza raised a large number of university students to trump any such action. 
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No troops arrived, and the student group, prepared for violent conflict, took off to the 

Mercado Campesino, the main outlet for agricultural products destined for the city and 

presumed MAS-stronghold, and there commenced to attack with sticks, stones and dy-

namite the farmers and vendors going about their business. 80 people were injured, 

some mutilated from dynamite explosions, and the conflict became a shameful scar for 

the elite. This shame and fear for further escalation of violence was made worse by 

news from other media luna departments, where overtly racist and violent dialect was 

constantly utilised by demonstrators. The Porvenir massacre that took place on the fol-

lowing day, 11 September, further shocked the already devastated majority of the city’s 

population (Bebbington & Bebbington, 2010: 152-153). 

Situated in Pando, the community members of Porvenir had decided to hold a meeting 

to discuss the recent right-wing activity. They were, however, besieged by right-wing 

troops sent by local authorities, who ultimately opened fire on the campesinos. 20 

community members were killed and many others trapped and dragged to the central 

plaza of Cobija, a nearby town, where they were whipped with barbed wire. The mas-

sacre and the violent forms that the demonstrations took in other departments of media 

luna leading up to it, marked a turning point for the right-wing opposition who, until 

then, had gained growing national and international support. As President Morales 

gained a clear electoral mandate the following year with the passing of the 2009 consti-

tution and presidential re-election, the regionalist movements dispersed and their agen-

das, including autonomy, were left dormant (Bebbington & Bebbington, 2010: 156; 

Fabricant, 2009: 780). 

In Tarija, the following years were marked by the rise of many campesino movement 

representatives to important political positions, and the election of a MAS-party candid-

ate Lino Condori, supported by a coalition of worker’s and campesino unions, as the 

governor of the department (Ayala, 2013: 160). However, as Ranta (2018) has noted, on 

the national level of Bolivia, in Tarija the everyday practices and attitudes of bureau-

crats worked to limit the possibilities and actions of these subaltern groups to create an 

overall political program, and the coalition that raised Condori has since disbanded (Ay-

ala, 2013). According to my informants, the decision not to honour the results of the 
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2016 referendum, where Evo Morales failed to gain a national mandate to run for pres-

idency in the upcoming 2019 elections, and the recent corruption scandals concerning 

the MAS-party representatives on departmental and national level, have strengthened 

the regionalist movement, and the new governor Adrián Oliva, who replaced Condori in 

2015, came from their ranks. Regionalist demands, particularly concerning the alloca-

tion and control over natural gas revenues, today attract more and more sympathy from 

groups previously supporting the MAS-party. These recent developments eerily re-

semble the final words of warning written by Bebbington & Bebbington (2010) in their 

analysis of the 2008 conflict in Tarija, where they conclude: “Just as the right apparently 

overplayed its hand on autonomy and therefore became divided internally, the risk that 

the MAS could overplay its hand on gas and induce protest from its own bases is 

real.”(Bebbington & Bebbington, 2010: 156).

As I demonstrated in sub-chapters 2.2 and 2.3 of this thesis, coca leaf is a key symbol of 

the Andean indigenous peoples, and while its traditional use bares cultural values ran-

ging from cosmovision to social interaction, it has also been utilised as a political 

weapon for justifying racial superiority by the upper classes that have abstained from its 

use. In Tarija, as in other departments of media luna the relations between the in-mi-

grant groups from the Altiplano and the traditional upper- and middle class are very 

volatile, and as I have presented in this sub-chapter, the opposition by the elites of me-

dia luna departments against the MAS-led central government has historically taken 

overtly racist forms that depict the conflict in terms of highland invaders versus right-

eous and superior lowland people. In the following chapters, I move to analyse my eth-

nographic data on how coca chewing is perceived in the contemporary society of Tarija, 

and how and why the attitudes towards it have changed during the past decades. As be-

comes apparent, the political developments depicted here are a crucial part in under-

standing why the residents of Tarija chew coca, and how its use reflects their under-

standings of their identities and current social reality. 
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4   Coca in Contemporary Tarija

The people who did coca… like the change was happening in that same period of time with Evo 
Morales. He was brand new in the government, he was trying to make indigenous people to be proud 
of themselves, give them rights and stuff like that. So, at the time, if you were a hard-working person 

with a low income, working hard with a low salary, you were the type of people who was doing coca 
leaves. If you were in a high position, if you were a part of the society here, that would have been the 
last thing that anybody would see you doing. It was a social thing. If you were broke, if you were an 

indio or so, you would do coca leaves. If you were a socialite, you would never touch that disgusting 
leaf. You would never publicly do that, but now it’s as you said. Especially young people, we are 
eventually, though very slowly, but it’s happening that we are embracing our culture. We are embra-
cing the way we are. We are embracing to be Bolivians. And I think that part of being Bolivian is to 

embrace that fact that coca, it’s a thing, and we can do it with no shame. That’s the thing that it won’t 
change your bank account if you do it and yeah… It definitely changed. (Darling, a 28-year-old tar-
ijeño artist)

Like Darling, a 28-year old Tarijeño artist from an upper-class background, who had 

lived the past seven years outside Bolivia, most of my informants who had begun chew-

ing coca as of recent had started about ten years ago between 2008 and 2010. During 

our interview held in mid-December after a dinner in a penthouse owned by his family, 

Darling confirmed many of my original hypotheses about how coca chewing had be-

come widely more acceptable in the upper circles of Tarija’s society and among the 

youth during the past two decades. While before to chew coca was a certain sign that 

one was poor or/and indio, and to chew coca publicly was mal visto, looked down upon, 

by the traditional upper and middle classes, suddenly, when Darling had returned to 

Bolivia after many years abroad, it seemed to him that coca chewing had turned into a 

thing practiced by every layer of society. It had become a symbol of being Bolivian, of 

embracing one’s indigenous roots. 

Mal visto, as the negative views that the society of Tarija had held towards coca still at 

the turn of the century was called by most of my informants, inheld many racist stereo-

types about indigenous peoples. Coca chewing was something deeply despised, and to 

do so in public was unfathomable for most of the traditional upper and middle class tar-

ijeños. My informants with indigenous and campesino background remembered how 

they had been yelled at with racist slurs and threats if they had had a bolo in their 
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mouth, not to mention if they were actively chewing the leaf in public. As Darling men-

tioned during our interview, this had changed tremendously since the rise of Evo Mor-

ales, and while originally, he had started to chew coca in public to stir up controversy, 

nowadays nobody seemed to mind. This view was shared by many of my in-migrant 

informants, who had only chewed coca in public as a political statement before, but now 

found themselves chewing the leaf during public celebrations with tarijeños young and 

old.

While most of my informants agreed with Darling’s opinion that this change was dir-

ectly linked to the way Evo Morales had endorsed the leaf as an integral part of indi-

genous cultures of Bolivia, it seems that the fundamental turning point in the way that 

the Tarijeños perceive coca happened after the 2008 conflicts discussed in the previous 

chapter, as the mandate for Morales became stronger with the passing of the new consti-

tution and his re-election. Still, a small yet significant part of my informants held an op-

posing view to the reasons behind this change, claiming instead that it had begun with 

the coca diplomacy of Paz Zamora and the ruling of FIFA to lift the play ban of the 

Bolivian footballer. I will return to these issues in chapters 5 and 6, where I analyse the 

reasons why my informants chewed coca, and the rumours and political discourse that 

surround the leaf’s trade and production. In this part of the thesis, I will present and ana-

lyse who the coca chewers in Tarija are, in what ways coca is most commonly chewed, 

and how opinions on who the chewers are differed between my informants.  

Inside social sciences, there exists a substantial critique against drawing conclusions 

about social realities by focusing on an individual aspects of identity such as ethnicity, 

age or gender, as these sort of simplifications do not adequately address the social com-

plexities and the relativities between these categories (Tenhunen, 2018: 148-149). Dur-

ing my fieldwork I observed how these multiple building blocks that constitute the sub-

jective identity of an individual in relation to coca chewing were intersectional (see 

Crenshaw, 1989), that is, interrelated and interactive between each other. For example, 

while gender and age played an obvious part in whether or not, or how much a person 

chews coca, their impact differed radically when moving between ethnic and class cat-

egories. While I do attest that these individual aspects of identity had real world effects 
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on coca chewing in Tarija, their analytical significance in relation to this thesis laid most 

of all in the way that these effects were perceived to differ according to ethnic and class 

categories by my informants.  

Although the analysis of intersectional identities following prefixed categories, such as 

gender, age and class has been challenged with arguments that these categories are fluid 

and prone to changes, while their (re)production is in a dynamic relationship with exist-

ing social power dynamics (Tenhunen, 2018: 148-149), I defend their use here for two 

reasons. Firstly, the categories that I focus on below proved to be meaningful to my in-

formants. Secondly, adhering to that researcher should not presume her own cultural 

concepts to provide “a straight forward, unambiguous analytical focus” (Collier & 

Yanagisako, 1987: 17), the very fact that these categories, particularly gender, were un-

derstood differently between my informants themselves, as well as me, provided insight 

to the social relations and their change in Tarija. 

In the next sub-chapter, by describing a typical coca chewing session that I attended 

with members of Intiwasi (pseudonym) cultural community, I describe the most basic 

aspects of how coca is chewed by different members of Tarija, as well as depict the two 

main ways coca is chewed. In sub-chapter 4.2, I take a closer look on how age was per-

ceived to relate to the chewing of coca leaves by my informants, particularly how the 

youth of Tarija chews coca, and how my middle-aged informants were in a curious dis-

agreement on the amount and the manner in which this is done. While coca chewing in 

Tarija is more common among men than women, this does not mean that women do not 

chew the leaf, and I end this chapter with important observations that I made on the 

manner in which one’s gender relates and is presumed to relate to whether or not one 

chews coca. 
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4.1   Coca in Tarija, Chewing as a Social Event

It was a rainy Thursday evening when I arrived in a communal house in an in-migrant 

barrio of the city situated approximately 7km from the central plaza, and a home to the 

Intiwasi cultural community. María, a social activist working among the urban poor of 

Tarija, had suggested the community for me during our interview, as the group held 

weekly meetings where they chewed coca leaves and discussed subjects ranging from 

art to politics. I was greeted by Juan, a psychologist in his late 40s who had moved to 

Tarija from a Quechua speaking community of Chichas in Potosi to study and had 

stayed for “the food and the weather”. We were joined shortly after by Francisco, an 

Aymara academic in his late 60s, and Mario, a 37-year-old social worker of rural 

Quechua origins. After pouring a small offering of beer that I had brought with me on 

the ground for Pachamama, Juan put a green bag full of coca leaves on the table and 

said: “Okay, so let’s start to pijchar.”

There are four main phrases used in Bolivia for coca chewing: coquear, masticar coca, 

acullicar and pijchar. The first two are of Spanish origin, coquear a derivative of coca 

itself, and masticar coca translating literally as “to chew coca”. The third comes from a 

Quechua word akulliko that signifies the bolo, a ball of coca between the cheek and the 

teeth, that chewers hold in their mouth, and pijchar is from an Aymara word that trans-

lates as the act of chewing coca. While these different words do not necessarily mean 

different forms of consumption, and are often used as synonyms, Fransisco exemplified 

that there exist two main fashions of chewing coca. The first that resonates more with 

the words of Spanish origin is when the chewer simply takes wads of coca and puts 

them in her mouth without second thought. The second that is connected to acullicar 

and pijchar is the custom of taking one to four leaves at a time, carefully separating the 

spines from the coca and placing these leaves in one’s mouth. The latter is more time 

consuming and is performed more often in a relaxed setting when chewing with com-

panions, while the first is done in a hurry, when driving or getting ready for work, 

though this separation is not absolute. Fransisco further explained to me how, among the 

highland populations, especially during important gatherings, there are rules such as 

how everyone should offer leaves in a certain fashion to all people present, but as Juan 
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explained: “Here in Tarija, it’s all relaxed. Nobody gets offended even if someone does 

not accept an invitation to chew”. There exists no strict etiquette on how a person 

should chew coca in Tarija, though the slower way of consuming the leaves was held 

somewhat in a higher esteem by my coca chewing tarijeño informants, some of them 

joking on how they, as city dwellers, lack the elegance of the gente del campo (people 

of the countryside) when they attempt to pijchar. 

Fransisco continued to describe the two usual fashions in which people in Tarija chew 

coca depending on the situation. The first form he depicted was along the lines of how 

we were chewing the leaves, with a group of friends in a peaceful setting with all parti-

cipants taking coca from one common bag that one of the chewers had invited the others 

to partake. “Most importantly, it is a creation of space for sharing and communicating 

with one and other”, Fransisco exemplified with the rest of the group nodding in agree-

ment (see sub-chapter 2.2). “It is different when you are working. Then you all have 

your own bag and you chew when you have time, often alone”, Fransisco continued 

with a short account of the other manner of chewing practiced by workers during their 

daily routine. “You fill your cheek and keep the bolo there from half an hour to hour at a 

time. Then you fill your cheek again”, he added, as Juan offered me some pillaua.

To extract the alkaloids and vitamins from coca leaves, most of the chewers in Tarija 

add an alkali substance to their bolo after they feel that its size is sufficient. The exact 

timing and amount of added alkaline varies from person to person, some taking it al-

most immediately with the first leaves and others waiting until they have finished 

adding leaves all together. The alkaline preferred by the majority of my informants was 

bico, a shortening of bicarbonato de sodio (baking soda), while other substances in-

clude pillaua, llipta/llikta and legia, which are indigenous traditional sources of al-

kaline, mainly produced from burned vegetation and animal bones, though some of my 

informants insisted that llipta/llikta included limestone. While bico is in a powdered 

form, and often added straight to mouth, or on top of a larger coca leaf, the traditional 

substances are normally solid, and they are taken by biting of a small piece that is then 

mixed with saliva and the bolo. The reasons for preferring bico were quite uniform 

among my informants, as they saw its use easier, the taste better, and the effects it pro-
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duced more intense, though most of them normally changed the substance depending on 

situation. Fernando, a young university student and self-identified tarijeño, who had 

started to chew coca as a remedy for anxiety, elaborated on the difference between the 

substances in a following manner:

I normally like to use legia or other traditional substances, for it gives me the peace of mind 
which I seek. When you use legia, the effects come more slowly, more elegantly, and you can 
keep the bolo in your mouth for hours. Bico on the other hand, well, I have to admit that I like it 

too, but in a different setting. When I am alone, or on a hike in the countryside, its legia. But 
when I’m drinking with friends, I like bico. Its more suitable for being social, to party.

For the Intiwasi group the distinction was not that much about the effects gained by dif-

ferent types of alkaline substances, but a cultural one. “Bico is more of an urban thing, a 

thing one takes with coca when one is in a hurry, in a city”, Juan told me as I bit on a 

piece of pillaua. “Bico is perhaps more suave. Legia can be very strong and burn your 

mouth if you don’t know how to use it”, Fransisco added. In the past, bico was only 

sold as such with no additives, but during the past ten years or so, the market had ex-

panded to sell bico particularly for coca chewing. During my fieldwork, there was a 

large variety of bico with different flavours, such as coffee, stevia and mint. In Mario’s 

view this was due to the growing popularity of coca chewing among the rich North-Ar-

gentine Gauchos, an opinion shared by my cocanis friend Anastacia:

Well it’s obvious isn’t it? Just look at the bags [of bico]! Where are they made? Yeas! In Argen-

tina [shows me a bag with “made in Bolivia” written on it]. Okay, bad example, but still it’s the 
preference of the Gauchos. We have always had legia in different flavours, legia de estevia, legia 
de menta et cetera, but Gauchos have a lot of money and they prefer bico, so there is a market 
now for bico in different flavours, and this has spread here to Bolivia.  

Still, some of my informants preferred to chew coca without any added substances, or 

as was the case with the social activist María, with smoking of tobacco. According to 

María, the holy trinity of Andes was coca, trago (strong liqueur), and tobacco, also 

present in Allen’s work (2002: 2, 17, 141), though she focuses most of all on the rela-

tion between the first two. While attesting to the cultural bases for this trinity, Maria 

saw the combination of alcohol and coca in a negative light. While it made little to no 

difference to my informants whether one favours bico or other alkaline with coca, for 
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some the use of alkaline itself was perceived to divide the chewers on ethnic and class 

lines. I will return to this subject in sub-chapter 5.1.

After three hours of conversation with the Intiwasi group, the time was ripe for me to 

take my leave, as my new friends also started making their plans for supper. We had 

slowly added leaf by leaf to our bolos throughout the evening and now was the time to 

take them out of our mouths. A discarded bolo, or hachu, as it is called in Quechua, is 

usually placed in the nearest bin, or thrown on the street in Tarija, and Juan attested that 

though in the Altiplano some groups have a special way of discarding them: “Here in 

Tarija, no worries, just don’t litter”. This type of jovial gathering among friends depic-

ted above was the most usual form of coca chewing I partook in during my fieldwork. 

With tarijeños, most of the time these gatherings were in semi-private places, after a 

barbecue in the countryside, between the last drink and the final drink when visiting a 

friend for supper, though in certain mundane and special occasions coca was also 

chewed publicly, as I will further discuss in chapter 7.

As the Intiwasi group attested, for the residents of Tarija, when not chewing coca “as a 

necessity” (see Chapter 5), that is, for work related reasons, coca chewing was more 

than anything a social event of sharing and communicating among each other. This cre-

ation of space through the medium of coca surpassed ethnic and class boundaries, as 

was the view of Fernando, when after discussing class and ethnicity I inquired if coca 

facilitates communication between different social groups:

Well it does, doesn’t it? I am a middle-class tarijeño, and for me it’s not that easy to go to a 

group of workers during a fiesta to chat and make friends, but if they are chewing coca, I can 
come with my bag and offer them some, and then we can chat. It’s an ice breaker in that sense… 
Wow, I’ve never truly though about that before...

The Intiwasi goup also thought about the social possibilities of the space created by 

coca chewing, though in a manner somewhat less positive, as they doubted that the 

chewing truly worked as a way to communicate between different social classes. The 

group told me that the amount of coca chewed by the residents of Tarija had risen ten-

fold during the past decades, and the change was especially evident among the young 
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people who, according to them, chewed coca with a lot of respect, and were eager to 

share coca and chat with them during fiestas and social events. All of the group had 

pleasant experiences among the young chewers, and they pondered on whether the so-

cial space created by coca at least acted as an inter-generational medium of communica-

tion, though in their view, the habit of coca chewing was probably just a passing fash-

ion, a phase, and would be forgotten by the young people and university students of Tar-

ija as they grew older. On this point, my analysis of my ethnographic material leads me 

to disagree with my Intiwasi friends, as I will move on to argue in the next sub-chapter.

To summarise, the two most common fashions of coca chewing in Tarija are either in 

haste, individually in the middle of/before engaging in a task, or as a social event among 

friends and family, usually after meals with ample time in (often) semi-private loca-

tions. There exists no precise etiquette to coca chewing, and it is understood most of all 

as an inclusive situation that would ideally create spaces of communication and interac-

tion between different intersectional identity categories, with no obligations, nor 

obstacles for partaking in. Nonetheless, differing preferences in chewing entail possibil-

ities of differentiation between the chewers, as I will return to demonstrate in chapter 5. 

While there are some peculiarities to coca chewing within the intersectional categories 

of age and gender, as noted in the following sub-chapters, the two basic ways of chew-

ing the leaf presented here were present regardless of age, gender, class and ethnicity 

during the time of my fieldwork.

4.2   How Does Age Relate to Coca Chewing?

In this sub-chapter, I take a closer look on how age was perceived to relate to the use of 

coca by my informants. However, as the leaf was chewed in central public spaces in 

mundane instances almost exclusively by the elderly residents of Tarija, I return to ana-

lyse their use of the leaf in sub-chapter 7.1 of this thesis that is dedicated to this phe-

nomenon. Here I focus most of all on how the youth of Tarija chew coca, and how this 

is understood by them and the older residents. In the context of their respective field-

sites both Allen (2002) and Spedding (1994) argue that there is a correlation between 

age and how much people chew coca, the young people engaging in the practice more 
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seldom, while the elderly hardly do anything else but chew the leaf. I found this correla-

tion to exist also when traveling through the Altiplano departments of Potosí, Oruro and 

La Paz, as many of my informants attested that coca was mostly chewed by the older 

members of society, while the young people perceived the practice as something “un-

cool”. In Tarija, however, I found that the young people had a profound interest in 

chewing coca, though this was contested by my older informants, as became apparent in 

an interview that I conducted with María, a 52-year-old social activist of tomata/

campesina origin who worked with the urban poor of Tarija: 

Hmm… I would say that very few young people, almost none, use coca in Tarija today. It is al-
most forgotten… [At this point I contest this view with my personal experience among the 
young people] Oh really? You say that almost every student chews coca? Well officially they 

don’t chew it, but in their homes, in their lives, yes… Maybe. But there is no cultural assimila-
tion here in Tarija. For certain, there are a lot of young people who chew it, but they don’t do it 
publicly. They don’t go to the plaza to pijchar. So, this situation… It’s like schizophrenia isn’t it? 

How here in Tarija everything is so formal, so elitist, but in my house, with my people it’s a dif-
ferent thing. And with these young people that you say to pijchar, it’s probably for their studies, 
to stay awake, alert, no?  It’s very practical, but I don’t think they have this historic perception, 
this ritualistic attitude towards coca. They have lost it. That’s my opinion.

The opinion on the amount of coca used among the jovenes, or young people (meaning 

those between the ages 17 and 30 in the scope of this thesis, as I also exemplified to my 

informants) was curiously divided among the people with whom I conducted my field-

work. María presented the other side of this divide. When I asked her what she thought 

about the way in which the youth uses coca, she started by stating that the amount of 

youth who chew coca in Tarija was minuscule. From my multiple conversations with 

students in Tarija, however, I learned that coca use was very common among them. 

They chewed the leaf especially when preparing for exams, but also during fiestas and 

night outings, though this popularity of the leaf among young people was not acknow-

ledged by their parents. Justicia, a mother of three and grandmother of two, who self-

identified as tarijeña asserted that: “If they take coca, its only one or two leaves in their 

cheek. They don’t use it like the campesinos”. When I continued to ask her how she 

wouldreact if she found out that her own son chews coca leaf, she got very serious and 

said: “I would be horrified. I would not accept it”. Justicia’s answer surprised me. She 

and her husband Clever had been my very first contacts in Tarija. They were both teach-
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ers, and during our first supper together they both recounted how these days it was pos-

sible to see students with coca in their mouths during exams. Justicia, born in the city, 

further remembered how when she was a young student, some of her fellows would 

study late to the night in parks under electric lights and chew coca. During our recorded 

interview, however, this had changed to “one or two leaves” for the university students 

of the past and present. Just enough to help them to carry on studying a little bit longer.

So, for María the use of coca by the youth, if they were indeed using it, was limited to 

its stimulative effect. Meanwhile, for Justicia, the way in which the youth used coca was 

strictly different from the ways in which the campesinos used it. In chapter 5, I will fur-

ther elaborate this differentiation between reasons and ways through which my inform-

ants divided coca chewers. But here it is worth noting that for the two respectable 

middle aged ladies, former from the countryside, latter from the city, coca chewing by 

the youth did not entail passing on of cultural values or indigenous traditions. In María’s 

view this was apparent from the lack of young people chewing in the parks and plazas 

of the city centre. If the youth did not engage in coca chewing publicly, or were other-

wise ashamed of it, how could they understand the deeper meanings attached to the leaf 

by those who have traditionally chewed coca and suffered repression and discrimination 

for their ethnicity and culture? For Justicia, this lack of cultural assimilation was even 

starker, as in her opinion, the youth who chewed coca did so in a “delicate manner” 

suitable for “decent people”, that is, only one or two leaves at a time. The youth in her 

view, if chewing coca, did so according to a different custom to the indigenous peoples 

and workers.

To some extent, this view that the youth chewing coca, though deeply respectful to-

wards the leaf, did not fully embrace the cultural values attached to it, was shared by the 

Intiwasi group, as they did not expect them to continue coca chewing on the long run. 

On the other hand, the group did have multiple pleasant experiences of sharing coca and 

chatting among the young, and they acknowledged that the habit had grown extensively 

among students and their age group. My cocanis friend Anastacia, as a vendor of coca, 

was also well aware of the growing popularity of the leaf among the youth, and she had 

a quite positive view on the matter:
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Oh, I think they [young people] have a huge amount of respect towards coca. They are a large 
group of customers. Most of them buy coca for studying, but also because they like to chew it 
among friends. I think it’s about finding your roots as a Bolivian, you know, to reconnect with 

your past. They ask a lot of questions and are very interested in knowing how to chew it.

According to Anastacia, students have chewed coca since at least the time of the dictat-

orship of the 1970s, and in those days, this was a way to protest the oppressive regime. 

When I asked about whether the students back then took only one or two leaves at a 

time, she laughed kind-heartedly: “What would be the point in that?” In Anastacia’s ex-

perience, the youth who chewed coca did so not only for its stimulative effects, but also 

to reconnect with their indigenous roots. Darling, the 28-year-old artist, fitted this de-

scription, as his personal story of how he started to chew coca at the age of 18 had a 

strong element of identifying with his indigenous roots:

It was a period of my life where I was very into like doing black magic and connect to spirits and 

stuff like that. I always got that in my head and I always related to that. So, for me when I started 
to get to astrology and going to witches and all here in Bolivia, they always read my future and 
so… In coca leaves, and so I was like really into that like wow that’s really a sacred leaf because 

whatever they told me at the time… It did happen to me. You know. So, I strongly believed in 
that and I started taking coca. Like just because I felt like I was chewing something spiritual. It’d 
been a couple of rough years that I had, until I realised how much I love my identity as Bolivian, 
and how much I love being indigenous and how much I love being connected to earth and 

everything that is passing secretly from Bolivia. And that was the main reason why I started 
chewing coca.

A 24-year-old entrepreneur, Elena, who was born in Tarija, but whose family had mi-

grated from the Altiplano, had also started to chew coca as a form of re-learning her 

roots, though not from her own initiative: 

With me, it’s a funny story, for it was my mother who invited me to chew the first time. She had 
had a diagnosis of diabetes, and so she started to chew coca, and before long she had gotten her-
self all the traditional things, and she chewed in a truly traditional way. One day she asked me to 
join her and she taught me how to chew properly, like her grandparents had chewed.

For Elena, coca chewing was not an everyday practice, as she only did it in the com-

pany of her mother, but she was still deeply proud of the knowledge passed on to her. 
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For her, coca chewing had created a space through which she could communicate in a 

new fashion with her mother and learn about her Altiplano roots. Elena self-identified as 

colla, and though she did not feel that she belonged to any particular indigenous group, 

she had a strong spiritual side that she saw rising from her roots, and coca chewing was 

an important part of this. When I asked her about how she perceived the use of coca by 

other persons in her age group, she felt that for many of her acquaintances, coca had a 

similar significance as a way to search for one’s identity, but she also saw that, in addi-

tion to studying and cultural self-discovery, coca was chewed because the chewers 

simply liked it, its effects, particularly combined with alcohol. It was common among 

her friends that after a night of drinking, someone would get a cab and head to the outer 

rims of the city to purchase coca machugada. Powered by this powdered coca, the night 

could continue.

Coca machugada is a relatively new form in which coca is consumed in Bolivia. The 

process of producing it involves hitting dried leaves sealed in an airless bag with a mal-

let until they are reduced to a powdered form. This powder is then combined with bico 

and often other substances like caffeine powder and aspirin, as well as stevia or mint for 

taste. The process is to some extent similar to the traditional use of coca leaf among in-

digenous tribes of the Amazon (Plowman, 1981), and I have personally witnessed har-

ina de coca (coca powder) in wide use in the city of Iquitos, situated in the Peruvian 

Amazon. According to the Intiwasi group, coca machugada was developed for the use 

of bus and lorry drivers to facilitate consumption of the leaf while driving. To Mario’s 

recollection, it was first developed in the province of Gran Chaco in the eastern part of 

the department, though many of my informants placed its origin in Santa Cruz. Regard-

less of where it came from, coca machugada has spread throughout Bolivia, as I found 

out when my archaeologist friend in La Paz excitedly recommended it to me during my 

stay in the capital. In Tarija, coca machugada was a huge hit among the youth. Its use 

was simple (one puts the powder in one’s mouth and swallows it after a while) and not 

as noticeable as the normal way of chewing the leaves in a bolo. Acquiring this product, 

however, was not as easy as acquiring coca leaves, for no cocanis situated near the 

centre of the city had it in their stock. The eager buyer had to get a ride to the city’s out-
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er rim, where coca producers with a license to sell their leaves directly to the customers 

were situated, for these vendors had made the product their own.

Returning to the topic, according to the youth of Tarija, coca chewing is quite popular 

among them. This view was at the same time shared and rejected by their parents and 

middle aged residents of the city, and though none of my informants saw the interest 

that young people have for coca as an actual problem (like one might be worried about 

youth being interested in any sort of substance that can be used for recreational pur-

poses), many of my older informants did not think that this interest in coca reached a 

symbolic level deeper than that of a stimulant. Anastacia was an exception to this, as she 

saw the side of being interested in tradition and identity of her customers, as well as the 

use of the leaf as a form of protest, as done by the university students of the 70s. Protest 

and spirituality were also the main reasons why Darling had started to chew coca in his 

youth, and while most of the young people with whom I had conversations concerning 

their use of the leaf highlighted its usefulness as a stimulant for late night studying and 

partying, the importance of the social space of sharing and chatting discussed in the 

previous sub-chapter were always present in their stories. Roberto, a 23-year-old retail 

worker who had moved to Tarija from Cochabamba in 2012, though not in the habit of 

chewing coca himself, gave an encompassing description of usual situations when the 

youth chewed coca during our interview:

Yeas my friends love to chew coca, some of them are fanatic about it, but no… I don’t think it’s 
so much to do with the stimulating effect. Okay, it’s very common that at the end of a drinking 
night they go and get some coca to continue the evening, but the usual situation when they chew 

coca is when we go to the countryside. We have a barbecue, some drinks, and after eating, my 
friends start to chew coca. We play guitar, sing, chat and have a pleasant time. It’s like tobacco or 
coffee in that sense. A thing to do when spending time with your friends.

Roberto’s description fitted my own observations and what I had learned from the mul-

tiple conversations I had had during different youth gatherings and fiestas with young 

people. For my analysis, however, the most interesting aspect of this description of 

common situations where the young people of Tarija chew coca, is how they correspond 

with the most usual social events where middle-aged tarijeños practice coca chewing: a 
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semi private location (often in the countryside), a large meal, friends, some drinks and 

music. For Guillermo, a 43-year-old tarijeño lawyer, this similarity came as no surprise:

Well, the youth, they chew coca like us, no? It’s a healthy habit to do after a large meal. I do it 

for my diabetes, but it’s good for you anyway. I think the young learn it from us, the parents, and 
it’s a good thing to learn. It strengthens the heart, it’s good for digestion, it prevents diseases, and 
it’s a relaxing thing to do with your friends and family. I taught my son to chew coca, and I know 
he has a lot of respect towards the leaf. Not just for its health benefits but for its symbolic value 

for us, as Bolivians. It’s a part of our culture, our roots.

Like Anastacia, Guillermo saw that coca chewing played a part in the identity building 

processes of the youth of Tarija. For him, coca chewing had become a symbol of na-

tional unity since he had taken up the habit in 2008. This view, also shared by Darling, 

gives an interesting contrast to the opinions of María as presented in the interview ex-

tract at the beginning of this sub-chapter. In María’s opinion there has been hardly any 

assimilation of Altiplano customs with the traditions of conservative Tarijeños, while 

Guillermo saw that coca chewing, a key symbol of the Central Andean indigenous 

peoples, was an important part of Bolivian culture, and a unifying symbol of the nation. 

I will return to this issue of national identity in chapters 5 and 8, but here, it is important 

to bring out that the youth with whom I spent my time in Tarija strongly suggested that 

coca was an integral part of their identity, be it a link to their indigenous roots, or a 

symbol of national unity. 

Coca at the same time was a useful stimulant, a recreational substance, a way to protest, 

and a leaf laden with mystic properties, though in my experience, the youth who 

chewed coca did not really differentiate the reasons for its use from the symbolic value 

and significance it had for them. Most of all, the young people of Tarija chew coca be-

cause they like to chew coca, and the meanings of identity that are connected to it by the 

youth reflect how coca has solidified its position in their everyday life. Coca is chewed 

widely among older age groups of Tarija as well, and though its public use is mostly 

restricted to social events and fiestas, except for the elderly residents (see Chapter 7), it 

is hard to imagine that for the young people, the chewing of coca would be just a 

passing phase, as suggested by the Intiwasi group. My opinion was shared by Matteo, 
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an editor of a local newspaper and a self-identified tarijeño when I asked him if coca 

chewing was merely a fleeting fashion:

No. Of course not. I mean it is a fashion, as it is a fashionable thing to do among the young stu-

dents, but no, it’s not only a temporary thing. Since the conflict of 2008, our societies [tarijeño 
and Altiplano migrants] have come to share their customs, and coca is one of the things that tar-
ijeños have made their own. Everybody chews coca now, and it’s a part of our everyday life. 
Like the migrants who have been accepted here, and they have been very good for the economy 

of Tarija, coca too is here to stay.

In this sub-chapter, I have demonstrated that coca chewing is widely practiced among 

the young people of Tarija, and its use carries many symbolic values from protest to 

identity issues, as well as the values of sharing and communicating highlighted by the 

Intiwasi group. At the same time, however, the use of coca by the youth was curiously 

not acknowledged by many of my older informants, and this might partly related to the 

fact that hardly any of the younger generations, including middle-aged groups, chewed 

coca publicly in the central zones of the city. While María held that the lack of public 

chewing by the youth demonstrated the lack of assimilation between Tarijeño society 

and Altiplano migrant groups, and that the attitude towards coca was somewhat 

“schizophrenic” in this regard, later on in my analysis, I will argue that this lack of quo-

tidian public coca chewing is most of all related to the ambiguous relations that the tra-

ditional Tarijeño society and the Altiplano groups, the traditional and the new middle 

classes, have had between each other since the violence of 2008. Before I move on to 

these issues, however, I will give a short account of how gender’s relation to coca chew-

ing is understood and realised in Tarija. 
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4.3   Gender and Coca

How gender relates to coca chewing is a large and complicated question, and a thorough 

discussion on the matter would require a whole thesis of its own. During my fieldwork, 

however, it became apparent that gender has a major role concerning coca chewing 

among the residents of Tarija, and how its effects were understood by my informants 

carried interesting implications on class and ethnicity. Although in Tarija (and in Bolivia 

generally), women chew considerably less coca than men, the amount they consume has 

risen relatively more during the 21st century (CONALTID, 2013 59-62). For these reas-

ons, in this sub-chapter, I present my most important findings on how coca is chewed 

and perceived to be chewed depending on one’s gender in Tarija, and how its chewing 

and views held on it differ when moving between intersecting ethnic and class categor-

ies. I start with a quote from one of the interviews that I held with Fernando, a young 

university student:

Women chew way less coca than men, especially here in the city. In the campo [countryside], it’s 
different. There, women and men chew almost the same amount as they work like men do, but 

no… Women here in Tarija don’t chew coca that much. It’s not because of machismo though. 
Like there are no men saying to women that they can’t chew coca. It’s more to do on the cosmet-
ic side, like women want to look good, and that is hard with a bolo in your mouth. 

This comment by Fernando on whether women and men chew coca in equal fashion 

strikes at the heart of this conversation. In his experience, the number of women who 

chew coca and how often they chew it was considerably lower than among men, though 

at the same time, he suggested that this difference is not as clear in the campo. As I 

mentioned in sub-chapter 3.2, the historic divide between the residents of the city and 

the countryside in Tarija is drawn according to ethnic lines, the city being the dwelling 

place of Tarijeños, and campo a place inhabited by Chapacos, “original” farmers of the 

valleys of Tarija, and campesinos, farmers with roots in indigenous groups of the Alti-

plano. While the Chapaco identity has to some extent been appropriated by the depart-

mental elite, and, on national level, Tarijeño and Chapaco are used synonymously 

(Lizárraga & Vacaflores, 2007: 28-30), during my fieldwork my informants seldom 

made a clear distinction between the groups living in the countryside. Like Fernando, 

when talking about coca chewing, they would mostly use the phrase gente del campo 
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(people living in the countryside) as an overarching category that mainly referred to 

farmhands and farmers. Women of the campo were straightforwardly contrasted to the 

women of the city by my female informants as well, when I asked about coca chewing, 

and though only a few of my informants went as far as to claim that the former group 

chewed as much coca as men, the unanimous opinion was that they chewed way more 

than the latter group.

So, what explains this assumed geographic difference in women’s coca chewing habits? 

One way my informants elaborated on this question were cultural explanations on how 

coca is a much older custom at the countryside with long roots and traditions among 

Chapacos and campesinos alike. Therefore, it should be no wonder that women, like 

men, in this area chew coca in larger quantities, though drawing this kind of simplistic 

cultural divide according to geographic location should be done with caution, for as 

mentioned in Allen’s notes, the amount of women who chew coca in the highland re-

gions of Peru differs considerably from village to village (Allen, 1981: 168). As 

Bashkow (2006) has argued in the context of the Orokaiva of Papua New-Guinea, ob-

jects that symbolise racial stereotypes have multiple complementary meanings attached 

to them, and this was true with my informants, as the larger amount of coca chewed by 

the campo women was also explained by the different form of labour that living in the 

countryside entails. As farmers and farmhands, these women were perceived to partake 

in long and physically demanding tasks, and my informants suggested that this work-

load explained their coca chewing. From this perspective, in campo, coca is a “neces-

sity” for men and women, while in the city, women do not chew the leaf, for they have 

no need for its stimulative effects. The different forms of labour were also suggested by 

María as the core reason for why women chew less coca than men in the following 

manner:

I think they [women] don’t chew as much, because the work by men is more related to necessity 

of energy. Women do more housework and jobs that need less physical strength, but yes. I do 
know women who pijchar, because they are working, because it’s a part of their lives

In Tarija, there are many women who are employed as construction workers, drivers, 

gardeners and in other physically challenging “masculine” professions, and coca chew-
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ing is very common among them, as with their male co-workers, for reasons of neces-

sity (see Chapter 5). When my informants suggested that women chew coca less in the 

city than in the countryside, they were referring to a stereotype of city women as 

middle- or upper-class tarijeñas, who work, if they work, in physically undemanding 

professions, contrasted to the campo women who toil the fields and carry heavy loads 

throughout their work days. I am not saying that these stereotypes do not have their 

roots in reality, but the racial and class implications they carry are an important subject 

of analysis, especially when looked at from the aesthetic perspective mentioned by 

Fernando. In our interview, Guillermo elaborated on this side of the discussion further 

in the following manner:

I think women don’t chew coca as much as men because bolo isn’t that pleasant looking… Well 

cholitas chew coca in the markets, and so if a middle-class woman was to chew coca, they could 
be ridiculed. People might yell something like: Look at the cholita, have you forgotten your 
pollera [a large skirt attached to indigenous and mestiza women of the Altiplano]?

Many women vendors, especially during market days when the farmers from nearby 

area come to the city to sell their products, chew coca in the marketplace, and they are 

commonly referred as cholitas, or cholas. According to de la Cadena (2000: 199-200), 

chola means a woman of indigenous origin who has moved to the city and is usually 

employed as a market vendor or in the service industry. Although in de la Cadena’s ana-

lysis of politics of race and culture in Cuzco chola is perceived as a subcategory of mes-

tizo (ibid.), the identity has many distinct characteristics, such as a certain manner of 

clothing that, while taking influences from indigenous and criollo cultures, is distanced 

from the former(s) and does not try to assimilate to the latter. In Tarija, cholita falls into 

the category of colla, as do most people with Altiplano origins, and is also connected to 

campesinos, as they are often employed as vendors of foodstuffs from countryside. 

From the sporadic conversations I had with these women, I gathered that they chewed 

coca as it was a pleasant thing to do while keeping an eye out for customers and chat-

ting with them and other vendors. As cholas are often depicted as having effervescent 

and fierce personalities (again some stereotypes have strong roots in experienced realit-

ies) (de la Cadena, 2000: 206-207) and they are perhaps the most visual group of wo-

men coca chewers in Tarija, it stands to reason that the sight of a bolo in the mouth of 
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middle-class women could be connected to these joyful vendors in a negative manner. 

This fear, however, was not particularised to me by my women informants from the 

more generic fears attached to mal visto.

The pondering of Guillermo that connected aesthetics of coca chewing directly to ethni-

city and class, however, was present in many of my male informants’ opinions on why 

women do not chew coca as much as men, and therefore raises interesting questions for 

future research. Are the beauty standards experienced differently, or merely perceived to 

be different by my male Tarijeño informants, between different ethnic groups of Tarija? 

Do cholas, women of the campo, and the women working in physically challenging 

jobs also think that bolo is not unappealing, or do they feel that the “aesthetic harm” it 

does is surmounted by the positive effects it has? Do they think or care of these tradi-

tional middle-class male perceptions at all? As mentioned in the beginning of this 

chapter, and further elaborated in the next chapter, coca chewing has historically been 

mal visto, remarkably frowned upon and laden with racist rhetoric as a filthy habit of 

“indios”, and this was still a strong sentiment in Tarija just two decades ago. Do the 

aforementioned groups experience the possible ridicule they might get from chewing 

coca in an aesthetic light at all, or might they perceive it as a continuation of discrimina-

tion that originates from the colonial era? Are the middle- and upper-class women them-

selves concerned about aesthetics, or of being affiliated with the “other” ethnic and 

class groups?

Be it as it may, aesthetics had a clear role on the way women students with whom I met 

thought about coca chewing. Regardless of gender, coca was popularly used among stu-

dents for studying, as well as when hiking in the countryside, but according to my 

young coca chewing female informants, they did not generally chew the leaf during 

barbecues and night outings as the men did, precisely because of the aesthetic effects it 

had. This was not only limited to bolo, but also to the fact that coca chewing can stain 

one’s teeth and lips green and leave a distinct odour in the chewers mouth. The negative 

aesthetic side was not limited to women either, as one 19-year-old Tarijeña student told 

me how she dislikes the fact that her boyfriend chews coca, as it makes kissing him un-
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pleasant. Though this did not keep the boyfriend from chewing coca when she was not 

around, she told me that when they are together, she forbids him to chew coca.

This brings me back to the interview extract with Fernando presented at the beginning 

of this sub-chapter, and the way he argued that the reasons why women chew less coca 

than men are not because of machismo, but the aesthetic side of coca chewing as “there 

are no men saying to women that they can’t chew coca”. At first, I disregarded this 

statement, as for me it seemed obvious at the time that the different aesthetic standards 

that depend on one’s gender and machismo were clearly related. The statement, how-

ever, was repeated by many of my informants, including Elena, the young colla entre-

preneur who chewed coca with her mother. Contesting my presuppositions, for Elena, 

machismo did not equate gendered norms of society linked to patriarchal power rela-

tions, but the active behaviour that men engage in in order to control the behaviour of 

women. In this sense, for a woman to not chew coca because of aesthetic reasons would 

indeed not be related to machismo, as the internalised norms that keep her from chew-

ing coca do not reflect a situation where men generally deny the women in Bolivia from 

chewing the leaf.  

This implies that the aesthetic norms concerning coca chewing cannot be explained by 

one’s gender, as women also do chew coca. Instead the limiting aesthetic norms become 

effective in a play of intersecting identities. A woman who works in manual labour, who 

sells groceries at the market, or who belongs to an indigenous group can chew coca 

without it being in any way exceptional. At the same time, if a woman belongs to the 

traditional upper or middle class and chews coca, this might be considered as odd beha-

viour by the people who see her engaging in this activity. With female university stu-

dents, the intersecting identities create a complex situation. For example, Lily, a student 

and a grandchild of a MAS politician with campesino background, saw that coca chew-

ing for her was all but natural, as she had chewed the leaves since her childhood. At the 

same time, during night outings, she refrained from coca chewing when his male com-

patriots took out their bags of coca, for she did not want to appear silly in front of her 

friends. Other female students from tarijeño background on the other hand had started 

to chew the leaves when studying for exams or hiking in the countryside. Though they 
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too abstained from coca chewing during parties, the intersecting identity of being a stu-

dent had created a situation where they saw coca chewing as a normal thing to do in 

other instances.

The fact that women chew less coca than men in Tarija could be analysed as a marker of 

ambiguous relations between Tarijeños and migrant groups, traditional and new middle 

classes, for women are often depicted as carriers or reproducers of culture and society as 

well as racial hygiene (Tsing, 2012: 149-150). Moreover, as argued by Gustafson in the 

context of camba nationalism of Santa Cruz, the control over the appearance of and 

“purity” from “harmful” outside influences of the young camba women plays a major 

role in the economic elite’s autonomy project (Gustafson, 2006: 370). As one of my 

main arguments in this thesis is that ambiguous relations to coca chewing reflect the 

ambiguous class and ethnic relations in Tarija, it would be tempting to draw this kind of 

conclusions. However, to do so, I would need a wider fieldwork material that focuses on 

the questions presented above, and as I did not encounter stories where women were 

explicitly banned from chewing coca, these kinds of conclusions cannot be drawn for 

now.  

What the way in which gender relates to coca chewing in contemporary Tarija does 

bring to light, are the intersecting ethnic and class identities that create different norms 

for different persons. How these norms limited, were seen to limit or not to limit women 

from different backgrounds when it came to coca chewing reflects the still-existing bar-

riers between the social layers of Tarija. Though with men, it was considered that 

everyone chews coca regardless of class and ethnicity as it is an important part of the 

culture of all Bolivians, this common national symbol had restrictive norms still and 

presuppositions when it came to women. If a woman chewed coca, it was seen mostly 

as a sign of her lower social status as a manual labourer who chewed coca for the reas-

ons of necessity, and if she chewed coca for medical purposes, she was assumed to be-

long to another intersecting identity that allowed its members to chew coca regardless of 

their social background: old age. I now turn to analyse these two categories of necessity 

and medicine that my informants most often used to describe the reasons why they or 

the people that they knew chewed coca.
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5   Why People in Tarija Chew Coca?

As I demonstrated in sub-chapters 2.3 and 2.4, the role of coca, reasons for its use and 

whether it is a filthy and harmful habit of the indios, or a beneficial and important medi-

cine that should be utilised for the benefit of all mankind has been a hot topic ever since 

the Spanish invasion. While the early conquistadors mainly perceived the habit as idol-

atrous worship of pagan gods, and the reasons for its use unimaginable for a civilised 

subject, in the early years of the colonisation two redeeming perceptions arose to ex-

plain and defend the chewing of coca and its cultivation among the indigenous peoples 

of the Andes. The first of these perceptions, which, while insisting on the viciousness of 

the habit, acknowledges that its perpetuation among the indigenous peoples is due to 

necessities rising from the overwhelming workload of their daily life. It is epitomised in 

the words of the chronicler Father Blas Valera, as he recounts a story of Rodrigo Pantoja 

who one day came upon a poor Spaniard traveling from Cuzco with a young child in his 

back and a wad of coca in his mouth:

  ‘As the soldier spoke, Pantoja looked at his mouth and saw that it was full of cuca. And as at 

that time the Spaniards held abominable all that the Indians ate and drank, for that it seemed to 
them a thing vile and degraded, he said: “Though it be true what you say of your need, why are 
you eating cuca as the Indians do, a thing loathsome and abominable to the Spanish?”
  ‘Replied the soldier: “Verily, sir, I too abominated it nothing less than those others, but my ne-

cessity forced me to imitate the Indians and carry it in my mouth; for I assure you that if I car-
ried it not, I could not support my load. But by its means I feel such strength and vigour that I 
can suffer the toil I bear.”

  ‘Pantoja was astonished to hear him and recounted the story in many parts, and from that time 
forward they gave some credit to the Indians, who said that they ate it of necessity and not from 
greed. And so one must believe; for the herb has not a good taste' (Father Blas Valera quoted in 
Osborne, 1952: 242-243)

Father Blas Valera was one of the few early chroniclers who saw coca also from the 

point of view of the second perspective mentioned, as a medicine with multiple possib-

ilities, as can be gathered from his description of the leaf’s many qualities:

Cuca preserves the body from many infirmities and our doctors use it in powdered form to arrest 
and placate the swelling of wounds; to strengthen broken bones; to draw out cold from the body 

and prevent it from entering in; to treat festering sores when they are full of worms. And if with 
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such singular virtue it does such notable benefits for external maladies, shall it not have even 
greater virtue and power in the bowels of those who eat it? (Father Blas Valera quoted in Os-
borne, 1952: 240-241)

This time-lasting divide between necessity and medicine as to why people use coca held 

true in the descriptions and reasoning of my informants when I made inquiries on what 

the chewing of coca signifies to them. As with Father Blas Valera, most of my inform-

ants were aware of both sides of the division, combining arguments between the two 

perceptions when elaborating their answers on why they personally, and people they 

knew generally, chewed coca, but the division between these two sides remained stark 

and laden with assumptions based on class and ethnicity.  

In the following sub-chapters, I take a closer look on this divide that I observed between 

the reasons my informants gave to me for chewing coca, and what sorts of ethnic and 

class stereotypes these explanations carried with them. Moving from necessity to medi-

cine, I present how this differentiation between the two is made in a manner resembling 

what de la Cadena (2000) calls de-Indianization. As with expressions of indigenous tra-

ditions purified from negative stereotypes of Indianness by the mestizo middle and 

working classes of Cuzco, many of my traditional upper- and middle-class informants, 

while maintaining that coca chewing links them to their indigenous roots as Bolivians, 

made a clear distinction between the reasons why and how they chew coca in contrast to 

what they presumed to be the reasons why the persons belonging to lower classes use 

the leaf. I return to these observations in chapter 8, where I move to conclude how this 

linkage that coca entails between my upper and middle class informants and their per-

ceived roots as well as national unity still remains somewhat ambiguous, and how this 

ambiguity could be understood when contrasted with the findings of Shakow (2014) and 

Pellegrini (2017) on the rise of a new middle class in Bolivia. 
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5.1   Coca as a Necessity

The myths concerning coca… Well they are mostly on the same lines as you said. Be it 
Pachamama or some other deity, there is always a woman who has lost her child, she wanders to 
the forest and finds coca, chews its leaves and gains comfort for her sadness. It fits with the men-

tality of the Andes, I think. Life is hard and full of obstacles, but one has to pull through. Here 
lies the significance of coca. (Minerva, a 36-year-old tourist operator)

One pleasant afternoon, I was sitting in a cafe on Plazuela Sucre with Minerva, a tourist 

operator of Quechua background who was born in Tupiza, Potosí, but moved to Tarija 

when still a young child. We had been talking about coca and Andean cosmovisions and 

reached the subject of research conducted by Allen and de la Cadena, of which Minerva 

was most interested. Minerva’s own analysis of the myths about the origins of coca 

were very close to those given by Allen, who discusses how, during colonial times, coca 

formed a part of the exploitative apparatus that lead to the death by forced labour of 

thousands of indigenous people: “The myth that Mamacha Santisima María invented 

coca chewing while mourning for her lost child tells us that hallpay [Quechua word for 

coca chewing used in the region of Cuzco] was invented in grief to alleviate grief. In 

this sense, the myth is most accurate.” (Allen, 2002: 189). 

As exemplified in sub-chapter 2.2, coca has multiple cultural meanings attached to it by 

the Central Andean indigenous peoples, ranging from reciprocal relations between 

community members and the non-human actors surrounding them, to a symbolic divider 

of how daily routines and different social stages that persons go through during their 

lifespan are structured. However, resembling the observations by Bolton (1976: 631) 

and Spedding (1994: 224), its use to alleviate the hardship and pains of work and exist-

ence was the first thing mentioned by my campesino and highland-originated inform-

ants concerning the leaf’s symbolic significance. For Pablo, a 43-year-old campesino 

born in the northern parts of the department and working as a farmhand in the wine-

producing region close to the city, the help that coca gives for a worker engaged in 

physical labour was the source of its sacredness. In our interview, Pablo explained how, 

for him, coca chewing was a basic necessity, without which he would not have the 

strength to do the tiresome tasks demanded by his employers. Amaru, a cocanis whose 
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business is located near to the central plaza of Tarija, shared the essence of Pablo’s 

view:

What coca is… Most of all it’s a necessity. A help for one to push on through, to work, to better 

one’s position, to study… It helps us to carry on with la lucha [the fight]. It gives energy, dimin-
ishes thirst and hunger. It has a lot of nutrients that the body needs. Coca is a necessity. That is 
what it signifies to me.

During my fieldwork, Amaru was one of the most respected and recommended coca 

vendors of the city, and although he had a university degree, he had decided to dedicate 

his life to high-quality supplying of coca leaves. In Amaru’s perception, the true essence 

of coca was in the way it provided its chewers what they needed, and he did not want to 

differentiate between those of his customers who bought it in order to work, and those 

who bought it for medical reasons or just to enjoy themselves. Neither did he draw lines 

between chewers engaged in different forms of work. Be his customer a taxi driver, 

construction worker, university student or a politician, Amaru saw necessity at the core 

of their coca consumption.

Necessity, energiser, reliever of pain, hunger and thirst, all came up time after time 

again in the discussions I had with my informants when I asked them to elaborate why 

people in Tarija chew coca, and as I mentioned in sub-chapter 4.1, for the Intiwasi 

group, coca chewing had two main uses with two different goals. The first is for enjoy-

ing the company of one’s affiliates, where coca is shared in a social situation and 

chewed slowly while chatting. The second is for working, where coca is chewed quickly 

from an individual’s personal bag. Though the group, like Amaru, did not differentiate 

between physical and mental labour, their examples on work-related coca chewing were 

mainly about the former, while students’ use of coca was presented on the side to illus-

trate the latter. It is also noteworthy that the group mentioned physical labour as one of 

the reasons why women chew less coca than men, as discussed in sub-chapter 4.3.

While necessity (necesidad in Spanish) as a word was used so often by my informants 

to depict situations where coca is chewed in order to work, gain energy, stay alert, or 

alleviate hunger and thirst that I decided to use it as a unifying category for this kind of 
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consumption,  a person who chews coca for these incentives could still remain separate 

from “those” who chew it as a necessity. This became obvious as the reasons and uses 

attached to necessity were frequently stated by those of my (mostly upper- and middle-

class) informants, who did not normally use coca, as to why and when they might chew 

the leaf. A good example of this was given by Clever, a 59-year-old teacher and Justi-

cia’s husband who self-identified as Tarijeño, when, accompanied by his wife, we talked 

about the rare occasions when he used coca:

Normally no, I don’t chew coca. An exception is when I have to drive during the night. It keeps 
you awake you see. On a long journey when I have to stay awake, then I chew coca like the bus 
drivers do, but normally no. I don’t chew coca.

Like many of my informants, Clever used the word necessity to describe the use of coca 

by those who chew it for work-related reasons, and although he compared the rare in-

stances when he chewed the leaf to the reasons why people working in transportation 

used it, he distanced himself from those who chew coca as a necessity in other manners. 

The main difference for him was that, unlike campesinos and workers, he did not chew 

coca daily or in large quantities, and in his opinion, this prevented him from developing 

an addiction to the leaf. During our interview, Clever explained that though the amount 

of cocaine in coca is minimal (~0.5%) and does not present a risk for occasional users, 

the huge amounts repeatedly chewed by campesinos and workers do cause dependency. 

I contested this argument with a personal account on how I had chewed coca in similar 

quantities for two months during my previous journey in Bolivia without experiencing 

physical or mental withdrawal symptoms when returning to Finland. For Justicia, how-

ever, this did not present a conundrum:

I think that this is because our jobs are so different from the work done by campesinos. Their 
work is mostly physical, while ours is intellectual. For campesinos, they feel the effects of coca 

as they work. When I’m tired, I can take a nap. If I’m thirsty, I drink lemonade, If I’m hungry, I 
eat fruits or a ham sandwich. They on the other hand just chew coca and keep on working.

For Justicia, therefore, the source of addiction to coca did not rise from the reasons for 

chewing, as Clever chewed coca for the same necessity as bus drivers, nor from the 

quantity chewed, as I had chewed daily as much coca as any campesino she knew, but 
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from the social context determined by class, and ethnicity. In her opinion I was not at 

risk of getting addicted to coca, because as a Finnish anthropologist, I did not need to 

chew coca to pursue my intellectual work. Furthermore, I had the luxurious choice of 

taking a break from work and satisfying my hunger and thirst with food and beverages, 

whereas campesinos needed coca to satisfy these urges. In other words, to chew coca 

for the reasons attached to necessity is “necessary”, that is, “prerequisite”, only for the 

gente del campo, and the working class, whereas middle- and upper-class chewers do 

not “really need” to chew coca. These views bear clear resemblance to the age old racial 

stereotypes attached to coca leaf, and, as I demonstrated in sub-chapter 2.3, for centur-

ies, coca has been viewed as a source of addiction, malnutrition and mental passivity 

that prevents the indigenous peoples of the Andes from advancing their social and eco-

nomic position. Justicia further demonstrated these connotations, as at the end of our 

discussion on the addictive possibilities of coca, she remarked:

But at the same time, coca is not a problem for society like cocaine is. I mean that even though 
campesinos chew it constantly, they are not a threat to others, whereas if they would be using 

cocaine, they would be violent, they would hallucinate… But as they chew coca, they are calm 
and harmless. You don’t have to be afraid of them. If one day they can’t afford coca, they won’t 
start to rob people.

Even though Justicia made these remarks to clarify that she did not see coca chewing as 

something comparable to drug abuse, the stereotype of the Central Andean indigenous 

peoples as passive addicts who constantly chew coca instead of eating had an evident 

presence in her words. The image of a poor and alcoholic indigenous person who seeks 

coca in order to survive another day in the city also made its appearance when I conduc-

ted an interview with María. Though she was talking about coca use among Guaranis, 

lowland indigenous groups that share a common language and have appropriated coca 

chewing relatively recently, the same stereotype of a victimised and passive subject that 

chews coca to dull his pain, which has been connected to the highland groups since co-

lonial times, echoed in her words:

When the Guaranis come to the city, they usually come in search of income, and for poor people, 

coca chewing keeps hunger and tiredness away. So, in a way, it is also an escape for the poor 
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people. So, many of them who have moved to the city unfortunately end up drinking a lot of 
alcohol. Severe alcoholism is very high among the urban Guaranis, and so is the use of coca. 

Addiction and passivity were attributed to coca chewing as a necessity also by the em-

ployers of Pablo in a following manner: 

Evidently, coca is addictive. Take Pablo for example. If one day he does not get coca, he refuses 
to work. For this reason, we [landowners] have to go to the city and buy large amounts of coca. 

We provide them to our workers, or they won’t work.

While Pablo himself had confirmed to me that if he was not provided with coca, he 

could not carry out the strenuous tasks of his workday, among the campesinos that I en-

countered during my fieldwork, there existed a contesting view on why provisioning of 

coca by their bosses was a precondition for them to work. This was exemplified to me 

by a middle aged campesino/Chapaco (as he self-identified as both) one afternoon in 

the following manner:

Well, of course we won’t work without coca! It’s part of our salary and it also benefits the bosses 
as we work harder! If you were a farmer, and one day your boss would tell you that if you want 

to use a shovel or a pickaxe, you have to bring your own, would you continue to work for him?

Though the land owners might perceive the necessity of coca for their labourers as 

arising from an addiction, while from the employees’ point of view providing them with 

coca is a part of the employers’ duties, my informants from both sides agreed that this 

provision was mutually beneficial and increased productivity. Meanwhile, regardless of 

class and identity, among those of my informants who chewed coca on a daily basis, the 

practice was never perceived as a source of addiction, although in some rare instances, 

while coca chewing by the working men was almost valorised, its use as an energiser, 

when not engaged in physical activity, was seen as a practice of bad taste. For example, 

when I asked Darling, who only chewed coca pura (without added alkaline), what he 

thought of an imaginary middle class person who chewed coca with bico, he replied: “I 

think he’s a hipster”. When asked to elaborate, he said:
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So, what I think is like most of the time I work for a company, right? And usually we work with 
people who are doing heavy work, either construction, or lifting like heavy stuff, or you know, 
working hard. So usually you see those kind of people using coca with bico. I have never tried 
bico, so I have no idea when I’m talking about that, but you will see that they will use that for 

strength, to stay awake. They don’t want to feel hunger and go to eat something, and then come 
back to work. They just want to keep working all day. So when I see somebody doing that I 
either categorise that he’s a hard-working man with a low income,  or he’s a hipster.

While the word hipster has meant a person that does things in an ironic fashion, as of 

late it has also been used as a common derogative word for young upper- and middle-

class persons (usually male) who act in a naïvely distasteful way.  In this instance, what 

Darling meant by hipster, was a sort of person who wants to experience and try things 

from other cultures that he knows nothing about or cannot understand, and by acting out 

these desires, while not necessarily offensive in his conduct, ends up making a fool of 

himself. I would argue that with this opinion Darling was taking part in the larger dis-

cussion concerning cultural appropriation that has taken the world of social media by 

storm during the past few years. This phenomenon, while raising some important social 

issues in national and global arenas, is best known for large scale advocation of overt 

disapproval against individual actors who have been deemed by their peers to have in-

appropriately appropriated cultural symbols of mostly subaltern groups. I will return to 

this subject in some extent in chapter 8. 

Moving on, the framing of the coca use of the workers as an addiction that is not present 

in the chewing done by upper and middle classes, even if the latter group was chewing 

coca for the same reasons attached to necessity, is an interesting example of how a sym-

bol of working classes and indigenous groups can be purified from racial prejudices and 

negative significations when appropriated into a traditional middle-class setting, while 

simultaneously these prejudicial meanings remain attached to the symbol in its original 

context. This purification of coca chewing was performed by my upper- and middle-

class informants with arguments concerning the amount of coca chewed during one ses-

sion (students allegedly taking one leaf at a time, see sub-chapter 4.2), how this practice 

was not quotidian (Clever chewing only when driving on a long journey), how the 

chewers abstained from using alkaline (Darling’s example, though in his case the ori-

ginal meanings were seen as somewhat positive), or when there were no real or ima-
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gined difference in quantity-, frequency- or in the form of chewing (the case concerning 

my personal use of coca), the negative stereotypes attached to the leaf could be purified 

by claiming that a higher social position itself nullifies the assumed adverse effects of 

coca chewing as a necessity, as this position implies that one does not “really need” to 

chew the leaves.

In many ways this symbolic purification of coca leaf resembles what de la Cadena 

(2000) calls de-Indianisation, which “is the process through which working-class 

cuzqueños have both reproduced and contested racism.” (2000: 6). De la Cadena goes 

on to explain that:

[D]e-Indianization emphasizes the difference between indigenous culture as a postcolonial phe-

nomenon and “Indianness” as a colonized, inferior social condition. The discourse of de-Indian-
ization allows grassroots intellectuals to reinvent indigenous culture stripped of the stigmatized 
Indianness that the elites assigned it since colonial times. However, since this liberating process 
itself continues to define Indianness as the utmost inferior condition in the region, it leaves room 

for racism to persist. (2000: 7)

Telling examples by de la Cadena of de-Indianization in action are the traditional dance 

groups of Cuzco that perform during important festivals. The dances themselves are of 

rural indigenous origin, but the groups are mostly formed of mestizo members who 

have mastered the neto (true/authentic) form of the dances by combining their rural 

knowledge with their city sophistication. By this “polishing” of tradition, the dances are 

separated from the living context of rural indigenous groups that bear the negative colo-

nial stereotypes of poverty and backwardness among others attached to being indio on 

their shoulders. Cleansed of Indianness, the dances become an acceptable way for the 

dancers to present and celebrate their indigenous heritage that links them to ancient 

civilisations of the Andes, while maintaining their elevated class status that places them 

socially and morally above their rural compatriots. By separating Indianness as a social 

condition from indigenous culture, the latter can be redeemed from the negative stereo-

types of the former, while the cultural continuity of knowledge and traditions over gen-

erations through colonial time is maintained. The knowledge concerning rituals and 

dances of a rural migrant is neto, and as he accustoms to city life, he learns how to ex-
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press his indigenous culture in a dignified manner (de la Cadena, 2000: 303-305). With 

these observations, de la Cadena goes on to argue that during her fieldwork, the differ-

ences between mestizo and indio identity in Cuzco, “more than cultural distinctions, 

reflected differences in social conditions” (2000: 305).

De la Cadena’s concept, however, needs small adjusting to fit in my analysis here, for 

while the symbolic purification of coca, as done by some of my informants, clearly had 

differences in social conditions as the main separator between those who chew it as a 

necessity and those to whom it is optional, as in “not necessary”, regardless of the same 

reasons, amount and form their chewing might take, coca’s role as a necessity is simul-

taneously at the very heart of cultural meanings attached to the leaf by the indigenous 

peoples of the Central Andes in general, as well as my working class, campesino and 

highland originated informants. I started this sub-chapter with a short analysis done by 

Minerva of a common Quechua myth on the origins of coca, its relation to Andean cos-

movisions, and how her analysis conjoined with that made by Allen: “[I]nvented in grief 

to alleviate grief. In this sense, the myth is most accurate” (Allen, 2002: 189). Reflect-

ing on the (continuing) colonial experience of enslavement and exploitation endured by 

the Andean indigenous peoples, Allen draws a connecting link between coca’s mythical 

origins and the harsh social condition of those allocated to the race-based class of indio 

by the upper classes. 

Among Aymara groups of the Altiplano, a widespread origin myth of coca bears similar 

connotations of necessity for survival in the face of loss and grief. According to this le-

gend, coca was discovered before the time of the Incas, when Aymara settlers arrived in 

the tropical mountain valleys known as Yungas. In order to clear land for cultivation, the 

arrivals started to burn the undergrowth of the forests that dominated the landscape, 

causing smoke clouds to rise all the way up to the snowy peaks of Illimani and Illampu. 

This angered the deity, or “earthbeing” (see sub-chapter 2.2), Khuno, who lorded over 

the area. The earthbeing retaliated by sending hail and thunder to the valleys burning 

everything in their path. Those who survived this cataclysm wandered aimlessly 

through the desolation starving of thirst and hunger until they came upon one plant that 

had not succumbed to the destruction. Chewing on its leaves, the survivors felt how 
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their thirst and hunger faded away, and how new vigour flowed to their bodies. Thanks 

to coca, the unfortunate settlers were able to survive and, astonished by the powers of 

the plant, they shared its secrets with the elders of Tiahuanaco (Osborne, 1952: 237).

Unlike with de la Cadena’s Cuzqueño informants, in Bolivia, the lamentable stereotypes 

of economic deprivation and political powerlessness historically attached to Indianness 

have not been denied by the social movements, but re-imagined through “500 years of 

resistance” (Goodale, 2006: 836), indigenous struggle, or la lucha as it is commonly 

referred to (also by my informants, see interview extract with Amaru above), against 

exploitation and social and economic barriers placed by the colonial powers of Europe, 

and later USA. As the mythical origins of coca highlight the plant’s ability to alleviate 

grief and hardship, to help one to survive, its use as a necessity is integral to this 

struggle to better one’s position, to prevail. In his article on the metabolic effects of 

coca, Bolton (1976) mentions how the indigenous persons he interviewed emphasised 

the physiological effects as to why they used coca, while no mention of its symbolic 

significance was given as an argument for its chewing (1976: 631). Through my analys-

is (and building on observations made in sub-chapter 2.2), however, I argue that what 

Bolton missed was the fact that the physiological effects themselves are at the core of 

the symbolical significance of coca. This was the position of Pablo, to whom the leaf’s 

sacredness was directly attached to how his ability to manage his workload depended on 

its chewing. When asking about the symbolic significance of coca, its use for work re-

lated reasons was regularly among the first things stated by my informants, like in the 

case of Amaru, or the Intiwasi group who began their symbolic definition of coca’s im-

portance with an account of how it is used in order to work.

Thus, to purify coca of its negative connotations attached to necessity, to de-Indianize it 

from the social conditions of campesinos and the working class, is to deny one’s parti-

cipation in la lucha, one’s affiliation with the social struggle of the continent’s indigen-

ous peoples that began after the victory of Pizarro over the troops of Atahualpa. Though 

social conditions of indios can be separated from indigenous cultures, as indeed poverty 

is not an integral part of any culture, the history of racial suppression is an intrinsic part 

of the contemporary reality of Bolivian indigenous peoples, and how their cultures have 
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changed through five centuries. These notions fit de la Cadena’s concept, as she em-

phasises how de-Indianization gives space for persisting forms of racism justified 

through economic factors such as education and employment (de la Cadena, 2000: 329). 

For example, Darling, while not using coca for its energising effects, perceived its per-

sonal use as an expression of his indigenous heritage as a Bolivian. De-Indianized coca 

like de-Indianized expressions of indigenous culture analysed by de la Cadena in the 

context of Cuzco, creates a space for the upper and middle classes to demonstrate their 

experienced connection to their indigenous roots as Bolivians, but by cleaning coca 

from Indianness, they simultaneously abandon one of the key elements of its sacred-

ness, and remain separate from la lucha of the social movements. 

On the other hand, most of my informants who belonged to the new middle class, 

whose parents or grandparents were of rural and underprivileged origins, did not separ-

ate the significance of coca as a necessity from their own use. For instance, the Intiwasi 

group’s aspirations to revalorise coca chewing did not contain aspects of differentiation 

between themselves and the workers and farmhands. The groups intention was not to 

diminish the necessity side of coca, but to bring forward the cultural values of social 

interaction and sharing of the leaf. Though coca chewing as a social event to them was 

different from its use as a necessity, the two forms of use were complementary, their 

difference rising from the situation of chewing, not the chewer’s social conditions.

This is not to say that the attempts to revalorise coca do not include de-Indianization, 

and while I return to a deeper analysis of how coca’s separation from the indigenous 

struggle reflects class and ethnic relations of contemporary Tarija in the end of the next 

sub-chapter and chapter 8, I now turn to the medical reasons my informants gave for 

chewing the leaf, and how the leaf’s revalorization project has also aspects of de-Indian-

ization. 
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5.2   Coca as a Medicine

As becomes obvious from Father Blas Valera’s account presented in the beginning of 

this chapter, the traditional use of coca for medicinal purposes by the indigenous 

peoples of the Andes came to the attention of the colonisers during the first years of the 

Spanish invasion. While coca chewing ultimately remained understood as a vile custom 

of the indios by the colonisers, and the catholic church deemed it as a form of pagan 

idolatry, since early on, the practice was also defended by colonial actors on the grounds 

of its medical applicability. In a way, it could be argued that this endorsement of coca as 

a medicinal plant that could and should be appropriated by the nascent medical com-

munity of European doctors for the good of mankind was the very first attempt to re-

move it from the deplored context of the discriminated indio class/race, while giving 

credit to the indigenous cultures that had discovered it. Though these testimonies never 

gained wide acceptance within the medical community, except for a short stint between 

the discovery of cocaine and its declaration as a dangerous narcotic (see sub-chapter 

2.3), and in the end, it was the necessity-related economic demands of the mining in-

dustry and taxation revenues that forced the church to change its stance on the abolition 

of coca chewing (Allen, 2002: 189), the use of coca as a folk remedy for an array of ill-

nesses has remained popular to this date. Most of my informants had childhood recol-

lections of coca’s curing abilities. María, who only chewed coca when visiting Altipla-

no, had these kinds of memories first in her mind, when I asked her about what coca 

signifies in her opinion:

Coca leaves have always been sacred to us [Bolivians], for their part in rituals and their part with 
health. When we are ill, we drink mate de coca [coca infusion]. I remember my grandmother. 

When I had aches, she would place coca leaves on my forehead. When I had headache or 
toothache, she would put them in my mouth. There has always existed a relation with coca and 
health, cleaning of space and energies with rituals. More than anything, it is connected with our 
culture of natural medicine, ancestral medicine. This is the connotation I have with coca. Magic-

al, mystical, but most of all medical.

During a Christmas supper with the family of Justicia and Clever, we had a long con-

versation on coca’s role as a natural medicine. In addition to their own memories, they 

shared with me how, when one of their grandchildren had had a fierce stomach flu with 
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which doctors could not help, they had turned to a traditional healer who had prescribed 

powdered coca as a remedy. Shortly afterwards, the child was completely cured, and the 

whole family swore by the healing qualities of coca. Traditional and natural medicine or 

vegetalismo, as it is called in the  Peruvian Amazon (see Luna, 1986) has a strong posi-

tion in the societies of Bolivia and Peru that surpasses ethnic and class boundaries, and 

coca has an observable link to it, as in the marketplace the cocanis' stores are usually 

situated next to the vendors of natural medicine, and often offer a selection of different 

remedies themselves.

For most of my middle-aged tarijeño informants who chewed coca, the medical value 

of the plant was the main reason they gave me for their own chewing. The same obser-

vation had been made by the Intiwasi group, for as they were listing out what signific-

ances the leaf has for them, when they came to the medical applicability of coca, Juan 

remarked that these aspects were an important factor to why the members of traditional 

upper and middle classes had started to chew the leaf in recent years. For example, 

Guillermo, the middle-aged tarijeño lawyer, had started to chew coca after being dia-

gnosed for diabetes, and he was proud of how he had taught his son to chew coca as 

well, as it is a healthy habit and an integral part of the culture of all Bolivians. When I 

further asked himif he ever chewed the leaf for its stimulative effects, he remarked:

No, I only use it as a digestive and for diabetes. I only chew it after meals. That is when it is best 
chewed. It works as a stimulant also, and I know that workers and bus drivers use it, but I have no 
need for that. For me, it is a medicine, a digestive aid, and it also has a lot of good nutrients. 

Like with Guillermo, the leaf’s medicinal value was emphasised over its stimulative 

qualities time after time, by the members of the traditional upper and middle classes, 

and while the young tarijeños with whom I conversed did openly acknowledge that they 

chewed the leaf for studying and for recreational purposes, some of them too had started 

to chew the leaf for medical reasons. Furthermore, many of them were enthusiastic to 

list out for me the many medical possibilities the plant had. At the end of our interview, 

when I asked if he had anything to add, Fernando, the tarijeño university student who 

chewed coca as a treatment for his anxiety problem, had an interesting remark on how 

he would like to see commodification of coca leaf in the future:
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In my opinion it would be important that in the future there would be some quality control over coca 
leaf production. It would be important that the leaves would be sold in packages with information 
about their nutritional value, the different medical benefits that they have, and instructions on how to 

use them.  

Here I will not go too deep into the discussion about commodification of indigenous 

knowledge, or the problematic relations that have risen when bioprospecting pharmaco-

logical companies have patented traditional medicinal plants of indigenous peoples (for 

a thorough discussion on the matter see Hayden, 2003). What is of interest here in light 

of my analysis, however, is how perhaps the most visible way that coca was de-Indian-

ized, as in separated from the reasons of necessity for its use, while maintaining the link 

to national identity and ancient knowledge, was through commodification and/or West-

ern scientific research, or the imitation of scientific language. By appealing to the sci-

entific research (which as discussed in sub-chapter 2.4 is lacking at best) and medicinal 

benefits of coca, my tarijeño informants could differentiate their use of the leaf from 

that of the working class and campesinos, while invoking the idea of ancient medical 

knowledge that was found to be accurate by the scientific community. 

It is noteworthy how the political use of science has affected the perceptions that tradi-

tional upper and middle classes have had about the coca leaf, for as demonstrated in 

sub-chapter 2.3, in the mid-20th century scientific claims on the harmfulness of coca 

chewing led to the global criminalisation of the plant, and these claims were further util-

ised by the elites of the Central Andes to justify their superior social status. The situ-

ation, in a sense, has turned upside down, as though until now I have described how 

coca use is de-Indianized by the traditional upper and middle classes, the commodifica-

tion, or industrialisation, and scientific arguments for the health benefits of coca were at 

the time of my fieldwork at the centre of the strategy utilised by the Morales regime to 

justify the legalisation of coca leaf in Bolivia on the international and national level. 

The national project for the revalorisation of coca leaf that is spearheaded by DIGCOIN  

(General Department of Coca Leaf and Industrialisation), a state department created 

during the first years of Morales’s regime to industrialise coca in forms that would make 
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possible the creation of new markets for the leaf and the exportation of coca products, 

has coca’s medicinal value at its heart.. The department has endorsed multiple different 

coca products from facial creams to candy that works as a remedy for altitude sickness. 

The government and the department have also endorsed the possible uses of coca for 

diabetes, depression and gastronomical disorders, and Evo Morales himself defended 

the leaf’s use because of its medical applicability for the treating of diabetes in his 

speech for the UN Vienna conference on 11 March 2009. The same medical claims were 

heralded by the speakers of  diá nacional del acullico, national day of coca chewing, 

held at the centre square of Tarija on 11 January, with a long list of medical benefits and 

how coca is an important indigenous and national symbol recommended by doctors and 

used by professionals and members of all social layers. These speeches, however, 

lacked any mention of how a lorry driver chews coca to keep awake during a long ride, 

or how a miner chews it to bear the conditions of a mining shaft situated 4000 metres 

above sea level. I return to analyse this event in more detail in sub-chapter 7.2. 

What is most noteworthy about the revalorisation project of DIGCOIN, however, is how 

it seems to have worked in Tarija. The social activist Maria had this to say of the suc-

cessfulness of the national revalorisation project:

While president Jaime Paz started to change coca cultivation with development projects, what the 

current government has done for the industrialisation has been better, for there is a good market for 
these products. We have toothpaste, facial cream, caramels, a huge amount of different coca products. 
We [Bolivians] have started to revalorise coca, use it to rebuild our identity, re-evaluate history, re-
turn to our roots,  

Though I encountered some people who thought that the way in which the workers and 

campesinos chew the leaf must be harmful to them, only one person (see sub-chapter 

7.1) that I met felt that its chewing is thoroughly despicable, harmful and a vile custom 

of indios, with others attesting that the plant had certainly medical benefits when “used 

in a right way”. It seems that the previously subaltern groups of coca producers and 

chewers have successfully appropriated the scientific discourse that historically has be-

longed to the traditional elite and used it to change the public opinion on coca chewing. 

On the other hand, the success of the revalorisation project was also mentioned by my 
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informants who contested the idea that the rising popularity of coca chewing was due to 

the government of Evo Morales. According to them, the process had started with the 

coca diplomacy of Paz Zamora in the 1990s, and as the scientific knowledge on the 

leaf’s benefits had grown since those days, so too had the number of people who use it 

for medical purposes. Nevertheless, even in this scenario, the thrust for the revalorisa-

tion would have come from the indigenous movements, as the political pressure placed 

by them on Paz Zamora’s government led to the adaptation of soft policies towards tra-

ditional coca use and production (see sub-chapter 2.3).

Simultaneously, however, as de la Cadena points out (2000: 6), while challenging racist 

stereotypes, de-Indianization also leaves room for their reproduction. Though coca 

chewing was practiced by all social classes alike, throughout this chapter I have demon-

strated how the traditional upper and middle classes have differentiated themselves from 

indios, campesinos, and the working-class coca chewers, while embracing their indi-

genous roots as Bolivians. While coca is observably changing into a national symbol of 

Bolivia, this symbolic status, de-Indianised from the meanings and values attached to its 

chewing as a necessity and la lucha of the indigenous peoples, does not conform to the 

summarising symbol that it represents to the Central Andean indigenous peoples. 

Rather, this new symbolic defining of coca as a sacred and ancient medicine, differenti-

ated from its use for work related reasons by the traditional upper and middle classes, 

reflects a new sort of identity. Identity of the urban upper- and middle-class Bolivians 

that has changed after the conflicts of 2008 from its previous disposition that high-

lighted their cultural and racial distance from the indigenous peoples of the country to 

one that embraces the indigenous roots “of all Bolivians”. This identity simultaneously 

challenges racist prejudices and discrimination while it reproduces them, not by attach-

ing them to ethnicity, but to social conditions of lower classes. 

I would argue that this new “cosmo-Bolivian” urbanite identity (as I have named it) has 

developed as a response/countermove to the political discourse of Evo Morales and the 

MAS-party, which has highlighted the inherent racism of the right-wing opposition 

evidently present during the conflicts leading up to the constitutional referendum. High-

lighting unity, not through mestizaje, but common national heritage, this identity has 
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enabled the forces opposing the MAS-led government to regain legitimacy to national 

power, as their fight no longer is about “racial supremacy and social privilege”, but 

“democracy against socialist would-be dictators”. I will return to these issues in 

chapters 7 and 8, now turning to take a look on how coca chewing was also distanced 

from the cocaine trade by my informants from traditional upper and middle classes, and 

how the producers of coca leaf, cocaleros, were divided by them to the “righteous yun-

geños” whose coca is assumed to go solely to the legal traditional markets, and the 

“narcotraffickers of Chapare”, cocaleros who at the same time were the core supporters 

of President Morales. 
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6   Rumours and Discourse Surrounding Coca 
Trade and Production

As demonstrated in sub-chapter 2.3, coca leaf and its illegal use as base substance of 

cocaine has been, and still is, in a central position of Bolivian politics, and the producers 

of coca have been framed as narcotraffickers or their lamentable victims. In this chapter, 

I argue that this automatic stereotype has changed with the rising popularity of the coca 

leaf among the traditional upper and middle classes of Bolivia. Among my informants, 

especially those who chewed coca leaf, it was a fairly unanimous opinion that being a 

part of the coca leaf’s production and trade chain did not entail clandestine relations 

with international drug trade. However, as with the de-Indianisation present among the 

members of the traditional upper and middle classes concerning the reasons why they 

chew the leaf and its symbolic significance, the old prejudices had not disappeared, but 

had been re-attached. Being a cocalero no longer meant that one was a narcotrafficker, 

and the producers from Yungas were commonly held in high regard as “traditional 

farmers who use age old methods when farming coca”. The cocaine trade and accusa-

tions of partaking in it, nevertheless, remained a popular political weapon, especially 

among those of my informants who opposed the MAS-led government. This was most 

of all observable in the way they reacted to the coca policies of Evo Morales, and how 

the stereotype of the narcotrafficker cocalero had been refashioned to demonise the 

coca producers of Chapare, Cochabamba, the core supporters of the president.

According to UNODC report of 2018, in 2016, the global demand for and production of 

cocaine reached its all-time high when, after several years of steady decrease, a huge 

growth spike occurred starting from 2013 (2018: 8-9). Depending on whether one 

prefers the surveys made by the UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) 

or ONDCP (White House Office of National Drug Control Policy), since the start of this 

new cocaine boom, the area of coca cultivation in Bolivia has remained basically the 

same  at 23,000ha in 2013 with an initial decrease of ~3000ha followed by an increase 

that stabilised to 23,100ha in 2018 (UNODC, 2019: 18), or increased from 27,000ha in 

2013 to 31,000ha in 2017 with a high spike in 2016 with 37,500ha (ONDCP, 2018).
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Regardless of which survey one favours, Bolivia remains the third largest producer of 

illicit coca, the largest being Colombia, followed by Peru (ONDCP, 2018; 2019; UN-

ODC 2018: 8-9). Bolivia’s national coca policy that focuses on social control, welfare 

and economic stability of the coca farmers instead of forced eradication has gained fame 

as a superior approach to decreasing the area cultivated in the long run, and a humane 

alternative to the US-led war on drugs (Farthing & Kohl, 2012; Grisaffi, 2018). The 

success of the Morales regime in the fight against cocaine production and trade was, 

however, mostly denied by my tarijeño informants, as when I asked them about whether 

there is more or less cocaine produced today in Bolivia, the common answer was that 

the amount of drug crops had doubled if not tripled under the Morales regime. Clever, 

for example, explained his view in the following manner during one supper:

Oh it [amount of coca cultivated] has increased tremendously as you see, there are two different mar-
kets for coca in Bolivia. The first is the coca for traditional use, and it is cultivated in Yungas, it has 
smaller leaves that are bright green, and this is the best coca to chew. The second market in Chapare 
is for cocaine trade. The coca of Chapare is larger, darker, harsher and has a bitter taste. It is unsuit-

able for traditional use and serves only the narcotraffickers. 

The common knowledge that I encountered during my fieldwork of Yungas coca being 

good for traditional use, while Chapare coca is good only for the drug trade was present 

in every department that I visited. Moreover, the basic differentiation that Chapare coca 

has large, dark, harsh and bitter leafs, while Yungas coca has small, sweet and bright 

green leaves was the same everywhere I went, though whether the former was only 

good for drug trade or just cheaper, worse for chewing and occasionally mixed with the 

“good” coca of Yungas by the cocanis differed between informants. The only contesta-

tions that I encountered for the visual differentiation came from two older Yungeña 

ladies when I visited the wholesale coca market of Villa Fatima, La Paz, who laughed 

cheerfully as I asked them if the larger and darker leaves they were selling were from 

Chapare:

Oh, this is just a myth! The size and colour of the leaves depend on how old they are! These large 
leaves are just as good for chewing as the small, if not better! 
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This corresponds with Pellegrini’s observation that the larger leaves are normally re-

served to be exported to the rich Gauchos of northern Argentina (2017: 89), and perhaps 

here lies the reason why size and colour were associated to Chapare coca by my inform-

ants all around Bolivia. Everywhere I went, people told me that they prefer the coca 

from Yungas, and if the larger leaves produced there are exported, it stands to reason 

that the leaves from this region are perceived to be small by local consumers. In Are-

quipa of Peru, for instance, a local cocanis told me that Peruvians preferred the larger 

and darker coca. This might also explain why so many of my informants believed that 

the cocanis in Tarija mixed their Yungas coca with the one from Chapare, for as larger 

leaves are exported to Argentina through Tarija, it would be no wonder that the coca 

sold there had larger diversity in size. My cocanis friend Amaru, for instance, was very 

firm in his opinion that the only coca sold by the cocanis in Tarija comes from Yungas:

That is just nonsense! No cocanis here sells coca from Chapare. It is impossible to get. A group of us 
once went to look for the wholesale market in Cochabamba, as we thought that if there was a break 
in transportation from La Paz, the Chapare coca would be a good backup stock. We could not even 

find the market. It would be interesting to really compare the leaves, but no, all the leaves from Cha-
pare disappear.

During our interview, Pablo, the campesino working at a vineyard, at least acknow-

ledged that Chapare coca is used for chewing and explained that some of his friends 

prefer it for the lower cost and the fact that one has to take less leaves at a time, as they 

are larger. During my fieldwork, I came across Chapare coca two times, as it was being 

sold in the weekly market close to my apartment by a cocalero from that region who 

had a license to sell coca straight to the consumers. In my own experience, I hardly no-

ticed the difference when chewing, though the leaves indeed were larger than those that 

I purchased from the local cocanis. 

In any case, as mentioned above, the common knowledge that coca from Chapare is not 

suitable for traditional use was almost omnipresent in all the departments that I visited 

during my fieldwork, and as Grisaffi notes, some of the cocaleros of Chapare also 

prefer the coca from Yungas to their own (2010: 432). Here I will not go deeper in dis-

cussion on to what extent Chapare coca is cultivated for the cocaine trade in comparison 
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to Yungas coca, as regardless of this difference, large though it may be, both regions do 

produce leaves for legal and illegal markets (for those interested on the subject see 

Grisaffi, 2018, Pellegrini, 2017). However, in light of my analysis, it is important to 

note how this differentiation between the two coca-cultivating regions to legit and illicit 

producers has served to create antagonistic relations between the cocaleros of the two 

regions, especially after the new coca law of 2017, which raised the area of legal cultiv-

ation of coca from 12,000ha to 22,000ha (UNODC, 2019: 3), preferred the cocaleros of 

Chapare, the core support area of President Morales (Pellegrini, 2017: 110). 

While the right-wing opposition has often utilised slogans like ”Evo, cocalero, drogo” 

in their demonstrations, linking cocaleros with drug traders and addicts (Fabricant, 

2009: 776), the demonisation of the coca leaf has come face to face with the revalorisa-

tion project that has with (at least partial) success changed the racist stereotypes con-

cerning both chewers and the producers. As coca has become more and more accepted 

by the traditional upper and middle classes, the opposition’s rhetoric has changed ac-

cordingly, and instead of coca, what is demonised is the cocalero movement of Chapare 

and President Morales, who had risen from their ranks. The differentiation between coca 

and the core supporters of the President was observable in many interviews I had with 

those of my informants, who supported the opposition. I also came across it one late 

afternoon while taking refreshment in a bar close to the historic centre of La Paz. I was 

in the middle of my pint of Huari beer, when a group of tourists from Europe and the 

US were led to the bar by a local guide who explained to them about the development of 

mi teleferico, cable cart network that has revolutionised the city’s transportation net-

work in recent years. The guide ended his praise of the network and introduced a “polit-

ical expert” who was to continue the tour with an insight to Bolivian politics. After cri-

ticising how the MAS-party had squandered the fonds derived from the hydrocarbon 

industry this “expert” turned to the matter of coca:

You all have probably seen coca leaves here in Bolivia and they are a very important part of our cul-

ture. However, this story has also a dark side, as there are two regions that produce coca. Yungas is 
the one that produces the leaf for traditional use, while Chapare, the place from which our president 
comes from, actually produces coca for drug trade. This is a great worry for Bolivians, as the recent 

report by the White House [referring to the report of 2018, according to which the amount cultivated 
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in Bolivia had actually decreased and Bolivia remained the third largest producer of coca leaf after 
Colombia and Peru] has found that our country is now the second largest producer of cocaine after 
Peru, and you know what? It appears that in few years we will become the number one! 

I watched silently as the group continued their journey after tasting a local beverage, 

finished my Huari, and left the bar. The discourse of this “political expert” giving an 

“eye-opening insight” with an observably erroneous account of the then recently pub-

lished ONDCP report to a group of young tourists from the global north corresponded 

with what my traditional upper- and middle-class informants from Tarija urged me to 

understand about their view of the Bolivian reality concerning the coca trade. Coca and 

the indigenous peoples of Bolivia are good, while the narcotrafficking cocaleros of 

Chapare and their leader, President Morales, are bad. Through this differentiation, even 

dehumanisation, of coca growers to a black-and-white scale according to their respect-

ive regions and political affiliations, I argue, these ”cosmo-Bolivian” urbanites were 

able to separate the coca that they chew from the coca that goes to illegal markets. Fur-

thermore, with this discourse they were able to simultaneously embrace the project of 

revalorisation of coca as a link to their indigenous roots, while maintaining that instead 

of being the protagonists of this project, the president and his party were an evil band of 

drug traders bent on turning the plurinational state of Bolivia into a “narco-republic”. I 

return to discuss the issues raised in this chapter in chapter 8, now turning to analyse the 

public chewing of coca that I encountered in Tarija and how it reflected the social 

change that had taken place in the country since the start of the 21st century.  
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7   Public Use of Coca

It was the 5th of December 2018 as I arrived with my life partner to the new bus termin-

al of Tarija, located approximately 7 kilometres from the city’s central plaza. I had ori-

ginally planned to come a few days later and conduct a couple of comparative inter-

views with some Cruceño teenagers whom I had met on the first days of my fieldwork 

in the departmental capital of Santa Cruz, but as I had learned that the 5th day would be 

the day of paro civico, a nation-wide day of demonstrations and road blocks organised 

by the right-wing opposition against the decision of the president Morales to run for a 

fourth consecutive term of office, I had hastily bought a ticket in the first overnight bus 

destined for Tarija, hoping to make it in time to see what form the demonstrations would 

take in the focus city of my research. The bus had arrived a few hours late at around 

nine o’clock, and the blockades made of glass bottles, sticks, stones and metal wire had 

already risen to effectively stop any motorised vehicle from accessing the city via the 

main roads, but luckily we were able to hitch a ride to the outer rims of the city centre 

from a young Airbnb host, who had come to pick up two French tourists. Burdened by 

our heavy back-bags and sleep deprivation, we made our way on foot for the remaining 

few kilometres through the streets adorned with departmental flags of Tarija with slo-

gans written on them like “Bolivia dijó no” (“Bolivia said no”), or “Autonomía de-

partamental” (“Departmental autonomy”). There was a certain sense of serenity in the 

air, with only a handful of small-scale shops open and smiling people chatting with their 

neighbours and friends and laughing at the sight of two small children riding on small 

electric cars: “Look at Pédro and María! They too are joining the blockades!” Panting 

and huffing, I sat on a park bench as we arrived in the Plaza Luis de Fuentes. Left be-

hind with our equipment, as my partner went to search for accommodation for the first 

nights, my dreary eyes started to wander around the square. 

With the descriptions by Gustafson (2006) and Fabricant & Postero (2013) of overtly, 

even violently, racist celebrations of departmental ethnic identity and anti-governmental 

demonstrations for autonomy led by the local “camba” economic elite in Santa Cruz de 

la Sierra vividly in my recollection, my mind was darkened as I listened to the words of 

pro-autonomy songs blasted nonstop from two loudspeakers situated in a gazebo draped 
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in the colours of the departmental flag ten meters away from the water fountain that 

worked as the centre piece of the plaza. “We demand autonomy! We are tarijeños! We 

are chapacos, chaqueños, Weenhayecks, Tapietes and Guaranis! ¡El pueblo unido jamas 

será vencido!” Leaving aside the appropriation of the Chilean revolutionary song by 

these forces opposing the radical left policies of the Morales government, what caught 

my ear was the ethnic defining of the tarijeño identity. 

In the context of Cruceño separatism, Gustafson (2006) argues that the departmental 

identity of white skinned genetically and culturally superior camba is constructed as an 

antonym to the “upper-Peruvian” colla, defined as lazy and backward culturally con-

stricted and morally corrupt. In demonstrations and celebrations, the camba identity 

takes parts of local indigenous identities, mainly that of Guaraní warriors and highly 

sexualised women, infusing these aspects to the light skinned camba identity to claim 

heritage and belonging to the territory through these acquired indigenous roots. These 

“our Indians” are portrayed in stark contrast to the brown-skinned, crook-nosed high-

land collas (including the elites of La Paz and Cochabamba) who are depicted as 

greedy, untrustworthy  and deceitful invaders that have come to steal the lands and 

prosperity of the cambas (Gustafson, 2006: 356; see also. Fabricant & Postero, 2013). 

In the case of the tarijeño identity-building project led by the departmental elite, Lizár-

raga & Vacaflores have made similar remarks, though arguably the overt racism and 

claims to genealogical and cultural purity have not taken as drastic a form as in the case 

of Cruceño separatism, as the regions subaltern groups harbour resentment towards 

elite-led departmental centralisation and have questioned the mandate to represent them 

in the name of unity against the MAS and the Altiplano (Lizárraga & Vacaflores 2007: 

137-138). 

“We are chapacos, chaqueños, Weenhayecks, Tapietes and Guaranis!” the songs asser-

ted again and again leaving no doubt in my mind who the tarijeños did not include in 

their own ranks: the indigenous peoples of the Altiplano, mainly consisting of Quechua 

and Aymara speaking groups, and I frowned my face. Here I was, a young European 

heterosexual man of upper middle-class origin with ideals of equality and sustainable 

development towards “vivir bien” (see Ranta, 2014) come to research the positive 
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changes in race-based class relations that I had presumed to have taken place in Tarija, 

when I had travelled through the department two years prior. Here I was sitting in the 

middle of the main plaza listening to racially loaded songs of the white elite of Tarija 

during a demonstration protected by the police. Had I only imagined the old criollos 

chewing coca harmoniously with their campesino friends in the parks and plazas after 

lunchtime? Had my optimistic naïvety led me to observe changes two years ago that did 

not actually exist, or at least, were only temporary in nature? It was then that my wan-

dering eyes caught something that raised my spirits once more: There, just in front of 

me, sitting next to the water fountain was a group of construction workers of Altiplano 

origin (as they self-identified when asked), right there in the middle of the main square 

chewing coca leaves. An older fair skinned gentleman belonging to the traditional upper 

class walked to the group, greeted its members and received a grand wad of coca. He sat 

beside them and slowly started chewing the leaves himself. I walked up to this group 

and introduced myself. All of them were united by their dedication to the autonomic 

cause, though when I asked them about the songs’ depiction of departmental identity, 

their faces frowned. The respectful gentleman sat up and told me: “Listen young man 

(joven), we respect one and other here, but these songs are old. Tarija belongs to all who 

live here, but we demand autonomy”. The workers remained silent.

In his analysis of public displays and celebrations of Cruceño autonomy movement, 

Gustafson argues that these public spectacles visualise the power of the upper class with 

translocal projections of past and future order (Gustafson 2006: 533). The control of 

public space plays an important part in this elite project, as what is allowed to be pub-

licly visual embodies the idealised social truth of where the present order’s legitimacy 

comes from, as well as where this order is leading its subjects. To inhabit the public 

space, particularly the main plaza of a national or departmental capital by voices that 

oppose the order can have drastic results for the order’s claim to legitimate power. The 

mothers of the disappeared movement in Argentina, where the mothers of the victims of 

the dirty war against left-wing political opposition by the military junta occupied the 

main square of Buenos Aires during the time of extreme political oppression (Femenía, 

1987) could be seen as a historic example of this. 
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At the height of the opposition-led demonstrations against the MAS-led government 

and autonomy movements of media luna departments, attempts to control public space 

had a clear effect on the violent outbursts against the peasant supporters of the govern-

ment, as these conflicts were sparked by news (and rumours) of pro-government 

demonstrations planned to take place in the central public spaces, like main plazas and 

football stadiums (see Sub-chapter 3.3). In Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Gustafson observed 

that the presence of peoples from the Altiplano or their symbols in public space were 

denied and ridiculed (also violently) by the separatist right-wing forces (Gustafson, 

2006: 371). How should one analyse then the presence of coca, a key symbol of the 

Central Andean indigenous peoples in the main square of Tarija, chewed by highland-

originated workers with an elderly upper-class gentleman just a decade after the con-

flicts of 2008?

To answer this question, I will first take a look at the everyday practice of public coca 

chewing in plazas and parks near the city centre of Tarija that I observed during my 

fieldwork. Who can/cannot chew coca publicly in everyday life? How the practice is 

understood or explained away (as often was the case) by my informants? From here I 

move to a closer analysis of the coca leaf’s presence in public space during celebrations 

and demonstrations. I will compare the civic strike depicted above to día nacional de 

acullico (national day of coca chewing) festivities that I partook in on 11 January, and 

other examples brought up by my informants. Combining the analysis of mundane 

“practices carried out routinely and unreflectingly in the process of living” (Allen, 2002: 

18), habitus, promoted by Bourdieu (1977) and the symbolic significance of public 

spectacles as projections of social dynamics (Geertz, 1974; Gustafson, 2006), and com-

bining these observations with the ones made in previous chapters, I will move on to 

discuss how the presence (and its denial) of coca chewing in central public spaces re-

flects on one hand the opening up of Tarijeño society to the highland immigrants and 

the frictions along this change, and on the other hand a strategic incorporation of the 

same group by the autonomy movement in their fight against the MAS-led government.

In many departmental capitals of Bolivia, such as La Paz, Santa Cruz de la Sierra and 

Sucre, there exists a certain amount of geographic social exclusion, meaning that the 
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central parts of the cities are inhabited by the wealthier citizens and there is a visible 

decline in living standards, condition of housing and public parks, amount of pollution 

and garbage on the streets when moving further away from the city centres. Though not 

as bluntly apparent as in the case of the anillo (ring) based city plan of Santa Cruz, 

where ring shaped motorways separate different neighbourhoods and economic classes 

from one another (Gustafson, 2006: 359), Tarija too shares certain aspects of this parti-

tion with poorer barrios situated at the outskirts of the city with the marketplaces de-

signed as the primary stop for the agricultural products coming from the countryside 

(Ayala, 2013: 151). When visiting these “bad” neighbourhoods, as they were called by 

some of my traditional middle- and upper-class informants, the amount of people chew-

ing coca in parks and squares multiplied and the chewing was not restricted to the older 

citizens, as it was near the city centre. In this chapter, I, however, focus mainly on pub-

lic chewing as it is practiced in the spaces formerly excluded from this practice, that is, 

the central spaces of the city. For reasons of readability, I have chosen to use the word 

“public” to refer to these central zones, instead of constantly specifying what area of the 

cities and towns I am referring to. I readily acknowledge that this decision continues 

with the negatively centralist rhetoric that way too often simplifies cities as their central 

areas, but as my informants frequently made the same simplification when talking about 

coca chewing in public, I hope that the reader forgives this aesthetic decision and keeps 

in mind that though I use the word public in this manner, the public spaces of Tarija are 

not confined to the central zones that I am referring to.

7.1 Everyday Coca Chewers in the Public Space

I do not know; in my opinion nobody chews coca publicly in Tarija… [An older gentleman 

walks into the shop, and purchases coca] Oh, the elderly do chew publicly. It started when they 
learned that coca works as a remedy for diabetes. Few elderly persons got a recommendation to 
chew coca after each meal, and they started chewing in the parks, and their friends got interested 
and started also chewing. It is like with the cigarettes. The elderly people, they are lonely, and so 

they like to meet one another in the park. In the 90s, they all smoked tobacco, and now they 
chew coca. It is a way to socialise I believe. (Amaru, a cocanis and a self-identified tarijeño)

In Tarija, it is quite easy to come across people chewing coca in public if one keeps an 

eye out for the green plastic bags exclusively used for storing amounts from 20g up to 
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500g of the leaves, though this presence of coca chewers was almost systematically 

denied by my informants. It is true that it was quite rare to encounter younger or 

middle-aged people chewing coca in public, though most of the taxi drivers, construc-

tion workers and gardeners constantly had a bolo in their mouths. The elderly people of 

all ethnicities, income groups and sexes, however, were a huge exception to this, and I 

would regularly encounter groups of retired locals mingling with each other and chew-

ing coca after almuerzo in public parks and squares near the city centre. The above in-

terview extract with Amaru was a rare instance when my informant would acknowledge 

without me insisting that there existed a group of people that practiced coca chewing in 

public. Like most of my informants, also Amaru began by questioning this, but he sud-

denly changed his position, after we were interrupted by an older gentleman who came 

to the shop asking for 20 bolivianos (roughly 2,5 euros) worth of coca (~75g) and a 

small bag of bico flavoured with stevia. Amaru’s pondering on the reasons why the eld-

erly of Tarija chewed coca publicly was intriguing in multiple ways, as he connected the 

habit of chewing by this group to the claimed health benefits advanced, for example, by 

DIGCOIN (see sub-chapter 5.2), a perspective that I can attest to, as these possible 

health benefits were the main talking points by the elderly with whom I came acquain-

ted with during my fieldwork. The most interesting point raised by him, however, was 

the idea that the public chewing practiced by this group was connected with loneliness 

experienced by the population that has reached mature age. 

Of the public chewers of coca that I came in contact with during my fieldwork, Don 

Roberto and Don Mariano were a couple of friends with whom I shared the most inter-

esting discussions concerning their habit of chewing in public parks. Both of them had 

reached the age of 65 years and could be seen quite frequently chewing coca and talking 

about “qualquier cosa” (whatever) on the benches of a small park close to the main 

square. Don Mariano, a self-identified campesino born in the close-by wine producing 

municipality of Valle del Concepcion, had previously worked for Don Roberto on his 

vineyard. He had always chewed coca, as it is a custom in the countryside, of his own 

accord, while Don Roberto admitted to having tried chewing the leaf out of curiosity 

when he was a young man, but never truly felt that it was a habit fitting to a person of 

his social standing as an upper-class gentleman. This had, however, changed when he 
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was diagnosed with diabetes in 2005. His doctor had suggested coca chewing as addi-

tional remedy to other medicine that was described to him, and slowly he had started to 

enjoy the taste of the leaf and the feeling of well-being and enhanced digestion, particu-

larly after lunch, that he saw as the main effects that the leaf had on him. Don Roberto 

had started chewing in secrecy, even from his close family, but around 2009 he had star-

ted to question why he should hide himself after every lunch, while “there are all these 

beautiful parks built especially for people to enjoy themselves after a meal”. Thus, Don 

Roberto started chewing coca in a plaza close to his apartment and noticed to his sur-

prise that nobody seemed to care. After some time, however, Don Mariano walked past 

him in the plaza and noticed that he was chewing coca. The two had started talking and 

after receiving a handful of the leaves from Don Roberto, the former worker had sat 

next to him on the park bench and started chewing and chatting; a habit, which the two 

had engaged in every now and then ever since.

This creation of space of sharing and communicating via coca chewing brings to mind 

the social role of coca emphasised to me by Wanderson Esquerdo and the Intiwasi group 

(see sub-chapters 2.2 and 4.1). As was the case with the group’s members, among the 

elderly people of Tarija, there is a strong view that coca should be shared with one’s fel-

low men, be they close friends since childhood, or two Finnish researchers sitting on a 

park bench. This was made clear to me in a rhetorical oration by Alejandro, a 54-year-

old tarijeño engineer living in a village of San Lorenzo some 30 kilometres north-west 

of Tarija, when I was chewing coca near the village square one Sunday afternoon with 

my life partner. Taking a digestive stroll with his father, Alejandro spotted us with our 

green bag of coca leaves, and came cordially to teach us how the leaves should be taken 

with bico in order to experience the true benefits that the chewing has for “the mind and 

the body”. After seeing that we had our own bico with us, the high-spirited tarijeño took 

a wad of leaves from his own green plastic bag, gave them to me, and asked for a return 

gift of the same kind.  This, he explained, was the correct manner of sharing that the 

gente del campo practiced when chewing coca. For him and his father, it was a common 

custom to chew coca, stroll around the beautiful cobbled-stone streets of the village and 

share leaves with other people they met chewing on their way. 
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I have analysed aspects of the social role that coca has for the peoples of Tarija in more 

detail in sub-chapter 4.1 of this thesis, but here I add to the previous discussion with the 

observation also made by Amaru during our interview that the sharing of the leaves and 

the social connections and relations that ensued were clearly important reasons for those 

who chewed coca publicly to pursue this practice. The creation of new social relations 

and friendships is also observed by Weil (1981: 371) when he mentions that one pleas-

urable side effect that coca chewing had with one of his older patients was the new 

friends he had made shortly after starting to chew the leaves. In Latin America more 

generally, the plazas are places to meet one’s friends and family members, as a large 

part of social life happens outside houses and the workplace (Clawson, 2006: 359). This 

street life takes many forms, like public ceremonies and fiestas, but it is also a major 

part of everyday life, and to observe people of all ages sitting in parks and plazas play-

ing chess, smoking cigars, or just chatting with one and other, is a sight most familiar to 

anyone who has sat down for a while in the aforementioned locations. The reciprocal 

quality of coca was further exemplified by Don Mariano when he laughingly exclaimed 

to me: “Coca is like chess: it looks sad when done alone!” Thus, while the possible 

health benefits of coca were the most common reasons for chewing given by my in-

formants who used it publicly, this social side as a “remedy for loneliness” evidently 

had a significant part in their choice to chew it in a public space, although in so doing 

they might risk mal visto from their peers, as discussed later on in this sub-chapter.

Back in San Lorenzo, Alejandro continued his speech, listing the multiple health bene-

fits that coca has, as a young recently-married couple came up to us and asked if we 

would be willing to exchange some leaves for pastries they had bought from a nearby 

vendor. We exchanged the goods, as the husband, born in Spain, chatted away with Ale-

jandro about the superior digestion aid that coca offered, and how pleasant it was to 

meet with new people and share coca with them. The wife, born in Cochabamba, took 

part in the conversation as I asked whether it was usual to meet in this manner in differ-

ent parts of Bolivia as well. “Yes, in the campo, where people are more open and 

friendly, but not in the cities. There it is mal visto.” Alejandro agreed on this remark and 

continued to acclaim how Bolivians of the countryside share the espiritu nacional (na-

tional spirit) of their indigenous roots to the land, while the people of the cities have lost 
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this connection. As Allen argues that to be Quechua is to chew coca (Allen, 1981), in 

Alejandro’s festive opinion to share coca is to be a good Bolivian. As the discussion 

turned once again to the digestive qualities of the leaf, I inquired the group what was 

their opinion on the other aspects of the leaf like its stimulative effect. To this Alejandro 

answered sharply that only trabajadores (workers), campesinos, and bus and taxi 

drivers chewed coca for this reason, while people such as him did not care for these ef-

fects. 

I have analysed this differentiation that most of my informants made between those who 

chew coca for its perceived health benefits and those who chew it as a ”necessity” earli-

er in this thesis, though at this point of analysis it is necessary to bring forth a few 

points elaborated with more precision in chapter 5. As already argued, there is a certain 

amount of de-Indianisation at play among the traditional upper- and middle-class tar-

ijeños when they explain how their habit of chewing coca, while relating to the ancient 

traditions and their indigenous roots as Bolivians, nevertheless is distinct to the way that 

people of the lower social ranks, workers, farmhands and those historically categorised 

as indios chew the leaf. This differentiation became visible in relation to the public 

chewing of coca from the way through which my informants would normally explain 

away my observations of groups of coca chewers in public parks close to the city centre. 

Why were these people discounted by my informants? When I asked about coca chew-

ing in public, the normal answer was that there was none, and when I mentioned the 

multiple groups who were doing this on a daily basis, they would just shrug and say: 

“Oh, but they must be the old people! They chew coca for medical reasons!”. At the 

start of this sub-chapter, I mentioned how it was very rare to encounter younger people 

chewing coca publicly, though the sight of a noticeable bolo in the cheeks of drivers and 

persons engaged in physical labour was quite common. Where did these people then 

chew coca?

One late afternoon after chatting with Don Mariano and Don Roberto I met a young 

gardener in a side street close to a park chewing coca. When I asked her why she was 

not chewing in the park, she told me that though they, the gardeners, had the right to 

chew coca while working, they were unofficially recommended to chew the coca in a 
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place where nobody would see them. Walking along the Calle La Madrid from my 

apartment to the main square, I frequently noted construction workers sitting tightly on 

the first steps of small doorways and taxi drivers in their cars, chewing coca, while just 

a block away there were many pleasant parks with multiple vacant benches. When I en-

quired about this from one construction worker, he presumed that mostly this avoidance 

of parks was in fact due to the tight schedule that the workers had, so that to see a taxi 

driver preferring to chew in her car or a construction worker chewing next to her works-

ite instead of a public park was completely natural, for they wanted to chew quickly and 

return to work. As my informant continued to elaborate on my observation, however, he 

attested that for him personally the reason for not going to a park to chew coca was be-

cause he did not like the nasty looks and gestures that people might give in his direc-

tion. Furthermore, in the case of gardeners this closeness explanation falls short, for 

what place can there be closer to a gardener’s workplace than the park itself?

Thus, for those who chew coca “out of necessity”, that is, for work-related reasons, the 

act of chewing still seems to be mal visto in public, though the keeping of a bolo in 

one’s mouth is tolerated. The opinion that chewing of the leaf should not be practiced in 

public space was made very vividly clear to me by a middle-aged real estate agent who 

self-identified as tarijeña, as she exclaimed her distaste for the sight of coca chewing 

when I told her of my research project while searching for a place to rent:

It’s disgusting what it is. To use the drug so openly and you know why the young people are do-
ing this? It’s that maldito indio Evo Morales! He is such a bad example for the young! Un-
educated, chewing that disgusting plant on television and claiming it is not a drug. Don’t get me 

wrong, I don’t think that the indios should stop using coca or whatever. It’s their tradition, I re-
spect that. But it’s disgusting and should not be allowed to the young people of decent origin! 
They will end up as those indios, poor, uneducated and dirty, begging on the streets, chewing 
coca… Disgusting!

The conversation I had with this lady gave me a glimpse to what I presume my inform-

ants meant when they told me of how chewing of coca had just 20 years ago been some-

thing inexplicable to conduct in public squares and parks of Tarija. Though she presen-

ted a clear minority in her stark opinion, it is worthwhile to mention that these strongly 

negative opinions that relate coca chewing to addiction, poverty, dirtiness, class and 
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ethnicity still do exist. Perhaps their presence is not as visible or audible as in the past, 

or in the case of this real estate agent, but they certainly lived on in the memories and 

thoughts of my informants, and affected their conduct and decisions in a manner that 

resembles what Foucault (2008) defines as biopolitics, as the internalised norms and 

possibility of being a target of mal visto was enough for many younger chewers of coca 

to abstain from it in day-to-day public life. 

The possibility of mal visto was not entirely disregarded by the older members of Tarija 

either, as became apparent to me from the somewhat disturbed responses of most groups 

who were chewing coca publicly as I introduced myself and my research project. When 

I continued to ask questions about the habit of public coca chewing from these persons, 

I felt a certain amount of shame in their responses, and observed that the previously 

open bags of coca were hidden from sight in the pockets of the chewers. The two gen-

tlemen previously introduced were most open and willing to discuss their preference to 

chew coca in the public parks with me, and though Don Roberto had a strong sense of 

self-worth in this regard, Don Mariano confessed that had it not been for his friend, he 

probably would never have started to chew coca so near to the city centre. However, at 

the same time, he felt that since he had started the practice, the atmosphere of the city 

towards coca chewing had changed as well. 

Now it is different. I don’t think that anybody really has mal visto when they pass me. Well… 
Some people might be surprised, but no, they don’t have mal visto. They just look surprised and 
most of the time I don’t feel that anybody really pays attention to us.

These words by Don Mariano were an interesting reflection on the change in public 

opinion of coca chewing, and as I mentioned in the beginning of chapter 4, the most 

common view by my informants was that the overall attitude towards coca and its tradi-

tional uses had changed profoundly during the past 20 years with the negative stances 

and mal visto firmly left behind in the past. How much were the disgusted looks and 

their possibility avoided by the workers rooted in true attitudes of contemporary citizens 

of Tarija, and how much of them were their own mirroring of unpleasant memories and 

learned norms on the faces of their fellow inhabitants? If, as was attested by most of my 

informants, everybody chews coca these days, why did it seem so impossible to them 
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that the leaves were also chewed publicly? There is a simple explanation to the latter 

question, for if one would not be orientated, as I was, to explicitly look for coca chew-

ing, the small green bags and moderate bolos held by the older members of the society 

could easily be missed by persons going about their daily life, especially as these groups 

of people sometimes hide their bags of coca when they noticed that they were being ob-

served. On the other hand, these elderly persons were not outsiders to the society of Tar-

ija, but grandfathers and grandmothers, uncles and aunts, ex-bosses and -(co)workers. 

When I kept on insisting to my informants that this habit was clearly visible in everyday 

life, many of them ultimately could name some acquaintances that they knew to chew 

coca publicly at least occasionally.

To summarise, the everyday public chewing of coca leaves in Tarija has a social role 

that is perceived somewhat ambiguously by its residents. Chewing of the leaf is prac-

ticed openly in the central plazas and parks of the city, particularly after almuerzo, 

though this was not perceived to be the case by most of my informants. Those who 

chew coca publicly were mainly the older inhabitants who were doing this for medical 

(and/or social) reasons, while those who chew coca “out of necessity” did so hidden 

from the public view. The chewing of coca creates a space of communication that sur-

passes economic and ethnic boundaries as was the case with my two elderly informants, 

while those who chew it publicly are also aware of mal visto that might befall them. 

As mentioned in subchapters 2.1 and 3.2, since the end of the 20th century, there has ris-

en a new group of middle-class people in Bolivia who do not conform to the past race-

based socioeconomic class categories of mestizo or indio/indigenous but rather balance 

themselves between these categories, relating to their indigenous roots as well as their 

upwards-orientated economic aspirations. I argue that the ambiguous relation to every-

day public chewing of coca in Tarija presented in this chapter relates to the ambiguous 

relation between the traditional and the new middle class in general, as well as the am-

biguous relation between the migrant groups from the Altiplano and those self-identify-

ing as tarijeños, and those between supporters of the MAS-party and the opposition, 

particularly after the violence of 2008. In their work, Shakow (2014) and Pellegrini 

(2017) focus on the way that the new middle class abstains from abandoning their iden-
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tities when climbing up the economic ladder, though these identities, while separate 

from mestizo identity, are also distanced from indigenous identities in a way similar to 

de la Cadena's  de-Indianization (see sub-chapter 5.1).

However, unlike these members of the new middle class or the mestizos of Cuzco, in 

Tarija, the pensioners chewing coca publicly would not identify themselves as originat-

ing from indigenous groups from which they have separated themselves due to the 

“whitening” associated with economic rise (see sub-chapter 2.1). On the contrary, most 

of these coca chewers identified themselves as tarijeños, or, as sometimes was the case, 

campesinos, and Chapacos. While among the latter two the habit was something they 

had practiced always, though now publicly, among the first of these groups, the habit of 

coca chewing did not relate to past traditions forgotten, though the chewing of coca was 

represented to me quite often as “coming back to the common indigenous roots of all 

Bolivians” as Alejandro put it festively near the village square of San Lorenzo. Analysis 

of my fieldwork data leads me to conclude that this re-appropriation that, while distan-

cing itself from the negative imagery of old racist stereotypes, makes grand claims of 

national unity, reflects the inclusion of highland groups to the Tarijeño society. Matteo, 

an editor of a local newspaper in his mid-30s, came close to these same conclusions 

during our interview (partly quoted in sub-chapter 4.2) when he reflected on how the 

change in attitudes towards the coca leaf had started since the conflicts of 2008. Accord-

ing to him, before the in-migrant groups had been secluded among themselves and there 

was little interaction between them and the tarijeños. After the conflict, the societies had 

opened up to each other and started to share customs, as the in-migrants became accep-

ted in Tarija, partly owing to the fact that their part in the economic rise of the city had 

been noted by the traditional upper and middle classes, and coca chewing became em-

braced by tarijeños.

The relationship and social inclusion between the migrants and tarijeños is still a volat-

ile subject, and though many of my informants attested to “Tarija belongs to all who 

live here”, the fear of rapid spiralling of relations to violent confrontations was evid-

ently present among both groups, though mainly on the side of the in-migrant com-

munities. I will return to this subject of fear in chapter 8, now concluding that while the 
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presence of coca chewing in central parks and plazas of Tarija reflects the ongoing in-

clusion of in-migrant communities to tarijeño society, the simultaneous denial of its ex-

istence and the fear of mal visto discussed above depict the uncertainty of future rela-

tions, particularly during my fieldwork at the eve of the contested presidential elections 

of October 2019, where the MAS-party had placed the then-current president Evo Mor-

ales as its candidate against the 2016 referendum results. 

The young and middle-aged tarijeños chewed coca publicly only during public celebra-

tions, while usually their use was restricted to a semi-public place with a group of 

friends during the weekends, when they would barbecue, drink and play music as men-

tioned in sub-chapters 4.1 and 4.2. To strengthen the arguments made in this sub-chapter 

and throughout this thesis, I now turn to the ceremonial situations where public coca 

chewing is present among a larger spectrum of the residents of Tarija.

7.2 Coca, Celebrations and Demonstrations

The festivities had not yet started, as I arrived in the Plaza de Luis Fuentes. I had been 

informed by my cocanis friend Anastacia that today there would be a large gathering of 

coca vendors and growers’ unions on the main square due to the celebrations of día 

nacional del acullico, the national day of coca chewing, so I had woken up early by the 

standards I was used to, and taken a shared cab just before the start of the ceremonies at 

9 am. The tourist billboards and departmental flags that had been furnishing the main 

square’s gazebo for the whole time I had spent in the city so far, had been removed, re-

placed by a large poster filled with green imagery of coca leaves, and a plank in the 

shape of a coca leaf, made out of individual coca leaves. Both of these signs had a text 

in them celebrating the national day of the traditional use of coca, “acullico”. In front of 

the gazebo facing the town hall, the organisers had raised a large shelter comprising 

three roof tents. On both sides of this shelter, there were tables filled with different sorts 

of coca products, and, most importantly, thermoses of mate de coca, shared with every-

one present, including me. 
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Not that many persons had turned up yet, so I took my time strolling around the plaza, 

and finally sat on a park bench right behind the shelter with a good view of the gazebo. 

In front of me the organisers had laid out rows and rows of white plastic chairs, some of 

which were already occupied. A group of dark-haired men in their early twenties where 

adjusting the PA-system, as two fair skinned women were going through a clipboard 

that I presumed to be the repertoire of the ceremony. I sat calmly on the wooden bench 

wondering when the festivities would start, when I suddenly heard a loud banging re-

sembling gunshots. These were locally popular daytime fireworks all too familiar to me 

for their ear shattering sound that I had experienced way too often during the Christmas 

and the New year festivals.

I turned my head to the left towards the circumventing road and saw a large group of 

celebrators walking towards the plaza. Carrying signs commemorating the importance 

of coca, and the different organisations that were involved with its production, the con-

voy advanced towards the gazebo. When they had arrived just in front of the stage, the 

PA-system started blasting traditional tarijeño music that in a curious way resembled 

Irish folk. One of the women in front of the gazebo spoke into the microphone: “Let’s 

give a warm welcome, everybody, to our coca selling comrades!” The crowd of approx-

imately 30 people started clapping and cheering as the convoy went by, headed by an 

older lady dressed in the street vendor’s outfit holding an Incaic-shape rectangle banner 

that was decorated to look like the Wiphala. Following her was a man who seemed to be 

in charge of firing these aforementioned annoyingly loud rockets. Behind him came two 

women holding a large banner celebrating the día nacional del acullico. Shortly after 

them came two more women holding a banner celebrating the coca producers’ society 

of 15 de abril. Further down the road, two men were carrying a taki (a large sack of 

coca), three more of which would shortly follow. The convoy (approximately 70 per-

sons) consisted of an equal amount of men and women, some with small children, and 

some adolescents. The convoy made a full circle around the square, while an older man 

of Altiplano origin, wearing a chullo (traditional Andean woolly cap) and having a 

c’huspa (traditional bag for carrying coca leaves) around his neck lit up a ceremonial 

fire in front of the gazebo. After arriving back in front of the stage, the marchers quickly 
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filled up all the chairs laid out, making me feel quite happy about choosing a park bench 

further away.

Coca leaf is not white. Coca leaf is not black. Coca leaf is green.

The words of the woman host in her mid-30s, with white hair and western clothing, 

were still ringing around, as the banner carriers were tying their banners and llikllas 

(traditional Altiplano cloth used for carrying goods) around the gazebo.

Let’s give one more round of applause to these brave comrades!

After a round of applause, the presenter started to list out the laws of Bolivia that de-

clare the 11th of January as the official day of celebration for the chewing of coca. 

People were sharing coca with each other so that every member of the audience would 

have some coca on them. I rose and walked further towards the centre back, where the 

crowd were leaning on the lamp posts, and by doing so, I unfortunately missed the first 

delegation of coca sharers that were bound to my previous seating place.

The back of the crowd were mostly young men, though an odd woman might join the 

group here and there. The people were all chewing coca and listening to the presenter, 

who was listing out different names of the official coca organisations present. After list-

ing them all, she asked the audience to rise for the national anthem. People facing the 

crowd raised their left hands in a fist in a 90-degree angle, while keeping the right on 

their heart, also in a fist. Though many did not know the words for the whole of the 

song, everybody still tried to murmur along. 

After the anthem, the presenter stated that it was time for the age-old tradition of offer-

ing coca to Pachamama to ensure prosperity for the coming year. The aforementioned 

chullo-wearing man was to give the offering, and with the microphone held (too) close 

to his face, he said a prayer after which he placed a bundle of coca wrapped in paper on 

the smouldering coals, followed by a pouring of presumably sugar, but possibly plant 
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ashes, on the offering. A handsome cloud of smoke rose from the grill, smelling some-

what sweet and pleasant. 

After this, it was time for the short speeches by different representatives of the organisa-

tions. The first and the shortest by a representative of DIGCOIN stated how coca is not 

a drug, but the sacred leaf of the people. The second speech by the director of Tradition-

al Medicine Union of Tarija, Raquel Ramos, pondered on the different possibilities of 

coca as a product for many different ailments, how Tarija was the largest consumer of 

coca per capita, and how coca supplemented vitamin deficiencies. The presenter re-

minded the crowd that there was a set of garbage cans distributed around the plaza for 

the bolos, and that to reinstate a connection with coca was to reinstate a connection with 

the roots of all Bolivians.

Then was the turn of the campesino representative, Oswaldo Fernandez, who emphas-

ised the role of Evo Morales and the need to go on fighting for a better future, because 

“The truth is that everybody uses coca”. “Coca leaf equals life”, stated the presenter. 

The representative of the natural medicines brought up the fact that the chewing of coca 

is not truly connected to class and ethnicity and that people from all professions and 

situations of life engage in its chewing. He ended his speech by stating that coca did not 

come with president Morales, but is hoja millenial, an ancient medicine from thousands 

of years in the past. “What is most important, is to secure the future of its use, as it is an 

important remedy and a possible answer to loads of uncured deceases”.

15 de abril’s representative, Secundo Carceles, opened by stating the law that secured 

the right to chew coca and encouraged the crowd to show their appreciation to the men 

and women who had fought so hard to re-establish coca as a sacred and legal plant: 

“Coca is not cocaine!” “¡Viva!”, the crowd responded.

Victor Espinoza and Tomas Martinez were the next speakers, both of whom engaged the 

crowd with chanting in turns slogans for the future of coca, as well as the president 

Morales. Many people meantime where emptying large green bags of coca into the even 
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larger takis at the front. Don Tomas also remembered to thank the authorities of Tarija 

for letting them arrange this celebration.

A person came up to me with a large wad of coca leaves in his hands. He smiled as he 

made a suggestion of offering towards me, and baffled as I was of this gesture, I man-

aged to drop many of the leaves to the ground as I tried to take the wad. A Woman of 

respectable age ran to me with a small white plastic bag, laughing at my clumsiness, and 

together we managed to save the rest of the leaves. With this bag, I made my way to the 

right corner of the stage, as the presenter was introducing a music croup. The band star-

ted playing with a strong tarijeño tone, some young people were dancing on the side of 

the gazebo, a seemingly Spanish-like traditional dance, as someone offered me another 

glass of mate de coca. I had filled quite a bit of the bolo already, and people became ex-

cited of me, wanting to take group pictures and to offer me some more coca. 

Just before the music had started, a police officer had spoken into the ear of the 

presenter, who then followed to remind the crowd that though this was a day of celebra-

tion, it would be most respectful to keep the park clean and to act in a cordial way. 

Deeper in the plaza, I saw a group of two men and three women dressed in traditional 

chapaco clothing who seemed a bit disturbed by the sound that the band was making. 

One man was constantly talking into a telephone as the other man stood with his hands 

on his hips looking at the direction of the gazebo assertively. The three women walked a 

bit away from the men, came back and took some pictures with the in-country tourists, 

as a fourth dark-haired teenager in dark western clothing was visibly amused with a 

bolo in her mouth, laughing and talking with the former three. Later on, I noted that the 

hip-handed man had a bolo in his mouth too, and the other man went to talk something 

with the organisers, but with good humour and understanding. 

Few hours later, the crowd in the plaza, still substantial, had started to scatter around the 

square, dancing and enjoying themselves. The elder participants of the ceremony had 

started to make their leave, and I felt like most probably the festivities would be dying 

down from here on out. I was wrong, however, and the festivities continued late into the 

night, with the organisers and vendors offering free coca to every passer-by. The next 
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morning, as I visited the spotlessly clean square, the banners had been taken down, the 

garbage cans collected away, and the gazebo was adorned by tourist billboards and col-

ours of the departmental flag like before. A few days later, the loudspeakers were once 

again playing pro-autonomy songs.

I started this chapter with a long account of the demonstrations of paro civico as they 

took place in the central zones of Tarija. When compared with the autonomy celebra-

tions of Santa Cruz depicted by Gustafson (2006), there are interesting parallels such as 

the defining of society of Tarija consisting of ethnic groups that do not contain peoples 

of the Altiplano, as during these demonstrations, and weeks afterwards, at regular inter-

vals, the loud speakers next to the central plaza’s gazebo were playing songs that de-

clared how the department demanded autonomy, and how: “We are chapacos, 

chaqueños, Weenhayecks, Tapietes and Guaranís!” As with the Cruceño separatism ana-

lysed by Gustafson (2006) and Fabricant (2009), Lizárraga & Vacaflores have argued 

that starting from the evident change of power from the old national elite to the hands of 

the MAS-party in the first years of the 21st century, the autonomy movement of Tarija 

was constructed in a top-down fashion by the departmental economic elite attempting to 

create a sense of departmental unity between these aforementioned ethnic groups by 

painting the La Paz -centred Altiplano and its peoples as an invading threat that has his-

torically disregarded the development of the department and only now, after the finding 

of large deposits of natural gas, taken interest in this “forgotten” department in the form 

of exploiting its natural resources for the benefit of the Altiplano (Lizárraga & Vaca-

flores, 2007: 44-27). This strategy of forming unity against the centralist state led from 

La Paz, however, had its frictions, as many of the indigenous groups and the economic 

elite of the Province of Gran Chaco, where the natural gas deposits are situated, har-

boured the same sort of discontent towards the departmental centre. As the promises for 

economic and social benefits by the MAS-led government exceeded those promised by 

the elite of Tarija, the support for the autonomy movement, though 78% in the depart-

mental referendum, never gained the same momentum as in Santa Cruz, more so as the 

strikes and road blocks leading up to the violence of 2008 were seen as more damaging 

to the department itself than to the legitimacy of the national government (Bebbington 

& Bebbington, 2010: 149, 153). 
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Since the conflict of 2008, according to my informants, the autonomy movement took 

another direction in their campaigning. Although the creation of departmental identity 

and unity against the Altiplano did not disappear, the pressure points of the campaigns 

started to address more the positive sides of economic self-determination and closeness 

of decision making. This change also relates to my observation of the group of Altiplano 

originated construction workers chewing coca in the main plaza during the paro civico. 

They supported departmental autonomy because of the economic possibilities of devel-

opment that it could give to the department. This change in the autonomy movements 

rhetoric was viewed quite negatively by the social activist María, when she stated dur-

ing our interview that:

Well this regionalism is in reality only a decoy for the people so that they wouldn’t see the same ra-
cist agendas that the elite has had since the colonial time. If you ask the people, they don’t know 
what the political agendas of this movement are. They don’t have a clue of what they actually are 
getting from these leaders if they vote them to power. Just slap the word “autonomy” on your right-

wing agendas, and the people follow blindly!

In a sense, the autonomy movement of Tarija has distanced itself from the racist rhetoric 

practiced in Santa Cruz and Pando in the same manner that Goodale (2019) observed to 

have happened in Sucre, the departmental capital of Chuquisaca. After the conflict of 

2008 (see sub-chapter 3.3), Goodale argues that the moderate political opposition dis-

tanced itself from the far-right groups, for example, by making a former MAS assemb-

lista Savina Cuellar their victorious candidate for the prefect’s office (2019: 107-109). 

When talking with Matteo about the healing of relations in Tarija after the 2008 conflict, 

he brought up how the attitudes towards highland groups had clearly changed, as could 

be seen from the fact that Lino Condori, a MAS-party candidate, had been chosen as the 

departments governor after the conflict. When thinking about this change of attitudes 

and the presence of coca chewing during public fiestas, Matteo further remarked:

Yes, the change has been great after those days [Violence of 2008]. Well, for instance there is 
this lady, a TV presenter, and for many she is viewed as the most beautiful woman in Tarija, and 

you know what? When I attended one public celebration some years ago, I couldn’t believe it 
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first, but as I went to give greetings to her and her husband during the ceremony, she had a bolo 
in her mouth as well!

Returning to Gustafson’s notions on the demonstrations of Santa Cruz, he remarks how 

the untainted genetic purity of a prize cow was reflected by the separatists to the pure 

and healthy beauty of the Azafata women, beauty queens dressed in traditional camba 

clothes who were held to inherit the core racial values of the camba, pure from any sort 

of Altiplano influence (Gustafson, 2006: 370). As I mentioned in sub-chapter 4.3, one of 

the main reasons, given to me by my informants of both sexes, on why middle- and up-

per-class women chew coca less than the men, was how many feel that this bolo-filled 

pouchy cheek makes them look less attractive. Taking this into account, as well as that a 

bolo one keeps in her cheek when chewing coca is quite noticeable, a tarijeña beauty 

queen with a bolo in her mouth during a public ceremony clearly symbolises that high-

land influences and symbols as strong as coca are accepted, even celebrated by the con-

temporary citizens of Tarija. 

This is a good point of reflection on my observations concerning the young tarijeños 

dressed in traditional chapaco costumes close to the gazebo during the celebrations of 

the día nacional del acullico. As with the idealised and whitened image of Santa Cruz’s 

“true” peasantry utilised as the main construction point of camba identity (the word 

“camba” itself originally relating to the peasants of the region) and their “traditional” 

clothing sexed up for the Azafatas and their male counterparts (Gustafson, 2006: 366), 

tarijeño identity too incorporates aspects of the chapaco peasantry, including dances 

and costumes. On the national level, chapaco is often used to address both these identit-

ies, though unlike with camba, in Tarija the two still remain firmly separate (Lizárraga 

& Vacaflores, 2007: 28-30). The sight of young tarijeños clothed in these chapaco cos-

tumes was quite common during my fieldwork, as I was visiting the location at the 

height of the inbound tourist season. To clothe oneself in this manner and take pictures 

with visitors from other parts of the country was a normal way to make a few extra 

bolivianos by students. These clothes were also worn by dancers during different 

Christmas-time fiestas, but it is noteworthy that I did not notice these costumes during 

paro civico, nor when I was visiting the department for the first time in June 2017. 
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Though not as central in the autonomy movement as in the project of the “camba na-

tion”, the symbolic significance of these tarijeños, after a bit of confusion taking pic-

tures with the celebrators and partaking in the coca chewing, could not be further away 

from the almost eugenic way in which the camba youth in their costumes, be they that 

of the Guaraní warriors or Azafati beauty queens, were adorned and paraded during the 

celebrations of regional identity of Santa Cruz (Gustafson, 2006: 366, 370).

The paraphernalia used by the organisers of the dia nacional del acullico contained 

many artefacts and symbols of the Altiplano indigenous groups, like the llikllas adorn-

ing the gazebo, serving as cloths on which coca leaves were placed for sharing among 

the public, or the Wiphala, flag believed to originate fin the symbol used by Incas for 

their empire of Tawantinsuyu, that since the new constitution of 2009 has served as the 

second official flag of Bolivia, presenting the country’s indigenous nations. In most of 

the cities of the Altiplano, a Wiphala is flown every day in a flagpole next to the nation-

al flag in the main squares, a practice not visibly present in the cities of Santa Cruz or 

Tarija during my fieldwork. In the departments of media luna, the use of the Wiphala is 

somewhat contested. For example, in August 2019, there was a case of an elderly wo-

man who had herself taken down every Wiphala from Plaza de Montero, Santa Cruz, as 

she saw that the flag did not present her (Mujer retira wiphalas, 2019). In the coca pro-

ducing province of Yungas, La Paz, Pellegrini noted that some of her informants also 

felt that the Wiphala does not really present the multiple nationalities of the Plurination-

al state of Bolivia, but, more than anything, is the flag of the MAS-party and the presid-

ent Morales (Pellegrini, 2017: 156). This view seems to be quite common all around 

Bolivia and, for example, since ADEPCOCA (the departmental association of coca pro-

ducers in Yungas) came into conflict with the government’s final decision concerning 

the new law of coca in 2017 (see chapter 6) the organisation has decided to remove the 

Wiphala from their identity cards (Adepcoca cambiará la Wiphala, 2019). The central 

ceremonial offering of coca for Pachamama given by the old gentleman dressed to some 

extent in traditional Quechua clothing was a variation of despacho, Andean indigenous 

offering present in different forms in the religious ceremonies of multiple Central An-

dean indigenous groups, and is mainly given before important journeys and celebrations 

(Allen, 2002: 129; de la Cadena, 2015: xxi), and though Pachamama (commonly trans-
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lated as mother earth) is not a very controversial figure in Bolivia, Goodale found that 

her position in front of God in the constitution of 2009 has disgruntled the right-wing 

opposition (2019: 77-78). The Christian god was not mentioned once during the cere-

mony.

At the heart of the speeches given during the celebrations was the revalorisation project 

of coca that at times took forms of de-Indianization. As mentioned in sub-chapter 5.2, 

This project is the raison d’être of DIGCOIN created by the Morales government to in-

dustrialise coca in forms that would make possible the creation of new markets for the 

leaf and the exportation of coca products so that its production would not serve the co-

caine industry. My cocanis friend Amaru had an amused view of this project and the día 

nacional del acullico as he remarked:

It’s just politics, empty talk and futile. Nobody cares about some coca soap or salve and why 
would they? If you want to use coca, you chew it or drink tea! Why would anybody want it in 
other forms?

During the speeches, however, I noted that the revalorisation project was not only aim-

ing to find new uses for coca, but to highlight how common the existing uses were re-

gardless of class and ethnicity. According to the speakers, everybody chews coca, from 

farmer to doctor, indigena to criollo. “¡Coca no es droga!” Interestingly, as was the case 

with the public chewers, the medical and cultural aspects of the leaf were highlighted 

over the stimulative effects, and though the ancient traditions and symbolic significance 

of coca were celebrated most visibly, the speeches clearly downplayed the ethnic side of 

coca chewing while highlighting the unity in which it connected all Bolivians to their 

roots.

Of all the Andean symbols present during the celebration that relate to the MAS-party 

and Evo Morales to different degrees, the strongest of all surprised me the most: posit-

ive speeches and calls for hurrahs directly addressed to the president. Keeping in mind 

that in Tarija the violent conflict of 2008 had started from mere rumours that supporters 

of the MAS-party might come to keep a pro-government event in the central plaza, it is 

most noteworthy that after 10 years there the supporters were singing and dancing and 
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sharing coca with everybody who passed them. I am not saying that this was a rare in-

stance, or that the supporters of Evo Morales could only enter the plaza disguised 

among coca growers and vendors (though in Justicia’s opinion this was the case). How-

ever, when recollecting that the plaza had been a central place of anti-governmental and 

pro-autonomy demonstrations for the whole time I had conducted my fieldwork, for me, 

this sight came to epitomise the positive changes of race-based class relations that had 

taken place in Tarija since the rise of the indigenous movements starting from the last 

years of the 1980s. 

If these displays of control over public space discussed in this chapter were to be ana-

lysed as translocal projections of past and future order, as done by Gustafson (2006: 

553), one might leap excitedly to concluding that the ethnic and class barriers, so long 

prevalent in Bolivian society, were finally breaking down. With Altiplano workers par-

taking in anti-governmental demonstrations, chewing and sharing coca with an older 

tarijeño gentleman, and young tarijeños chewing and sharing coca with the celebrators 

of the same Central Andean key symbol, while speakers of the ceremony gave thanks to 

president Morales and all that he has done for the nation, this does seem to be the case. 

One would not be completely wrong either, as Shakow (2014) and Pellegrini (2017) 

have argued that in Bolivia there has risen a new middle class that defies past race-

based class categories since the beginning of 21st century when, as stated by Ranta: 

“[S]ocial movements, indigenous organizations and peasant unions [...] attained politic-

al power and entry to the sphere of government.”(2014: 2). After the violent demonstra-

tions of 2008 that opposed the Morales regime, important legal steps were taken to so-

lidify this opening of middle class with the law against racism and all forms of discrim-

ination, Ley de 8 de Octubre de 2010, and though the policies of the governing MAS-

party have left many of its former supporters disappointed for not succeeding with its 

revolutionary promises of economic re-structuring, an atmospheric change in race rela-

tions can be sensed when one is “Hearing the revolution in a minor key”, as Goodale 

has named one of the chapters in his recently published work (2019) that summarises a 

decade of his ethnographic fieldwork on how the government of Evo Morales has af-

fected the politico-legal reality of Bolivia. While Goodale is sceptical on whether the 

MAS-party has succeeded in implementing its revolutionary policies, his account of 
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how one of his informants explained his commitment to the revolutionary cause of the 

MAS party by recounting how, during a trip he had took with the president to a rural 

town, a young boy that they met of an indigenous Aymara origin had told the president 

that he aspired to one day be the president of the nation as well (2019: 44), speaks of a 

major symbolic change on the arena of class and ethnicity. This change was also per-

ceived by Darling, when I asked him how ethnic relations had changed since the rise of 

the MAS-party:

I really was always touched by the people who truly suffered for this discrimination for being 
indigenous, and the fact of not having any money at all, or power. I think that the plurinational 
thing of the government, I think it did something great. Like if you go to a governmental build-
ing, you can find somebody who wears the typical clothing, ornament, and still can be really 

smart, or still can have a lot of money. It is not a thing anymore how you look, or where you 
came from. I think the mixture of the people working on the governmental level, it is really good 
for everyone, from the maid to the one who is in a big position in the government. Like, I can’t 

have a maid anymore to whom I could say that clean my apartment at three in the morning, 
‘cause she could go directly and sue me. I think that’s fair.

Be it on the subject of coca chewing or equality, most of my informants proclaimed that 

attitudes had changed, for the better may I add, though the views on the realities of 

these changes and the extent to which they had actually been realised differed tremend-

ously between them. When I enquired about the amount of racism in contemporary Tar-

ija, the divide between my informants became apparent, and was curiously mostly 

drawn according to political affiliations. For those opposing the MAS-party and sup-

porting the autonomy movement, racism was seen mainly as a problem of the past, over 

which the society of Tarija had prevailed, while for those supporting president Morales 

and national unity, the amount of racism perceived was the same as during the violent 

year of 2008, though hidden from sight.

While the celebrations of diá nacional del acullico at first glance raise multiple positive 

hopes for the development of ethnic and class relations, when looked into more care-

fully, this ambiguity between my informants’ views on these changes is also present. 

Yes, the president Morales was heralded at times, but there was no official representa-

tion from the MAS party, no pictures of the president or banderols with the party’s name 
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(this sort of paraphernalia was never lacking in the Altiplano departments that I visited, 

especially during celebrations). Some speakers did thank señor Evo for revalorising the 

coca leaf, but others specifically pointed out that the president was secondary to the an-

cient knowledge of the leaf’s medicinal value and its re-discovery. Most of all, though, 

what is noteworthy, is how this was the only day when people other than the elderly res-

idents chewed the leaf openly in the public, the only day when the government was her-

alded in comparison to the weeks of ongoing presence of the pro-autonomy songs and 

separatist paraphernalia in the central square. Even while during paro cívico, there were 

in-migrant workers chewing coca with an elderly tarijeño gentleman, as they were all 

united in their view that the department should receive a larger portion of the profits 

from the hydrocarbon industry, they were the “same old songs” playing from the loud-

speakers defining the tarijeño identity against the collas of the Altiplano. 

The ambiguous relations between the traditional and the new middle class, between tar-

ijeños and the in-migrants, the supporters and opposers of the MAS-party still persisted. 

While my pro-opposition informants were wishful of how in the October elections, the 

whole nation would come together to “defend democracy” against the continuation of 

Morales’s presidency, as it was “evident” for all Bolivians that this election would not 

be about race and class, my pro-Morales informants lamented on how the right-wing 

opposition “tried to dupe” young people to think that the elections would not be about 

social progress and ongoing lucha for social and economic equality, but about the op-

positions attempts to “hide” their neoliberal agendas under the banner of democracy. I 

return to this subject in the next chapter, as I gather the observations made throughout 

this thesis to answer how the chewing of coca leaf is perceived by the traditional upper 

and middle classes of contemporary Tarija, and how this reflects the social changes and 

development of ethnic and class relations that have taken place since the beginning of 

the 21st century. 
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8   Conclusion: Chewing Social Change

In this concluding chapter, I continue with the themes and the discussion of the previous 

chapter uniting the many insights with the overarching themes of this thesis. To begin 

with, I present below a quote from an influential work concerning stereotypes and race: 

What we really need to work to change are the structures of inequality which oppress all but the most 
privileged categories of people, in the West and throughout the rest of the world. Not only would it 
be more valuable intrinsically to end discriminatory practices and inequality than to end racial talk; if 

indeed it is impossible to eliminate stereotypes as such, we can still change the material structures 
within which raced objects have meaning, and look forward to a time when new realities made the 
old stereotypes’ hierarchies seem anachronistic and false. (Bashkow, 2006: 254 [italics in original])

These arguments made by Ira Bashkow in the conclusions of his study about race and 

modernity in the Orokaiva cultural world quoted above resonate profoundly with the 

findings I have made throughout the analysis of my ethnographic material presented in 

the preceding chapters on how the chewing of coca leaf is perceived by different layers 

of the society of Tarija, and how this reflects the social changes and development of 

ethnic and class relations that have taken place during the recent decades in Bolivia. As 

I have argued throughout this thesis, the old racist stereotypes attached to coca and its 

chewing have changed profoundly. Furthermore, as it was asserted by the majority of 

my informants, during my fieldwork it became obvious to me that in contemporary Tar-

ija “everyone chews coca” regardless of social class, ethnic or regional identity, though 

gender still seemed to play a major role when intersecting with traditional upper- and 

middle-class identities. Be the beginning in the early 1990s or mid2000s, this change in 

attitudes towards coca chewing from mal visto to commonly accepted has been parallel 

to the rise of the indigenous and campesino movements as a major political force on the 

local and national level, the rise of Evo Morales as the first indigenous president of 

Bolivia, the passing of the new constitution, the anti-discrimination law, and the open-

ing of middle class observed by Shakow (2014) and Pellegrini (2017) to indigenous and 

campesino identities that defy the traditional race-based class categories. 
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It could be argued that to some extent with these changes the old stereotypes attached to 

coca have become redundant, as the traditional upper and middle classes of Tarija have 

had to come face to face with the immense rise in the nation’s gross national product 

and the local economy, unaffected even by the 2008 financial crisis (Bolivia | Data., 

n.d.), and, as the editor of a local newspaper, Matteo, speculated, with the fact that the 

in-migrants played an important part in this process on a local level. After the conflicts 

of 2008, the societies of tarijeños, campesinos, and the in-migrants truly seem to have 

started to open up to each other. While unimaginable to think of just two decades ago, 

the tarijeños have made the practice of coca chewing their own. Moreover, this key 

symbol of the Central Andean indigenous peoples was heralded by many of my inform-

ants from the traditional upper and middle classes as an integral part of being Bolivian 

and rediscovering one’s indigenous roots. 

This opening up to cultural exchange was exemplified by Clever when I met with him 

and Justicia for the first time for supper, as he recounted how these days everyone is 

welcome to join public fiestas, while in his youth, the tarijeños and campesinos had 

their own festivities, and a person of either side risked a beating if attempting to join the 

others’ celebrations. The employers of Pablo had a similar example on how in the 

1990s, it would have been out of the question for Pablo to join them for a barbecue but 

now he sat in their table, eating the same meat as they did and he was considered the 

family’s friend and an equal. It was acceptable for Pablo to chew coca in their presence, 

as I observed during one of these shared barbecues, though the employers seemed a bit 

unnerved by my decision to chew coca with him. 

Throughout this thesis, I have made observations on how the traditional upper- and 

middle-class tarijeños view coca chewing as a symbol of being Bolivian, of finding 

their indigenous roots, and it is necessary now to point out the elephant in the room and 

ask whether or not this is a form of cultural (mis)appropriation, as subtly suggested by 

Darling (see sub-chapter 5.1). Cultural appropriation (in its negative form) is often un-

derstood as an act of taking one part of a culture of usually subaltern people by the 

members of a dominant culture without addressing the problems of unequal power rela-

tions in this cultural exchange (see Young & Brunk, 2009). The observations made by 
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Maria about how the youth of Tarija clearly do not share the cultural values attached to 

coca leaf, as they do not chew coca publicly, hints at this direction, though at the same 

time she herself asserted that the revalorisation project of coca was attached to Bolivi-

ans re-learning their indigenous roots.  

There is no clear-cut answer to the question presented, for as I have argued in this thes-

is, the main values of sharing and creating a space for communication between genera-

tions and social classes that are attached to the leaf by the indigenous peoples of the 

Central Andes are present in the way that my tarijeño informants chewed the leaf. Like 

Pablo and his employers, the social change that has taken place in Bolivia has brought 

its peoples into a shared table, creating a feeling of unity, a shared ancestry and future. 

Though the social event of coca chewing in Tarija is somewhat stripped down in com-

parison with hallpay of Cuzco region, and without the blowing of the coca leaves for 

the local apus and tirakuna, would probably leave Allen unimpressed (2002: 242), this 

lack of complexity and strict etiquette was as true to the in-migrant and campesino ses-

sions of relaxed coca chewing that I attended. While this might be to some extent due to 

secularisation of the indigenous in-migrants who have left their Altiplano communities 

and moved to Cities, stripped their rural traditions so to speak, as I have argued, this did 

not entail de-Indianization for my in-migrant informants, who saw necessity, medicinal 

and the social value of the leaf as complementary to each other. To quote Sahlins’s 

thoughts about Japanese sumo wrestling: “This is a living tradition, precisely one that 

has been able to traverse history. That it may be suitably reinvented to fit the occasion 

might better be understood as a sign of vitality rather than of decadence.” (1999: 409). A 

part of the vitality of the coca leaf, I argue, is the way how it is an inclusive, not exclus-

ive, symbol, how the chewers of Tarija regardless of class and ethnic identity invite each 

other to chew the leaf, and how it creates the space for sharing and communication. 

Through my analysis I argue that what is behind the phenomenon of coca leaf becoming 

popular among all the social layers of Tarija is not, as many of my informants claimed, 

the increased amount of knowledge concerning the leaf’s medicinal qualities, or even 

the revalorisation project that has taken place since the “coca diplomacy” of the 1990s, 

though I do attest that these factors have had an observable role in the process of 
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change. Instead, I argue that what has made coca popular within the groups that previ-

ously held it mal visto is the overall social change that has brought the many groups, the 

tarijeños, campesinos and the Altiplano in-migrants to a shared table, the opening of 

middle class to identities that do not conform to the colonial indigenous-mestizo axis. 

As Bashkow hypothesises in the quote presented at the beginning of this chapter, if the 

social realities that give meaning to racial categories and stereotypes change, this would 

lead to a situation where the same categories and stereotypes lose their weight and 

meaning.  

As the social layers of Tarija have come to a shared table, taken part in the same fiestas, 

made friends and acquaintances on an equal footing with each other, they have simul-

taneously created the prerequisites for the social space of communication and sharing, 

and to chew coca is to fill this space, to perform the social change that has taken place. 

The sense of unity that coca chewing performs and creates, not only between social 

classes or generations but the indigenous roots of being Bolivian, is a sense of unity that 

has displaced the old racial/regional identity based discourse of the right-wing opposi-

tion, and the traditional upper and middle classes. Now these ”cosmo-Bolivian” urban-

ites, as I have called this new identity, herald their indigenous roots and traditions and 

see the indigenous cultures of Bolivia as a richness that they are humbled to partake in, 

instead of backwardness that leads to poverty, misery and lower social status. During 

the coca chewing session with the Intiwasi group, my friends also pondered on the ques-

tion of what kind of role coca had had so far in the social change of the past decades. 

Mario, the 37-year-old social worker, made a point on how the chewing of the leaf 

might have had some political significance still at the beginning of the Morales regime, 

as the act of it in public was an act of defiance against the society stratified according to 

the colonial race-based class categories, but this was no longer the case as coca chewing 

had become commonly practiced by all layers of the society of Tarija: “In the end, it’s 

only a leaf”. With these words Mario conveyed the sentiment that, though the class bar-

riers had diluted, and Bolivia was on a course to a more egalitarian society, this change 

was still ongoing. Though it was nice that the  members of the traditional upper and 

middle classes were partaking in sharing of coca with the other social layers and the 

members of the new middle class during common celebrations open for everybody, the 
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Intiwasi group still sensed a lot of racial prejudices in contemporary Tarija, a lot of dis-

trust and fear between classes and ethnic groups. I now turn to discuss my findings on 

how these issues became observable through the ways in which the people of Tarija per-

ceived, talked about and used coca, analysed in the preceding ethnographic chapters.  

8.1  “In the End, It’s Only a Leaf”

These words of Mario that I have used as the title of this sub-chapter came to symbolise 

to me the limits of the coca leaf and its chewing as a unifying symbol of the peoples of 

Tarija and Bolivia. As I have repeated multiple times in this thesis, during my fieldwork, 

coca chewing was practiced regardless of class and identity. At the same time, however, 

the traditional upper and middle classes differentiated their own use of coca from the 

working class, in-migrants and campesinos through de-Indianization in a manner that 

also separated them from la lucha of the indigenous and campesino movements. I argue 

that this ambiguous positioning of the traditional upper and middle classes towards the 

chewing of coca, reflects the ambiguous relations that persist between them and the new 

middle class, between tarijeños, in-migrants and campesinos, between the opposers and 

supporters of the MAS party. Returning to Bashkow:  

Once race is recognized to be grounded not just in persons, but in objects, activities, institutions, and 

places (…) it becomes clear that there is no one symbolic component of Racial stereotypes that can 
be dislodged to demolish them; there is no one symbolic ”key” to solving racial problems. What is 
truly troubling about race is not that humans differ from one another in small particulars (…) What is 
troubling is the experience of discrimination and interpretation of salient human differences is an 

ineluctable fact of culture, and to single out for reform people’s attitude toward any one objectifica-
tion of race can lead at best to only superficial change, since racial categories’ highly redundant di-
chotomous structure makes human difference invariably reframable in other terms. (2006: 253-254) 

As I have argued, the de-Indianization of the coca leaf, whether done by the traditional 

upper and middle classes to differentiate themselves from the indios, trabajadores, and 

campesinos, or by the national project to revalorise the coca leaf that has focused on the 

medicinal value of the leaf, has left room for the old racist stereotypes and attitudes to 

be renewed, although in a different form. When previously coca chewing was categoric-

ally mal visto in the eyes of the traditional upper and middle classes, as in a sense were 
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the indios who chewed the leaf, now the indigenous culture has been separated from the 

social condition, and those who are viewed as addicted to coca, chewing it as a neces-

sity, are the lower classes, the poor campesinos, bus drivers, construction workers, 

gardeners, street beggars et cetera. While previously their addiction to the chewing of 

coca leaf was held as a reason for their lamentable disposition, now their social disposi-

tion is understood as the reason for their “addiction”, their lower social status reflecting 

their social condition, instead of ethnicity and race. While the middle class has been 

opened and the race-based social barriers have dissolved, I argue that this reframing of 

racist stereotypes attached to coca chewing from ethnicity to social condition reflects 

the failure of the Morales regime in truly changing the economic structure of the nation, 

and while the economic rise has lifted up millions of Bolivians from absolute poverty, 

the level of economic inequality has remained very high (Goodale, 2019: 244).

Dissolution of the ethnic and racial barriers has, however, changed the political stage of 

Bolivia profoundly after the conflicts of 2008, with the traditional upper and middle 

class rediscovering their national unity in the indigenous roots of all Bolivians. The ap-

propriation of the coca leaf by these layers of society is clearly a sign of a profound 

change in ethnic and class relations. This change, curiously, has most of all been utilised 

by the factions of right-wing opposition, who have completely changed their rhetoric 

from the overtly and violently racist demonstrations of 2008. The way in which the tra-

ditional upper and middle classes perceive and use coca thus remains separate from the 

summarising key symbol that it represents to the indigenous peoples of the Central 

Andes. Instead, the symbolic significance that coca has for these ”cosmo-Bolivian” urb-

anites reflects the reclaiming of legitimacy to national power that they had lost to some 

extent due to the previous openly racist discourse of the right-wing opposition of media 

luna during the violence of 2008. During my fieldwork, their slogans called for national 

unity that surpasses ethnic and class barriers: “unity in the name of democracy” against 

the attempts of Evo Morales and the MAS party to turn Bolivia into a “communist dic-

tatorship run by narcotraffickers of Chapare”, where the constitutional limits that re-

strict the presidency to two consecutive terms are not respected even when a referendum 

on the matter results with the people of Bolivia saying “No” to Evo Morales. 
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As this unity goes beyond class and identity, the opposition has started to respect the 

coca leaf, like the traditional upper and middle classes, as an integral part of the culture 

of all Bolivians. The way in which the traditional upper and middle classes perceive and 

use coca, however, still remains separate from the summarising key symbol that it rep-

resents to the indigenous peoples of the Central Andes. Instead the symbolic signific-

ance that coca has for these “cosmo-Bolivian” urbanites reflects the reclaiming of legit-

imacy to national power that they had lost to some extent during the violence of 2008. 

Nevertheless, the traditional and “good” coca that they use is firmly separated from the 

coca of Chapare, the coca for the drug trade farmed by the core supporters of Evo Mor-

ales. This is reflected by the public use of coca, the acceptation that the día nacional del 

acullico is held at the centre of Tarija, as coca, in-migrants, or campesinos, are no 

longer the enemy of the traditional upper and middle classes and the right-wing opposi-

tion. Instead, the enemies are the cocaleros of Chapare, the would-be dictator Evo Mor-

ales and the MAS party.

During my fieldwork, all my informants from all layers of Bolivian society expressed 

their fear of the presidential elections held on 20 October 2019. At the same time as 

there existed a lot of hope with my friends opposing Morales of how the people of 

Bolivia, regardless of ethnicity and class were now “united for democracy”, from the 

cities and the countryside, to the mines of Potosí and the coca fields of Yungas, the fear 

that the elections would not be fair were very high. One tarijeño student, with whom I 

discussed concerning the matter one evening, stated that they, the opposition, were 

ready to raise barricades and roadblocks if Evo would declare himself the winner after 

the first round, as this would be a clear sign of electoral fraud. During the Christmas 

dinner, Clever asserted to me that the MAS party had previously cheated in elections 

with dead people suddenly registering as voters who support MAS in rural regions. Jus-

ticia was deeply afraid of how the racism of the Morales regime was making it unsafe 

for tarijeños to live in Bolivia, as the rhetoric of the MAS party according to her agit-

ated the campesinos and the indigenous peoples to start a civil war against the middle 

class, even though they had been the ones who had helped Evo Morales to become the 

president. Civil war was a fear among the supporters of Morales as well. For example, 

Lily, a university student and a grandchild of a local MAS party politician remembered 
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vividly how during the violence of 2008, some members of the right-wing opposition 

had come to her family’s house with rifles and dynamite to kill her grandfather, who 

luckily had left for Argentina just hours before. This was one of the many reasons why 

she would never trust the opposition’s claims that they were fighting for equality, liberty 

and peace.

This fear of escalating violence after the October elections, I argue, was present also 

with the public chewers of coca, as they were afraid that their chewing might cause mal 

visto, though it was secured by the new constitution, and though all of them were of the 

opinion that coca chewing had become generally acceptable since the beginning of the 

21st century. This fear was present during the paro cívico, as the in-migrant construction 

workers remained silent while the elderly tarijeño gentleman explained to me how the 

songs played through the loudspeakers at the central plaza were old, and how Tarija be-

longs to all those who live there. This fear was present when the middle-aged real-estate 

agent opened up to me on  how it is disgusting how the young people of Tarija chew the 

leaves like that maldito indio Evo Morales.

8.2   Concluding Thoughts About Coca, Class and Identity

My research questions in this thesis were: How the chewing of coca leaf is perceived 

and practiced (or abstained from) by the different layers, especially the traditional upper 

and middle classes, but also the campesino and Altiplano in-migrant groups of contem-

porary society of Tarija, and how this contributes to the production of separate ethnic 

and class identities, but also national and departmental unity? To answer these ques-

tions, I have presented above a thorough ethnographic account of the different ways in 

which coca is used, perceived to be used, and how stereotypes and prejudices attached 

to the leaf’s use, trade and production have changed according to members of both 

sexes from the traditional upper and middle class tarijeños, campesinos, chapacos, and 

in-migrants from the altiplano belonging to working class and the new middle class. By 

analysing these observations from multiple different perspectives, I haw shown how 

coca chewing helps to create a space for sharing and communicating, how the leaf, a 

key symbol of the Central Andean indigenous peoples, has become a national emblem, 
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the chewing of which connects all Bolivians to their indigenous roots, how the revalor-

isation project has successfully changed racist stereotypes and prejudices previously 

attached to the leaf, but also how through de-Indianization, common knowledges and 

rumours, instead of disappearing, many of these stereotypes have gone through refram-

ing and are now linked to social conditions and political affiliations of coca chewers and 

producers, instead of race or ethnicity.

Basing my arguments on this locally engaged and multisided analysis, to answer the 

first question, the answer is: ambiguously. On the one hand, coca chewing has become a 

quotidian custom to many tarijeños during the past two decades and it is heralded by 

many as a link to rediscover their ancient indigenous roots. On the other hand, quotidian 

public coca chewing is only practiced by the elderly, and this is differentiated from the 

chewing of the other layers of society through division between necessity and medicine. 

The youth of Tarija is (at times overly) passionate about coca, but this is only partially 

acknowledged by the middle-aged population regardless of class and identity. This re-

flects the ambiguous relations between the traditional upper and middle classes and the 

new middle class, tarijeños and in-migrants and campesinos, opposers and supporters of 

Evo Morales.  

As the middle class of Bolivia has opened, the old race-based class barriers have been 

diluted to a point that the right-wing opposition has regrouped itself and changed its 

rhetoric from regional whitened identities against the Altiplano collas to all Bolivians 

united for democracy against Evo Morales, the MAS party and the cocaleros of Cha-

pare. This, I have argued, represents the production of a new ”cosmo-Bolivian” urbanite 

identity that gives the aforementioned political forces a newfound legitimacy to regain 

national power, as they have overcome the inherent racism that was present during the 

initial wave of demonstrations led by the right-wing opposition and the low-land elites 

of media luna, which culminated in the violent conflicts of 2008 that shocked the nation 

and made international headlines. Instead of maintaining class and racial privileges with 

claims to superior Hispanic, tarijeño or camba identity gained through genetic disposi-

tion, the oppositional forces of Bolivia now embrace the unity of all Bolivians and fight 

for democracy liberty and the right to improve their lives. 
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The ambiguity, however, was also present during my fieldwork in the fear of all my in-

formants that the elections of October 2019 would result in escalating violence that 

would drive the county to a civil war. The traditional upper and middle classes and the 

right-wing opposition had formed relations and alliances with the layers of society pre-

viously, like coca, mal visto, but there remained a lot of distrust on both sides. A huge 

fear remained that the other side, be it supporters of the MAS party, the members of 

their former support base, the right-wing opposition or members of the traditional upper 

and middle classes, might go back on their words that declared unity of all Bolivians 

regardless of class and identity. 

As noted by Gross, there exists a long tradition in anthropology of analysing ritualised 

use of different substances be they food, beverages or psychoactive substances, and how 

these rituals can create and reaffirm group identities, boundaries and social relations 

(2014: 15-16). While, as I demonstrated in great detail in sub-chapter 2.2, coca has also 

been in the focus of analysis by influential anthropologists, in this thesis, I have taken 

this analysis to a setting where there has previously existed a notable research gap: the 

city and persons belonging to groups that traditionally have abstained from its use. By 

examining the profound change in attitudes concerning the coca leaf in the society of 

Tarija and Bolivia during the past two decades, and how the leaves are chewed outside 

the realm of rural communities, I have been able to elucidate the realities of social 

change in Bolivia, the successes and the limits of the movement to a more egalitarian 

and inclusive society led by its peoples from all sides of the political sphere. The story 

of coca, like the story of Bolivia, is ongoing, and while there are no definitive answers 

to where these stories are headed, the analysis, with which I have engaged here, elucid-

ates the motives and logics of their movement, the whys and hows of their path. 
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Afterword

As I write these last words on 29 February 2020, a lot of the fears that my informants 

had concerning the future of their nation have become reality. The presidential elections 

held on 20 October 2019 resulted with a victory for Evo Morales on the first round with 

a razor thin margin to a situation that would have required a second round between 

Morales and Carlos Mesa, the former president who resigned to appease the civil unrest 

of the 2003 gas wars that had not calmed down with the resignation of Sánches de Loz-

ada. After allegations of fraud, the right-wing opposition led a successful uprising, and 

now it was Evo Morales’s turn to resign, as he did on 10 November, followed by a flight 

to exile on the following day. During the demonstrations led by the comité cívicos of all 

departments, one of the key leaders of the demonstrations, Luis Fernando Camacho vis-

ited the Villa Fatima wholesale market of coca, where he was greeted with cheers by 

members of Yungas cocalero unions. Camacho recognised how the coca leaf is an integ-

ral part of culture, identity and history of all Bolivians and that the “parallel market” of 

coca that is not suitable for traditional use (referring obviously to the Chapare region) 

must be stopped, and all coca of Bolivia needs to go to traditional markets (Fernando, 

2019).

Before Morales’s resignation, three persons had died in the conflict, all of whom were 

opposers of Morales, while the national army kept promising that it would not turn its 

guns against its own people. After his resignation, however, the army had a change of 

heart in this matter. As Morales’s supporters started their demonstrations against the 

naming of Jeanine Áñez (from the ranks of the right-wing opposition) as the interim 

president of Bolivia. in two conflicts between demonstrators and the armed forces in El 

Alto and its vicinity, 18 demonstrators were killed by bullets from firearms (Suman 23 

los muertos, 2019). The social media pages of my opposition leaning informants were 

filled with declarations of how these demonstrators were not truly indigenous people, 

but cocalero narcotraffickers of Chapare, and that the bullet wounds suggested that 

these lethal shots were not fired by the armed forces, but narcotraffickers who wanted to 

tarnish the name of the army. A minister of the interim government, Murillo, announced 

that the demonstrations were led by drug traders and attended by delinquents who do 
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not want to “liberate” Bolivia (Cómo queda el trópico, 2019). On 21 November, the 

number of deaths was at 32 (La Defensoría del Pueblo, 2019), and while the announce-

ment that the MAS party was going to attend the presidential elections planned to be 

held on 3 May 2020 with a new candidate has calmed the situation a little, the country is 

at a delicate situation, balancing on the edge of a knife.

Throughout the demonstrations, the right-wing opposition declared how all peoples of 

Bolivia are united in their fight for democracy, and while the supporters of Morales and 

the (ex)president accused the opposition of racism and discrimination, the opposition 

actors readily condemned every act against the symbols of the indigenous peoples, such 

as the decision of some police officers in Santa Cruz to remove the Wiphala from their 

uniforms (La Policía realiza acto, 2019). In an ironic twist of fate, perhaps the greatest 

achievement of the Morales regime, the dilution of ethnic and class boundaries, finally 

became their undoing, as only a unified opposition that at least on the level of discourse 

condemned racism and discrimination could have possibly succeeded in overthrowing 

Evo Morales, the first indigenous president of Bolivia. The unity heralded by the 

“cosmo-Bolivian” urbanites has, however, proved to be a fragile one, and as the elec-

tions in may are coming closer, the (ex)opposition has become more divided. With the 

decisions of Áñez, Camacho and Mesa to run for president, there seems to exist a very 

real chance that the MAS party candidate Luis Arce might win the elections in the first 

round. Only time will tell how the political situation of Bolivia will unfold, but one 

thing remains certain: Bolivians will keep chewing coca, be their reasons for its chew-

ing of necessity, medicinal value or returning to the indigenous roots of all Bolivians.  
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